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Abstract

While Chip Multiprocessors (CMP) with Speculative Multithreading (SM) have been gaining

momentum, experienced processor designers in industry have reservations about their practical

implementation. In particular, it is felt that SM is too energy-inefficient to compete against

conventional superscalars.

This paper challenges the commonly-held view that SM consumes excessive energy. We

show a CMP with SM support that is not only faster but also more energy efficient than

a state-of-the-art wide-issue superscalar. We demonstrate it with a new energy-efficient CMP

micro-architecture. In addition, we identify the additional sources of energy consumption in SM,

and propose energy-centric optimizations that mitigate them. Experiments with the SpecInt

2000 codes show that a CMP with 2 4-issue cores and support for SM delivers a speedup of

1.08 over a 8-issue superscalar and consumes only 54% of its power. Alternatively, for the same

average power in both chips, the SM CMP is 1.6 times faster than the superscalar on average.

1 Introduction

Substantial research effort is currently being devoted to speeding up hard-to-parallelize non-

numerical applications such as SpecInt. Designers build sophisticated out-of-order processors, with

carefully-tuned execution engines and memory subsystems. Unfortunately, these systems tend to

combine high design complexity with diminishing performance returns, which has motivated the

search for design alternatives.

One such alternative is Speculative Multithreading (SM) on a Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) [2, 7,

8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24]. Under SM, these hard-to-analyze applications are carefully partitioned

into tasks, which are then optimistically executed in parallel, hoping that no data or control depen-

dence will be violated. A hardware safety net monitors the tasks’ control flow and data accesses,

watching for violations at run time. When one happens, the hardware transparently rolls back the

incorrect tasks and, after repairing the state, restarts them.

SM on a CMP has been the subject of intense study for nearly a decade now. Recent results

appear to show that a few processors on a CMP with SM support can speed up hard-to-parallelize

non-numerical applications as much as or more than wider-issue superscalars (e.g. [2, 8, 9, 22]).
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This is significant because CMPs are attractive platforms: unlike wide-issue superscalars, they pro-

vide a decentralized architecture with low-complexity processors. Moreover, CMPs have a natural

advantage for explicitly-parallel codes.

Unfortunately, experienced processor designers in industry have reservations about the practical

implementation of SM. In particular, it is felt that SM is too energy-inefficient to seriously challenge

superscalars. The rationale is that aggressive speculative execution of possibly unnecessary or

incorrect tasks is not the best course in a day and age when processors are primarily constrained

by energy issues.

Indeed, energy issues have become arguably the main concern for designers of high-end mi-

croprocessors. Energy and power consumption directly affect the cost of powering and cooling

the system, influence the reliability and aging characteristics of chips, and determine battery life in

portable devices. While the simpler cores in a CMP are energy-efficient, CMPs with SM will not be

accepted unless their overall energy requirements are competitive against wide-issue superscalars.

In this paper, we directly address the problem of energy consumption in SM. Our main con-

tribution is to show that contrary to popular belief, SM does not necessarily waste energy. We

show that SM is not only faster, but also more energy efficient than a state-of-the-art wide-issue

superscalar. We demonstrate it with a new energy-efficient micro-architecture for a CMP with

SM. This is the first paper to show that SM on a CMP is an interesting design point even for

high-performance power-constrained designs.

In addition, we identify and analyze the sources of energy consumption in SM. These issues

are: the wasted work of squashed tasks, storage and logic in the memory hierarchy to support data

versioning, additional traffic in the memory subsystem, and additional instructions.

We also propose energy-centric optimizations that mitigate these SM sources of energy con-

sumption. These optimizations have been overlooked in performance-centric SM designs because

they enhance energy-savings and not performance.

In our experiments with the SpecInt 2000 benchmarks, we show that a CMP with 2 4-issue

cores delivers a speedup of 1.08 over an 8-issue superscalar while consuming only 54% of its power.

Alternatively, for the same average power in both chips, the SM CMP is 1.6 times faster than the

superscalar on average.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on SM; Section 3 analyzes the

sources of energy consumption in SM and proposes energy-centric optimizations; Section 4 describes

the proposed SM CMP micro-architecture; Section 5 describes our SM compilation infrastructure;

Sections 6 and 7 present our evaluation methodology and the evaluation; and Section 8 concludes.

2 Speculative Multithreading

Overview. Speculative multithreading (SM) consists in extracting tasks from a sequential code

and executing them in parallel, hoping not to violate sequential semantics. The control flow of the
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sequential code imposes a task order and, therefore, we use the terms predecessor and successor

tasks. The safe (or non-speculative) task precedes all speculative tasks. The sequential code also

yields a data dependence relation on the memory accesses issued by the different tasks, which

parallel execution cannot violate. As tasks execute, special hardware support checks that no cross-

task dependence is violated. If any is, the incorrect tasks are squashed, any polluted state is

repaired, and the tasks are re-executed.

Cross-Task Dependence Violations. Data dependences are typically monitored by tracking,

for each individual task, the data written and the data read with exposed reads. An exposed read

is a read that is not preceded by a write to the same location. A data dependence violation occurs

when a task writes a location that has been read by a successor task with an exposed read. A control

dependence violation occurs when a task is spawned in a mispredicted branch path. Dependence

violations lead to task squashes, which involve discarding the work produced by the task. Squashes

come in two forms. In a control violation, the task is squashed with kill signal. In a data violation,

the task is squashed with a restart signal, which also restarts the task from its beginning, hoping

that the re-execution will not violate the data dependence.

State Buffering. Memory accesses issued by a speculative task must be handled carefully. Stores

generate speculative state that cannot be merged with the safe state of the program. The reason is

that it may be incorrect. Consequently, the state is stored separately, typically in the cache of the

processor running the task. If a violation is detected, the state generated by the task is discarded.

Otherwise, when the task becomes non-speculative, the state is allowed to propagate to memory.

When a non-speculative task finishes execution, it commits. Committing informs the rest of the

system that the state generated by the task is now part of the safe program state. Commit is done

in task order and involves passing a commit token between tasks.

Data Versioning. A task has at most a single version of any given variable. However, different

speculative tasks that run concurrently in the machine may write to the same variable and, as

a result, produce different versions of the variable. Such versions must be buffered separately.

Moreover, when a speculative task reads, it needs to be provided with the closest predecessor

version of the variable. Finally, as tasks commit in order, data versions need to be merged with

the safe memory state also in order.

Multi-Versioned Caches. A cache that can hold state from multiple tasks is called multi-

versioned. There are two performance reasons why multi-versioned caches are desirable: they

avoid processor stall when tasks are imbalanced, and enable lazy commit.

If tasks have load imbalance, a processor may finish a task and the task still be speculative. If

the cache can only hold state for a single task, the processor has to stall until the task commits.

An alternative is to move the task’s state to some other buffer, but this complicates the design.

Instead, we want the cache to retain the state from the old task and allow the processor to execute

another task. If so, the cache has to be multi-versioned.

Lazy commit [11] is an approach where, when a task commits, it does not eagerly merge its
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cache state with main memory through ownership requests [15] or write backs [9]. Instead, the task

simply passes the commit token to its successor. Its state remains in the cache and is lazily merged

with main memory later, usually as a result of cache line replacements. This approach improves

performance because it speeds up the commit operation. However, it requires multi-versioned

caches.

Tagging Multi-Versioned Caches. Multi-versioned caches typically require that we tag each

cache line with a version ID, which records what task the line belongs to. Intuitively, such version ID

could be the global ID of the task. Unfortunately, the ID of a task can be quite long. Consequently,

to save space, it is best to translate global task IDs into some arbitrary Local IDs (LIDs) that are

much shorter. These LIDs are used only locally in the cache, to tag cache lines. This type of ID

indirection was first used by Steffan et al. [17].

While these LIDs save space in the tags, they need to be translated. They can be kept in a

small, per-cache table that we call LID Table. Each cache has a different LID Table.

2.1 Architecture and Environment Considered

SM can be supported in different ways. In this paper, we focus on a Chip Multiprocessor (CMP)

architecture because it is a decentralized, potentially energy-efficient platform. To reduce non-

commodity hardware, we assume that the processors in the CMP can only communicate via the

memory system — there is no hardware support for register communication. In addition, to gain

flexibility, the speculative tasks are generated in software by a SM compiler. This is a new compiler

that we recently built. Finally, we concentrate on SpecInt 2000 applications, as these non-numerical

applications are hard to speed up with conventional platforms.

3 Speculative Multithreading on a CMP: Energy Cost & Optimization

Supporting SM adds several sources of energy consumption to a CMP. In this section, we analyze

these sources and then propose “energy-centric” optimizations that directly mitigate them.

3.1 The Energy Cost of Speculative Multithreading

Given a CMP that supports SM, we identify four main SM-specific sources of energy consumption

(Table 1). They are: the wasted work of tasks that are squashed; storage and logic in the memory

hierarchy to support data versioning; additional traffic in the memory subsystem; and additional

instructions.

3.1.1 Task Squashing

A source of energy consumption specific to SM is the work performed by tasks that ultimately

get squashed. Note, however, that not all such work is necessarily wasted. Specifically, in a data

dependence violation, a task is squashed and often restarted on the same processor. The new

instance of the task can leverage branch prediction training from the previous instance. More

importantly, the hardware should allow the new instance to reuse the non-dirty state left in the
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Sources of Energy Consumption in SM Proposed Energy-Centric Optimizations

Task Squashing Stall a task after its second restart

Energy-aware task pruning by profiling

Storage and logic in the memory hierarchy Avoid eagerly “walking” the cache tags

to support data versioning Low-energy reuse of cached data on task restart

Additional traffic in the memory subsystem ——

Additional instructions ——

Table 1: Sources of energy consumption in a CMP that are specific to SM, and energy-centric techniques to mitigate

them.

cache by the previous instance. As a result, the new execution can be faster than the previous one.

Task squashing also consumes energy in two other operations: sending the squash signal to the

processor where the incorrect task is running, and possibly executing some re-initialization code on

that processor. Such code may involve restoring the register state, but does not require accessing

any large chunk of data in the caches. Given the low frequency of squashes, the energy consumed

in these two operations is negligible.

3.1.2 Storage and Logic for Data Versioning in the Memory Hierarchy

Another source of energy consumption in SM is the additional storage and logic in the memory

hierarchy required to support data versioning. In many proposed SM schemes, caches are multi-

versioned (e.g. [3, 15]), which means that individual caches can hold state from multiple tasks

(Section 2). In this case, each cache line is typically tagged with a version ID, which identifies the

task it belongs to. Moreover, messages between caches also include the requesting task’s ID. On

an external access to a cache, the version ID of an address-matching line in the cache is compared

to the ID of the requesting task in the incoming message. From the comparison, the cache may

determine that a violation occurred. Overall, supporting data versioning can require extra storage

in caches to tag lines with a version ID, and extra logic to compare versions when communication

occurs. The details of the memory hierarchy that we use are shown in Section 4.

3.1.3 Additional Traffic in the Memory Subsystem

A SM system generates a higher number of messages than a conventional system. While some of

these extra messages are simply the result of parallel execution, there are three SM-specific reasons

for the increased message volume.

One reason is that caches do not work as well. Caches often have to retain lines from older

tasks that ran on the processor and are still speculative. Only when such tasks become safe can

the data be displaced. As a result, there is less space in the cache for data that may be useful

to the task currently running locally. This higher cache pressure increases displacements of useful

lines and subsequent misses.

The presence of multiple versions of the same line in the system also causes additional messages.
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Specifically, when a processor requests a line, multiple versions of it may be provided, and the

processor (or the directory) then selects what version to use.

Finally, the operation of speculative cache coherence protocols can also increase the traffic. The

reason is that it is desirable to track dependences at a fine grain. To see why, recall how these

protocols typically track dependences: they record which data are written and which data are

exposed-read in each task (Section 2). This information is often encoded with a Write (W) and an

Exposed-Read (R) bit per cached datum.

If this access information is kept per line (Figure 1-(a)), tasks that exhibit false sharing may

appear to violate data dependences and, as a result, cause squashes [3]. For this reason, many SM

proposals keep some access information at a finer grain, such as per word (Figure 1-(b)). Unfor-

tunately, per-word dependence tracking induces higher traffic: a message (such as an invalidation)

may need to be sent for each and every word of the line.

RW
Line

Word0 Word1

RW
Line

Word0 Word1

RW

(a) (b)

Version ID
+ Rest Tag

Version ID
+ Rest Tag

Figure 1: Keeping access information per line (a) or per word (b).

3.1.4 Additional Instructions

SM systems with compiler-generated tasks (such as ours) often execute more dynamic instruc-

tions than non-SM systems. There are two sources of these additional instructions: side-effects of

breaking the code into tasks and, less importantly, SM-specific operations.

The majority of additional instructions result from two side-effects of task generation. First,

conventional compiler optimizations are not very effective at optimizing code across task boundaries.

Therefore, code quality is relatively lower. Secondly, in CMPs where processors communicate only

through memory, the compiler often spills too many registers across task boundaries.

SM-specific operations are the other source. They include task spawn and commit instructions.

The spawn instruction involves sending some state from one processor to another. In our imple-

mentation, this state is the program counter, the stack pointer, and a handful of other values. In

other implementations, it may also involve executing a few instructions in the sender or receiver.

Efficient, lazy implementations of task commit consist in sending the commit token from one pro-

cessor to another [11] (Section 2). They do not involve any significant transfer of data or messages

in the system: committed data are later transferred to memory on cache replacements. This is

the approach that we use. In other implementations, commit may also involve executing a few

instructions in both processors [5]. Overall, given the modest frequency of spawns and commits,

their combined energy is very small.
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3.2 Energy-Centric Optimizations

To reduce the energy consumed by these sources, we could use many performance-oriented SM

optimizations proposed elsewhere. Examples are mechanisms to reduce the number of squashes [4,

16] or improvements to the speculative coherence protocol [15]. While these optimizations improve

performance, they typically also reduce the energy consumed by a program.

In this paper, we are not interested in these optimizations. If they are effective, they should

already be included in any SM design before addressing energy concerns. Instead, we are interested

in “energy-centric” optimizations. These are optimizations that do not increase performance no-

ticeably; in fact, they may slightly reduce it. However, they reduce energy significantly. We focus

on these optimizations because they have been traditionally overlooked in performance-centric SM

designs.

The energy-centric optimizations that we propose are shown in the second column of Table 1.

3.2.1 Task Squashing

We propose two optimizations to reduce energy consumption due to task squashing.

1. Stall a Task After Its Second Restart. When a task that has caused a data dependence

violation and has been restarted already once causes a second violation, we propose to stall it for

good. The task is not given a CPU again until it becomes non-speculative. This optimization is

energy-centric: a performance-only approach would keep re-executing the task with the hope that

one of the runs completes without violations.

Note that, when a task receives its first restart signal, we re-execute it immediately. We do

this hoping to reuse the state in the branch predictor and caches. Often, the first data dependence

violation is due to the passing of unexpected start-up information between parent and child and,

after restart, no more violations will occur. A second violation may indicate the existence of too

many true dependences to make speculative execution worthwhile. Consequently, we stall the task.

2. Energy-Aware Task Pruning by Profiling. Careful task pruning by a profiler pass attempts

to allow only those squashes that are beneficial. Specifically, we propose an energy-centric profiler

that attempts to keep the product Energy × Delay2 for the program low. Any task squash that

increases the product is avoided because voltage-frequency scaling can (ideally) do better.

Our SM compiler generates a binary with tasks and spawn instructions to start-up tasks at

run time (Figure 2-(a)). The binary is passed to a profiling pass, which executes it sequentially,

using a profiling input (Section 5.2). The profiler estimates if a task squash will occur and, if so,

the number of instructions squashed Isquashed (Figure 2-(b)) and the final instruction overlap after

re-execution Ioverlap (Figure 2-(c)). In addition, the profiler estimates the number of misses in the

machine’s L2 cache for the squashed instructions Msquashed. These misses will have a prefetching

effect that will speed up the re-execution of T2.

The estimated execution time reduction is Ioverlap + T0 × Msquashed, where T0 is the estimated

stall per L2 miss and it is assumed that each instruction takes one cycle to execute. The profiler
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(a) Code with spawn

T1

T2

spawn T2

(c) Estimated re−execution

I overlap

T1

T2

spawn T2

T
im

e

squash

I squashed
M squashed

T2

spawn T2T1

(b) Estimated squash

Figure 2: Estimating the benefits of a task squash.

also estimates the energy consumed by Isquashed. If the profiler estimates that allowing the spawn

of T2 degrades the E × D2 product of the program, it requests the removal of the spawn.

3.2.2 Storage and Logic for Data Versioning in the Memory Hierarchy

In SM, there are operations that require changing the tag state of groups of cache lines. For example,

when a task is killed, its dirty cache lines are invalidated. Also, in eager-commit systems, when a

task commits, its dirty cache lines are merged with main memory through ownership requests [15]

or write backs [9]. Finally, in lazy-commit systems, when a cache has no free Local IDs (LID from

Section 2) left, it needs to recycle one. This is done by selecting a long-committed task and writing

back all its cache lines to memory. Then, that task’s LID becomes free and can be re-assigned to

a new local task.

Proposed SM schemes support these operations with energy-intensive actions — or expensive

hardware. We want to avoid both.

For some operations, some existing schemes use a hardware finite state machine (FSM) that,

in the background, repeatedly walks the tags in the cache. This is done for operations such as

recycling LIDs. For example, in [12], a background FSM regularly does the following: it selects the

LID of a committed task from the LID Table, walks the cache tags searching for lines from that

task and writing them back, and finally frees up the LID. The FSM operates eagerly, using free

cache cycles. Eager execution delivers the highest performance. Other existing schemes perform

similar hardware walks of a group of (or all) the addresses in the cache, while stalling the processor

to avoid causing hardware races in the cache. For example, this is the approach followed by [15]

to commit the lines of a task: a special hardware module asks ownership for a group of cache

lines whose address is stored in a buffer. Finally, for some operations, some existing schemes use

“one-shot” hardware signals that change the tag state of a group of lines in a handful of cycles.

For example, [3, 8, 15] do so to invalidate the dirty lines of a killed task. However, in multi-version

caches, this operation may adversely affect the cycle time.

To save energy in these group operations, we propose two energy-centric optimizations.

1. Avoid Eagerly “Walking” the Cache Tags. To save energy, we want to perform all these

group operations lazily in the background, especially avoiding any eager walk of the cache tags.

Eager operation, even when there are free cycles, consumes energy that may not be fully justifiable.

We only activate an eager background FSM in one case: to recycle LIDs when the cache is about
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to run out of them. Specifically, we do it when there is only one free LID left. Overall, while

this optimization may sometimes improve performance slightly, its main attraction is that it saves

energy.

Our optimization relies on the table that contains translations from LIDs to global task IDs (LID

Table from Section 2). Each entry in the LID Table is extended with summary use information for

that LID: the number of lines that the corresponding task has in the cache, and whether the task

is killed or committed. With this information, all the operations discussed above are performed in

the background, lazily, and without address walking.

For example, consider a task kill or commit. When a task is killed or committed, its LID Table

entry is updated by setting the Killed or the Committed bit, respectively (Figure 3-(a)). No tag

walking is performed. Assume that, later, space is needed in a cache set that has no invalid line.

As part of the (off-critical path) displacement algorithm, the LID Table is accessed for the lines in

the cache set (Figure 3-(b)). For the entries that have the Killed bit set, the count of cached lines is

decremented, and the corresponding lines in the cache are either chosen as the replacement victim

or invalidated. Also, for the entries with the Committed bit set, the count is decremented, and

the lines in the cache are written back to L2 to make room. If any one of these counters reaches

zero, that LID is recycled. This continuous LID recycling practically eliminates the need for tag

walking.

(a) (b)

Killed Committed Line
Count

1 60

34

Killed Committed Line
Count

1 0 6

10

L1 Cache

LID 1
LID
Table

LID 1
LID 2 LID 1

LID 2
LID 
Table

Figure 3: Using the LID Table on a task kill (a) and a cache line replacement (b).

2. Low-Energy Reuse of Cached Data on Task Restart. When a task is restarted after

a violation, it should be able to reuse any clean lines remaining in the cache from its previous

execution with minimal energy. This is relatively easy to do in existing schemes that do not restart

a task until the hardware invalidates all the dirty cache lines of the task [3, 15]. Such schemes can

simply give the same LID to restarted task, which will then trivially reuse the cached data.

Since our scheme restarts a task immediately, and only invalidates the task’s dirty cache lines

lazily, we cannot give the same ID to the task — the task would reuse invalid data. However, if

we give the task a different LID, it is harder to reuse cached lines. Specifically, on a cache miss,

the task needs to access the LID Table to see if any of the clean lines in the target set belong to a

previous execution of the same task. Such lines will have a different LID but the same global task

ID in the LID Table.

We propose an energy-centric optimization that sometimes eliminates this access to the LID
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Table. The optimization consists in assigning to each task a combination of LID and LID Offset

(LIDOff). A task begins with a LIDOff set to zero; if it gets restarted, it keeps the same LID and

increments its LIDOff. Moreover, cache tags include both LID and LIDOff. With this support, if

an access finds that a cache line has the same LID and a lower LIDOff, it is a line from a previous

execution of the same task. If the line is clean, the access is treated as a hit, and the line is

Promoted by updating its LIDOff to the current value. The LID Table is not accessed. Avoiding

the LID Table access affects performance little, as an out-of-order processor could hide the needed

cycle(s). However, it saves energy.

4 Speculative Multithreaded CMP Architecture for Energy Efficiency

Based on the previous discussion, we now outline the architecture of our energy-efficient CMP with

SM. We will use this architecture in our evaluation. While we have modeled in detail all aspects of

the chip micro-architecture, we can only give an overview here. In the following, we describe the

hardware structures and then the functionality.

4.1 Hardware Structures

We use a small-scale CMP with two (or four) modest-issue processors connected in a virtual ring.

Each processor has a private, multi-versioned L1. The ring is also connected to a small, multi-

versioned victim cache that holds lines overflowing from the L1s. Finally, there is an unmodified,

shared L2 that only holds safe data (Figure 4-(a)). We chose a ring interconnect because it mini-

mizes the number of hardware races in the speculative coherence protocol. At the same, it delivers

high performance for the small number of processors considered. Also, we include a victim cache to

avoid the much more expensive alternative of designing a multi-versioned L2. The combined space

of the L1s plus the victim cache is practically always sufficient to hold the speculative state of all

the running tasks; only rarely does a task get squashed due to lack of cache space. Figures 4-(b) to

(d) show the extensions required by SM to processors, L1 caches, and victim cache. Each structure

shows its fields in the form bit count:field name.

Each processor has an array of TaskHolders, which are hardware structures that hold some

minimum state for the tasks that are currently loaded on the processor (Figure 4-(b)). Each

TaskHolder contains the task’s LID, LIDOff (incremented every time the task causes a violation,

as per Section 3.2.2), a Stalled bit (set when the task causes a second violation and is forced to

stall as per Section 3.2.1), Safe and Finished bits (set when the task receives the commit token and

finishes execution, respectively), the task spawn address (PC), its stack pointer (SP), and a pointer

to the next free TaskHolder. The TaskHolder does not store the register state, which is kept in the

stack. A TaskHolder can be recycled when the owner task has committed and passed the commit

token to its successor.

A copy of the LID and LIDOff for the task currently going through rename is kept in the

CurrentID register of the load-store queue (Figure 4-(b)). Such register is used to tag loads and

stores as they are inserted in the load-store queue. With this support, the processor can have
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Figure 4: Proposed architecture for an energy-efficient speculative multithreaded CMP.

multiple in-flight tasks, and all accesses to the multi-versioned caches carry with them the correct

LID and LIDOff.

In the L1s and the victim cache, each line tag is augmented with LID, LIDOff and, for each

word in the line, one Write and one Exposed-Read bit to record accesses (Figure 4-(c)). As per

Section 2, each cache keeps its own LID to global task ID translations in a LID Table (Figure 4-(c)).

The LID Table is direct mapped and is indexed by a LID. Each entry has information for one LID:

its corresponding global task ID, LIDOff, bits that indicate if the task is killed or committed, a

counter of the number of lines in the cache belonging to that LID (Section 3.2.2), a global pointer

to the corresponding TaskHolder, and a pointer to the next free entry. An entry can be recycled

when its line counter is zero and the TaskHolder it points to has been recycled.

LIDs are local per cache. Since lines passed between caches include the global task ID, each

cache needs a small Reverse LID Cache to translate from global task ID to own LID (Figure 4-(c)).

If an access to the Reverse LID Cache misses, the LID Table is traversed, and a new entry is

allocated in the Reverse LID Cache.

Finally, the victim cache has a Combine Buffer that is used when a safe line is about to be

displaced to L2 (Figure 4-(d)). The buffer first requests from the caches all the safe versions of

that line. As they arrive, the buffer combines them, so that each word in the line has the latest

safe version on chip. Then, the line is committed to L2, and the other versions invalidated.

4.2 Functionality

To see how these structures are used, we now describe a task spawn, load hit and miss in L1, line

displacement to L2, and task restart. Space limitations preclude giving more examples.

Task Spawn
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When a processor executes a spawn instruction, it sends a small packet with the starting PC, SP,

and global task ID to another processor. In the latter, the hardware allocates a new TaskHolder

and initializes it as follows: LID is set to the value pointed to by HeadFreeLID (Figure 4-(c));

LIDOff, Stalled, Safe, and Finished are reset; and PC and SP are set to the values received in the

message. The fields in the corresponding LID Table entry are also initialized. The global task ID

is set with information from the message, the LIDOff, Committed, Killed, and line counter fields

are reset, and the TaskHolder pointer is set to point to the TaskHolder. At this point, the task is

ready to execute.

When the first instruction of a task goes through the rename stage, the LID and LIDOff from

the TaskHolder are copied to the CurrentID register in the load-store queue. At any time, when

an entry in the load-store queue is filled, it is also tagged with the CurrentID. As a result, when a

load or store request is issued to L1, it carries with it the task’s LID and LIDOff.

Load Hit/Miss in L1

If a load’s address, LID, and LIDOff match one of the L1 tag entries, a hit is recorded and the

data is returned immediately. If, instead, both address and LID match but LIDOff mismatches,

the Write bits in the line are checked. If all of them are zero, the data is also returned as in a hit,

and the line is promoted by setting the tag’s LIDOff to the request’s LIDOff (Section 3.2.2). This

operation also clears the Exposed-Read bits except for the loaded word. Note that the LID Table

is not accessed in either case.

In all other cases, a miss is recorded and the LID Table is accessed. We index the LID Table

with the request’s LID, obtain the corresponding global task ID, and include the latter in a request

issued to the ring. Moreover, to decide which line to displace from L1, we also index the LID Table

with the LIDs of the lines that are currently using the L1 set where space is needed. All these

non-critical accesses proceed as fast as the number of read ports in the LID Table would allow.

With the information retrieved from the LID Table, we can select the victim line — for example,

one whose LID Table entry has the Killed bit set. If the victim line has to be displaced to another

cache, the victim’s LID Table entry provides the global task ID to include in the message. In all

cases, the victim’s LID Table entry is updated by decrementing its count of lines in L1.

A miss request deposited on the ring will reach all the other L1 caches in turn and the victim

cache at the end. When a cache receives the request, it checks if it has a version of the line. It

is possible that several lines match the address. The LIDs of these lines are used to index the

local LID Table and retrieve the corresponding global task IDs to assess the relative order of the

versions. The cache will assemble the lastest local version of the line that still precedes the requester

task [11]. If any such line is generated, it is combined with the request and placed back on the ring.

This process is repeated by all caches and the victim cache which, all together, end up assembling

the lastest version of the line on chip. After the victim cache completes its operation, the line is

forwarded to the requester. If no matching line was found on chip, the victim cache initiates a read

to L2.
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Line Displacement

When a cache needs space, it can displace a committed or uncommitted line by dumping it on the

ring. The other L1s and the victim cache will in turn attempt to absorb it. For a cache to absorb

an incoming line, it needs to know the local LID that corresponds to the line’s global task ID. Such

LID is needed to insert the line in the receiving cache. To find this LID, the global task ID is used

to index the Reverse LID Cache of the receiving cache. If a matching entry is found, it returns the

LID. Otherwise, the LID Table is traversed to find out if a local translation exists. Note that this

operation is not time critical. If no translation exists, a new one is created. The cache can now

attempt to absorb the line. However, if all the entries in the target set are used, the cache makes

room by shedding a committed line or a line more speculative than the incoming one. If no room

can be found, the incoming line is rejected.

If, after the victim cache completes its operation there is still an uncommitted line that cannot

be absorbed, the task that owns it is restarted. If the line that cannot be absorbed is safe, the

victim cache uses the Combine Buffer to send it to L2 (Section 4.1).

Task Restart

When a cache detects a violation, the TaskHolder of the task that performed the stale read is

examined. If the task is running, it is stopped. Its state is then re-started and its LIDOff in the

TaskHolder is incremented. In addition, a message is broadcast on the ring to increment the LIDOff

for the task in all the LID Tables. After that, if the task’s LIDOff is 2, it means that this is its

second restart. In this case, the Stalled bit in the TaskHolder is set and the task is stalled until it

becomes safe. Otherwise, the task is allowed to re-execute.

5 Compilation Support

We have built a compiler for SM that automatically generates code out of sequential applications.

Our compiler adds several passes to an experimental branch of gcc 3.5. The branch uses a static

single assignment tree as the high-level intermediate representation [6]. With this approach, we

leverage a complete compiler infrastructure, including a sophisticated control flow graph structure.

In addition, the high-level intermediate representation of this branch is the right level for our

work. If we were working at the source-code level, our transformations would likely be affected

by unwanted compiler optimizations. Moreover, if we were working with a low-level representation

such as RTL, we would have worse information, and it would be harder to perform pointer and

dataflow analysis.

The resulting code quality, both when we enable and disable SM, is comparable to the MIPSPro

SGI compiler for integer codes at the O3 optimization level. This is because, in addition to using

a much improved gcc version, we also use SGI’s source-to-source optimizer (copt from MIPSPro).

The latter performs PRE, loop unrolling, inlining, and other optimizations.

To give a flavor of the compiler, we outline task generation and our profiling for energy efficiency.
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5.1 Task Generation

Our compiler generates tasks out of loop iterations and the code that follows (i.e. the continuation

of) subroutines. We handle recursivity seamlessly. Figure 5 shows how the compiler generates

tasks. Figure 5-(a) shows the dynamic execution into and out of a loop; Figure 5-(c) shows the

same idea for a subroutine. The compiler first marks the tasks, which are the loop iterations and the

subroutine continuation. Then, it tries to place spawn statements for each of these tasks as early in

the code as it can. A spawn is moved up in the code as long as the new position dominates the old

one and both positions have execution equivalence. We do not move spawns up past statements

that can cause data or control dependence violations. As examples, Figures 5-(b) and (d) show the

resulting code for the loop and subroutine, respectively. In the figure, tasks on the right side are

more speculative.
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Figure 5: Generating tasks out of loop iterations and subroutine continuations.

Task generation algorithms try to maximize performance and minimize energy waste in multiple

ways. For example, small subroutines are inlined rather than extracted. Loop iterations need to

have a minimum size to be extracted as tasks. Finally, the compiler has a clean-up pass where it

checks for tasks whose spawn was moved up the code no more than a handful of instructions. In

this case, the spawn is removed, and the task not extracted.

5.2 Using Profiling for Energy Efficiency

The compilation process includes a simple profiler. The profiler takes the initial SM executable

and identifies those task spawn points that should be eliminated because they are likely to induce

harmful squashes according to our models. The profiler returns the list of such spawns to the com-

piler. Then, the compiler generates the final executable by removing those spawns and integrating

the target tasks of those spawns with their statically predecessor tasks. On average, the profiler

takes about two minutes to run.

The profiler executes the binaries sequentially, using the Train data set for SpecInt codes. As

the profiler executes a task, it records the variables written. As it executes tasks that would be

spawned earlier, it compares the addresses read against those written by predecessor tasks. With

this, it can detect potential violations. The profiler also models a cache to estimate the number of

misses in the real machine’s L2, although no timing is modeled.

The profiler identifies those spawns that have a squash per commit rate higher than Rsquash.

For those spawns, it estimates Isquashed, Ioverlap, and Msquashed as in Figure 2. It also assumes an
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average energy per instruction E0 and an average stall time per miss T0. The profiler can operate

in performance or energy mode. In performance mode, it requests spawn removal if Ioverlap + T0 ×

Msquashed is less than a threshold Tperf . In energy mode, it requests spawn removal if subtracting

Ioverlap + T0 × Msquashed from the program time and adding Isquashed × E0 to the program energy,

increases the program’s E × D2 product. The values for the thresholds and parameters used are

listed in Section 6.

6 Evaluation Setup

To evaluate the energy efficiency of SM, we compare a SM chip with multiple narrow-issue pro-

cessors to a non-SM chip with a single conventional, wide-issue processor. We use MIPS ISA

execution-driven simulations with detailed models of out-of-order superscalar processors and mem-

ories, enhanced with models of dynamic and leakage energy from Wattch [1], Orion [20], and

HotLeakage [23].

Architectures Evaluated

The SM CMP that we propose has 2 4-issue cores and the micro-architecture described in Section 4.

Each core is similar to an up-to-date version of Alpha 21264. We call the chip SM2-4i. The non-

SM chip has a single 8-issue superscalar processor with a conventional L1 and L2 on-chip cache

hierarchy. The core is similar to Alpha 21464. We call the chip Uni-8i. Table 2 shows the

parameters for these two chips.

While these two chips are different, we think that they provide reasonable design points to

compare SM vs non-SM. We have scaled all the chip structures (ports, FU units, etc) according

to the issue width of the core. Moreover, we try to favor Uni-8i. For example, all processors cycle

at the same frequency and have a pipeline depth tuned for a 4-issue processor. This helps Uni-8i,

since a real 8-issue processor would probably not cycle as fast and would have a more complex

pipeline. Since the L1 caches in SM2-4i are multi-versioned, we increase their round-trip time from

the processor one extra cycle relative to Uni-8i. Both processors have the same branch predictor

because they have the same pipeline and branch misprediction penalty. Finally, all processors have

an int and a fp functional unit cluster. Since we use integer codes for the evaluation, the fp cluster

is clock-gated almost all the time.

In our evaluation, we give all execution speedups relative to a non-SM chip with a single 4-issue

superscalar (Uni-4i). This chip has a single core like one in SM2-4i and a conventional memory

hierarchy like Uni-8i (except that the L1 cache only has 2 ports).

For completeness, we also evaluate a SM chip like SM2-4i but with 4 cores. We call it SM4-4i.

Energy Considerations

We estimate the energy consumed in all chip structures, including processor, memory hierarchy

and on-chip interconnect. For the dynamic energy, we use models from Wattch [1] and Orion [20].

We apply clock gating as in Wattch, assuming that a clock-gated structure consumes at most 10%
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2-processor 4-issue SM CMP (SM2-4i)

Processor

Frequency: 5.0 GHz

Technology: 90 nm
Branch penalty: 17 cyc (min)
RAS: 32 entries
BTB: 2K entries, 2-way assoc.
Branch predictor:

Hybrid with speculative update
Bimodal size: 16K entries
Gshare-11 size: 16K entries

FE/IS/RE width: 8/4/6
I-window/ROB size: 96/192
Int/FP registers: 128/112
Ld/St units: 2/2
Int/FP units: 3/2
Ld/St queue entries: 64/48
TaskHolders/processor: 8
TaskHolder acc time: 1 cyc
TaskHolder acc energy: 0.25nJ

Cache L1 VC L2 Bus & Memory

Size: 8KB 4KB 1MB
RT: 2 cyc 5 cyc 10 cyc
Assoc: 4-way 4-way 8-way
Line size: 32B 32B 64B
Ports: 2 1 1
MSHRs: 128 96 96
LID Table:

entries: 128 128
ports: 2 2
acc time: 1 cyc 1 cyc
acc energy: 0.25nJ 0.25nJ

RLC:
size: 64 64
assoc: 4 4
ports: 1 1
acc time: 1 cyc 1 cyc
acc energy: 0.25nJ 0.25nJ

FSB frequency: 533MHz
FSB width: 128bit
Memory: DDR-2
DRAM bandwidth: 8.528GB/s
Memory RT: 81.6ns

8-issue superscalar (Uni-8i)

Processor

Frequency: 5.0 GHz

Technology: 90 nm
Branch penalty: 17 cyc (min)
RAS: 32 entries
BTB: 2K entries, 2-way assoc.
Branch predictor:

Hybrid with speculative update
Bimodal size: 16K entries
Gshare-11 size: 16K entries

FE/IS/RE width: 16/8/12
I-window/ROB size: 160/360
Int/FP registers: 224/160
Ld/St units: 4/4
Int/FP units: 7/4
Ld/St queue entries: 128/128

Cache L1 L2 Bus & Memory

Size: 8KB 1MB
RT: 1 cyc 8 cyc
Assoc: 4-way 8-way
Line size: 32B 64B
Ports: 4 1
MSHRs: 128 96

FSB frequency: 533MHz
FSB width: 128bit
Memory: DDR-2
DRAM bandwidth: 8.528GB/s
Memory RT: 81.6ns

Profiling parameters:

Rsquash: 0.55 E0: 8pJ T0: 390 cyc Tperf : 100 cyc

Table 2: 2-processor 4-issue SM CMP (SM2-4i) and 8-issue superscalar (Uni-8i) chip architectures modeled. In the
table, FE, IS, RE, MSHR, RAS, FSB, RT, RLC, and VC stand for fetch, issue, retirement, Miss Status Handling
Register, Return Address Stack, Front-Side Bus, minimum Round-Trip time from the processor, Reverse LID Cache,
and Victim Cache, respectively. Cycle counts refer to processor cycles.
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its original energy. We extend the Wattch model to consider the deeper pipelines we are modeling.

We also have an H-tree model for clock distribution, which computes clock energy based on area.

The leakage energy is estimated with HotLeakage [23]. In our analysis, we find that leakage energy

is less than 5% of the dynamic energy. This figure was verified with the authors of HotLeakage [13].

Consequently, we neglect leakage energy in our calculations. Some energy parameters for our chips

are shown in Table 2.

Applications Evaluated

Our architectures run the SpecInt 2000 applications with the Ref data set. The exceptions are eon,

gcc, perlbmk (where the compiler fails), and vortex (where the simulator fails). Uni-4i and Uni-8i

run SpecInt 2000 binaries compiled with our SM pass disabled. The code quality is comparable to

the MIPSPro SGI compiler for integer codes at O3 level. SM2-4i and SM4-4i run binaries compiled

with our SM pass enabled.

SM and non-SM binaries are very different. To compare architectures running different binaries,

we cannot compare the execution of a fixed number of instructions. Instead, we insert “simulation

markers” in the code and simulate for a given number of markers. After skipping the initialization

(typically 1-6 billion instructions), we execute up to a certain number of markers so that Uni-8i

graduates more than 500 million instructions.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Qualitative Insights

A SM chip such as SM2-4i suffers from all the SM-specific sources of energy consumption discussed

in Section 3.1. These sources are repeated in Column 1 of Table 3. However, the non-SM chip

(Uni-8i) also has additional sources of energy resulting from having a wider core. These sources

are shown in Column 2 of Table 3.

Additional Sources of Energy in SM2-4i Additional Sources of Energy in Uni-8i

Task squashing More ports in structures

Data versioning in the memory hierarchy Larger structures

More traffic in the memory subsystem Larger clock contribution

More graduated instructions (committed tasks only) More instructions squashed by branch mispredictions

Table 3: Comparing the additional sources of energy consumption.

One source of energy consumption in Uni-8i is its higher number of ports in many structures.

Relative to a core in SM2-4i, the Uni-8i core doubles the number of ports in the register file,

instruction window, reorder buffer, data cache, and load-store queue. Doubling the number of

ports in a structure roughly doubles the energy spent per access to the structure [21]. In addition,

all these structures except the cache are larger in Uni-8i than in a SM2-4i core. This also increases

the consumption per access. Moreover, Uni-8i also spends more energy in the clock network. One

important reason for this is that each core in SM2-4i has its own clock domain, which simplifies
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clock distribution and reduces its energy cost. Another reason is that the Uni-8i chip is a bit larger

than SM2-4i, since it would take about 3 cores in the SM chip to equal the size of Uni-8i. Finally,

while SM2-4i ends up executing more graduated instructions (counting committed tasks only),

Uni-8i fetches more non-graduated instructions. The reason is that, with the same pipeline and

branch predictor, the wider processor squashes more instructions at every branch misprediction.

7.2 Overall Comparison

We start by comparing the performance and the average power consumption of SM2-4i and Uni-8i

running the applications. Figure 6-(a) shows the speedups of these chips (and SM4-4i) relative to

the execution on Uni-4i; Figure 6-(b) shows the average power consumption of all the chips during

execution.
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Figure 6: Execution speedup relative to Uni-4i (a) and average power consumption (b) for different chip organiza-

tions. SM2-4i and SM4-4i are SM CMPs, while Uni-4i and Uni-8i are conventional superscalar chips.

Figure 6-(a) shows that SM2-4i is faster than Uni-8i for the majority of applications. This shows

that the SM compiler successfully extracts tasks from these irregular codes. Uni-8i speeds-up up

the codes, but it is not as effective as SM2-4i. The only application where Uni-8i is significantly

faster is bzip2. The reason is that bzip2 has small tasks (e.g. 65 instructions), which increases the

overheads in SM2-4i. On average, SM2-4i is 13% faster than Uni-8i.

On the other hand, from Figure 6-(b), we see that the average power consumed by SM2-4i is

much lower than in Uni-8i. On average, it is about half. While Uni-8i clock gates unused structures,

the effects shown in Table 3 boost the power consumed by Uni-8i. Overall, if we consider both

performance and power, we see that SM2-4i represents a significantly better design point than

Uni-8i.

Figure 6 also shows that SM4-4i is not as energy-effective as SM2-4i. Placing four cores on a SM

chip reduces the speedups while maintaining the power consumed. The speedups decrease largely

because of memory system effects: more caches means lower locality and higher communication

overhead for limited parallelism. On the other hand, for more parallel applications such as SpecFP,

SM4-4i is likely to be better.

Finally, Uni-4i consumes the least power; however, SM2-4i is 25% faster for these codes.

To gain more insight, we can compare SM2-4i and Uni-8i at a fixed average power and at a
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fixed performance. For this, we analytically apply ideal voltage-frequency scaling to the chips. We

assume that speedup is linearly proportional to frequency and average power is proportional to the

cube of frequency. Then, we can represent a curve that relates speedup (Sp) and average power

(P ) as Sp = k ∗ 3
√

P .

Figure 7 shows this curve for SM2-4i, Uni-8i, and SM2-4i. The curves are replicated in Figure 7-

(a) and (b). For example, the curve for SM2-4i shows the different speedup-power working points

for the chip as we vary the frequency. In each curve, we show the actual working point of the chip

that was measured in Figure 6 for the average of the SpectInt applications.
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Figure 7: Ideal relation between speedup and average power for the different chips considered.

In Figure 7-(a), we set the performance to that measured for Uni-8i. We then scale down

the frequency for SM2-4i and SM4-4i. We see that, at the same performance, SM2-4i (ideally)

consumes approximately a third of Uni-8i’s average power. Similarly, SM4-4i (ideally) consumes

approximately half of Uni-8i’s power.

In Figure 7-(b), we set the power to the one measured for SM2-4i. We then scale down the

frequency of Uni-8i and SM4-4i. We see that, at the same average power, SM2-4i is (ideally)

about 60% faster than Uni-8i, and SM4-4i is about 40% faster than Uni-8i. Overall, these analyses

provide insight on the energy-effectiveness of SM2-4i.

7.3 Understanding the Additional Energy Consumption in SM

We now assess the additional sources of energy consumption from Table 3, starting with those in

SM. Table 4 gives measurements from the execution of the applications on SM2-4i and Uni-8i.

Column 2 shows the fraction of the energy consumed in SM2-4i that is spent in squashed tasks.

We see that some applications such as mcf spend up to 21% of their energy in squashed tasks, while

others like twolf or vpr spend no energy. On average, squashes are responsible for a significant 7.3%

of the energy in SM2-4i.

Column 3 in Table 4 shows the fraction of the SM2-4i energy consumed by the logic and storage

for data versioning in the memory hierarchy. For this category, we add up the contribution of all the

white structures in Figures 4-(b), (c), and (d), plus the victim cache, and various logic associated

with data versioning. From the table, we see that this energy is also significant. On average, it

accounts for 7.8%. Section 7.5 further analyzes the energy consumed in SM2-4i’s memory system.
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SM2-4i Uni-8i

App Energy in Energy in Instr. Graduated Instr. Squashed
Squashed Multi-version SM2-4i/Uni-8i by BR Mispred.
Tasks (%) Structs (%) (Committed Tasks Only) Uni-8i/SM2-4i

(Committed Tasks Only)

bzip2 17.56 11.58 1.12 1.77
crafty 0.12 5.90 1.09 1.26
gap 14.92 2.27 1.08 0.82
gzip 4.32 9.76 1.24 1.08
mcf 20.57 8.22 1.82 0.76
parser 0.63 7.39 1.21 1.07
twolf 0.00 10.11 1.29 1.02
vpr 0.00 6.95 1.08 1.26
Avg 7.26 7.77 1.24 1.06

Table 4: Energy-related parameters in the execution of the applications on SM2-4i and Uni-8i.

We do not provide a breakdown of the energy in SM due to additional traffic because it is hard

to accurately assess it. Many of the additional messages simply result from parallelizing the code;

they have nothing to do with SM. However, we give some insights in Section 7.5.

Finally, Column 4 in Table 4 gives insight on the last source of SM-specific energy shown

in Table 3, namely more graduated instructions. The column shows the number of graduated

instructions in SM2-4i over those in Uni-8i. We only include committed tasks. If SM2-4i graduates

more instructions, it is largely because its code is less efficient than Uni-8i’s. On average, SM2-4i

graduates 24% more instructions.

7.4 Understanding the Additional Energy Consumption in non-SM Chips

To fairly assess the energy impact of SM, we also need to evaluate the additional sources of energy

consumption in the non-SM chip (Uni-8i). These sources, shown in Table 3, are avoided in SM by

virtue of using simpler cores.

One of these sources is the more numerous instructions squashed by branch mispredictions.

The last column in Table 4 shows the number of such instructions in Uni-8i over that in SM2-4i.

To measure this effect correctly, we again ignore all the SM2-4i instructions executed in squashed

tasks. From the table, we see that Uni-8i’s branches squash on average 6% more instructions than

SM2-4i’s. While this is not a negligible number, we had expected a higher number, given the wider

Uni-8i pipeline. The reason for this low number is that, since SM2-4i has two processors, its branch

predictors do not get trained as well as Uni-8i’s.

To evaluate the other additional sources of energy in non-SM chips, Figure 8 shows a breakdown

of the total energy consumed during the execution of the applications. The figure shows bars for

all the chips and normalizes them to Uni-4i. The bars are broken into energy spent in fetch, issue,

execution, clock, and memory system.

Comparing Uni-8i and SM2-4i, we see the effect of the three remaining additional sources of

energy in non-SM chips. One of the sources is higher clock energy (Table 3). As shown in Figure 8,
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Figure 8: Breakdown of the energy consumed during the execution of the applications. The bars are normalized to

the energy consumed by Uni-4i.

clock is the dominant source of energy consumption in Uni-8i. Its contribution is much higher than

in SM2-4i.

The absolute and relative contributions of issue and execution are higher in Uni-8i than in

SM2-4i. These categories contain many of the structures that increase in size or have more ports.

Finally, note that the absolute and relative contribution of the memory system to the energy

consumption is higher in SM2-4i than in Uni-8i. To understand the behavior of the memory system

in SM2-4i, we now examine its energy consumption in detail.

7.5 Analysis of the Energy Consumption in a SM Memory Hierarchy

Figure 9 shows a breakdown of the energy consumed in the memory hierarchy for the different

chips. For each application, the bars are normalized to Uni-4i. The energy is broken into the

contribution of the most significant structures in the memory hierarchy. L1, L2, victim cache,

and ring are self-explanatory. LSQ includes the additional fields in the load-store queue and the

processor shown in white in Figure 4-(b). LID includes the LID Tables and the Reverse LID Caches

(Figure 4-(c)). Note that Uni-8i and Uni-4i only have L1 and L2.
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Figure 9: Breakdown of the energy consumed in the memory hierarchy for the different chips.

Figure 9 shows that the SM chips consume more energy in L1 and L2 than the non-SM chips.

Recall that the L2 is the same in all the chips. Consequently, the higher energy consumption in

L2 is due to the higher traffic in SM2-4i and SM4-4i. Some of this traffic is due to parallelism,

while some other is due to SM transactions. Overall, caches are accessed more frequently under
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SM, especially in SM4-4i.

The bars show a large contribution for LID. This is the core of the multi-version support in the

memory hierarchy. Consequently, we conclude that it is important that the multi-version support

in the memory hierarchy be designed for energy-efficiency. On the other hand, the contribution of

the victim cache and load-store queue fields is small.

7.6 Impact of Energy-Centric Optimizations

Finally, we assess the impact of the energy-centric optimizations proposed in Section 3.2. These

optimizations are included in SM2-4i. Figure 10 assesses the energy consumption of SM2-4i if we

remove one of these optimizations at a time. The figure compares the original system (SM2-4i) to

one without stalling a task after its second restart (NoSyncOnRestart), one without energy-aware

task pruning by profiling (NoEProf), or one without the two optimizations of Section 3.2.2: no

eager walking of the cache tags and low-energy reuse of cached data on task restart (WalkTags).

In the figure, the bars are normalized to SM2-4i. Unless otherwise indicated, the performance is

unaffected.
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Figure 10: Effect of removing energy-centric optimizations. Unless otherwise indicated, the performance is unaf-

fected.

Eliminating the stall on second restart typically increases the energy consumption or does not

change it. However, there is the unusual case of parser, where repeatedly restarting one task ends

up speeding up the program significantly. As a result, it saves energy. This case is unusual. Due

to this single application, removing this optimization even saves a bit of energy on average.

Removing the task pruning optimization generally increases the energy consumption. In two

cases, it has the opposite effect. On average, removing the optimization increases the energy by

13%. Finally, removing the tag walking optimizations also increases the energy consumed by an

average of 13%. The impact of this optimization depends on application characteristics. If there

are many small tasks or squashes are frequent, not having this optimization hurts both energy and

performance. For example, some of our applications would run 1-2% slower.

Overall, it is difficult for optimizations to save a lot of the chip energy on average. However,

two of the ones that we propose have a sizable impact for the SpecInt applications.
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8 Conclusions

This paper challenges the commonly-held view that SM consumes excessive energy. We showed that

it is possible to design a Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) with Speculative Multithreading (SM) that,

for the same performance, consumes less power than a wide-issue superscalar. We demonstrated it

with a new energy-efficient CMP micro-architecture. In addition, we identified sources of energy

consumption in SM, which are the wasted work of squashed tasks, storage and logic in the memory

hierarchy to support data versioning, additional traffic in the memory subsystem, and additional

instructions. Finally, we proposed energy-centric optimizations that mitigate some of these sources.

In our experiments with the SpecInt 2000 benchmarks, we show that a CMP with 2 4-issue

cores delivers a speedup of 1.08 over an 8-issue superscalar while consuming only 54% of its power.

Alternatively, for the same average power in both chips, the SM CMP is 1.6 times faster than the

superscalar on average.

We hope that this work helps propel SM into mainstream microprocessors. CMPs are attrac-

tive platforms because they are more energy-efficient, more scalable, and have lower complexity

than conventional wide-issue superscalars. Moreover, they have an advantage for explicitly-parallel

codes. In this paper, we showed that they can also speed up SpecInt-class applications more than

conventional superscalars for a similar energy budget.
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Abstract

Chip Multiprocessors (CMP) are flexible, high-frequency platforms on which to support

Thread-Level Speculation (TLS). However, for TLS to deliver on its promise, CMPs must ex-

ploit multiple sources of speculative task-level parallelism, including any nesting levels of both

subroutines and loop iterations. Unfortunately, these environments are hard to support in de-

centralized CMP hardware: since tasks are spawned out-of-order and unpredictably, maintaining

key TLS basics such as task ordering and efficient resource allocation is challenging.

This paper is the first one to propose micro-architectural mechanisms that, taken together,

fundamentally enable fast TLS with out-of-order spawn in a CMP. These simple mechanisms

are: Splitting Timestamp Intervals, the Immediate Successor List, and Dynamic Task Merging.

To evaluate them, we develop a TLS compiler with out-of-order spawn. With our mechanisms,

a TLS CMP with 2 4-issue processors increases the average speedup of full SpecInt 2000 ap-

plications from 1.15 (no out-of-order spawn) to 1.25 (with out-of-order spawn). Moreover, the

resulting CMP outperforms a very aggressive 8-issue superscalar. Specifically, with the same

clock frequency, the CMP delivers an average speedup of 1.14 over the 8-issue processor.

1 Introduction

Chip Multiprocessors (CMP) with Thread-Level Speculation (TLS) are being put forward as flex-

ible, high-frequency engines to extract the next level of parallelism from hard-to-analyze programs

(e.g. [7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24]). In these architectures, irregular sequential codes are divided

into tasks that are executed in parallel, optimistically assuming that sequential semantics will not

be violated. As the tasks run, the architecture tracks their control flow and data accesses. If a

cross-task dependence is violated, the offending tasks are destroyed (squashed). Then, a repair

action is initiated and the offending tasks are re-executed.

While these architectures have shown good potential, often thanks to sophisticated compiler

support [2, 5, 10, 19, 20, 23], the speedups obtained for non-numerical applications have typically

been only modest. Part of the reason is that most designs have typically focused (often implicitly)

on limited types of task structures: iterations from a single loop level (e.g. [4, 9, 23]), the code that

follows (i.e. the continuation of) calls to subroutines that do not spawn other tasks (e.g. [3]), or
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some execution paths out of the current task (e.g. [20]). In the cases mentioned, tasks are spawned

in order, namely in the same order as they would in sequential execution. While exploiting only

these task structures may simplify the CMP hardware, it cripples TLS potential.

High-level performance evaluation studies have pointed out that there is a sizable amount of

other parallelism available [12, 13, 21, 22]. One can execute in parallel all subroutines and their

continuations irrespective of their nesting, and iterations from multiple loop levels in a nest. If this

additional parallelism is also leveraged, the speedups are predicted to be significantly higher.

In practice, exploiting these additional sources of parallelism requires supporting out-of-order

task spawning. For example, consider nested subroutines. When a task finds a subroutine call, it

spawns a more speculative task to execute the continuation, and proceeds to execute the subroutine.

The same task can then find other subroutine calls, therefore spawning speculative tasks that are

less speculative than the one spawned first. The same occurs for nested loops, and for combinations

of loop and subroutine nesting.

With out-of-order spawning, the application offers unpredictable shapes of parallelism that are

hard to manage at run time. The resulting TLS environment is challenging. Specifically, how do

we manage task ordering, which is required to identify violations and to ensure commit and squash

order? How do we balance resource allocation between highly speculative tasks that have been

running for a long time, and just-spawned, less speculative tasks? To address these challenges with

high speed in a CMP, we need special micro-architecture.

Unfortunately, no previous work has outlined such CMP micro-architecture. Hammond et al. [8]

have proposed a TLS CMP system that supports out-of-order spawning with both subroutine and

loop-iteration tasks of any nesting level. However, to control key parts of the speculation machinery,

they use a co-processor running software handlers (Section 8). They conclude that their scheme

has too much control software overhead to support subroutine parallelism.

Other work on tasking with out-of-order spawn has only focused on high-level performance

evaluation [12, 13, 21, 22], often simulating ideal architectures. It has not described any micro-

architecture design. The one design that presents some micro-architecture for out-of-order spawn

is DMT [1], which is based on a single centralized, multithreaded CPU (Section 8). Such solution is

not viable for the decentralized architecture of a CMP, which requires completely different support.

This paper is the first one to propose micro-architectural mechanisms that, taken together,

fundamentally enable high-speed tasking with out-of-order spawn in a TLS CMP. These simple

mechanisms support correct and efficient task ordering and resource allocation. Task ordering is

enabled with Splitting Timestamp Intervals for low-overhead order management, and the Immediate

Successor List for efficient task commit and squash. Efficient resource allocation is enabled with

Dynamic Task Merging, which directs speculative parallelism to the most beneficial sections of the

code.

To test our micro-architecture, we develop a gcc-based TLS compiler for out-of-order spawn.

We show that a simulated TLS CMP with 2 4-issue processors increases the average speedup of
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full SpecInt 2000 applications from 1.15 (no out-of-order spawn) to 1.25 (with out-of-order spawn).

Moreover, the resulting CMP outperforms an 8-issue superscalar: with the same clock frequency, the

CMP delivers an average speedup of 1.14 over the 8-issue processor. Overall, our micro-architectural

mechanisms are very effective at boosting TLS speedups.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces out-of-order spawning; Sections 3 and 4

present our micro-architectural design and implementation; Section 5 describes the compilation in-

frastructure; Sections 6 and 7 present our evaluation methodology and the evaluation; and Section 8

discusses related work.

2 Speculative Tasking with Out-of-Order Spawn

In most of the proposed TLS systems, tasks are formed with iterations from a single loop level

(e.g. [4, 9, 23]), the code that follows (i.e. the continuation of) calls to subroutines that do not

spawn other tasks (e.g. [3]), or some execution paths out of the current task (e.g. [20]). In these

proposals, an individual task can at most spawn one correct task in its lifetime. A correct task

is one that is in the sequential execution path of the program. As a result, tasks are spawned in

order, namely in the same order as they would in sequential execution.

Figures 1-(a) and (b) show examples. Figure 1-(a) shows the task tree when parallelizing a loop.

Each task spawns the next iteration. In the figure, the leftmost task is safe (or non-speculative);

the more a task is to the right, the more speculative it is. Figure 1-(b) shows the tree when a task

finds a leaf subroutine. The original task continues execution into the subroutine, while a more

speculative task is spawned to execute the continuation.

There is broad consensus that, for TLS to deliver on its promised speedups, it has to exploit more

parallelism. Several high-level performance evaluation studies [12, 13, 21, 22], typically simulating

simplified architectures, have pointed to the need to additionally support subroutines from any

nesting level and iterations from multiple loop levels in a nest.

Figures 1-(c) and (d) show the two cases. In Figure 1-(c), the safe task first spawns a task

for the continuation of subroutine S1. Then, it executes the beginning of S1, spawns a new task

for the continuation of S2, and executes S2 until its end. In Figure 1-(d), the safe task executes

outer iteration 0. As it executes, it spawns outer iteration 1, enters the inner loop to execute inner

iteration 0, and spawns inner iteration 1. When it completes inner iteration 0, it ends.

With these task choices, an individual task can spawn multiple correct tasks. If so, correct tasks

are spawned in strict reverse order compared to sequential execution. For example, in Figures 1-(c)

and (d), the safe task spawns two correct tasks, and does so out of order. Figure 1-(e) is a more

complex example: the time-line for task creation proceeds from top to bottom (1-2-3-4-5-6-7), while

sequential order is from left to right (1-6-7-4-3-5-2).

In the rest of the paper, to discuss out-of-order spawning, we give examples of tasks built out

of any-nesting subroutines and loop iterations, as they are an obvious source of TLS parallelism.

Our analysis also applies to any other task structure that maintains two conventions. First, if a
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Figure 1: Task trees resulting from different approaches to build TLS tasks. In the figure, Cont and Iter

mean continuation and iteration, respectively.
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task spawns multiple tasks, the compiler inserts the spawns in strict reverse task order (last task

is spawned first, etc). Second, the spawned tasks are less speculative than any task that was more

speculative than their parent. These conventions are followed to make the spawn structure like that

of nested loops and subroutines. Intuitively, these conventions are unlikely to limit the performance

much, while they simplify the micro-architecture.

2.1 Why Supporting Out-of-Order Spawn in CMPs is Hard

Generally, with out-of-order spawn, all tasks can spawn, and parallelism expands in unexpected

parts of the task tree at run time. As a result, in decentralized architectures such as CMPs, it

becomes harder to maintain two cornerstones of TLS: task ordering and efficient resource allocation.

Task ordering is required in several TLS operations that are time-critical. Specifically, a task

needs to know its immediate successor, to communicate the commit token or a squash signal.

Moreover, any communication between two tasks requires knowing the tasks’ relative order: such

order determines whether a dependence violation is triggered, or what data version is returned to

the requester. Unfortunately, when fine-grain tasks are spawned out of order, unpredictably and

in different processors, high-speed ordering of tasks and its maintenance is hard.

Efficient allocation of resources (e.g. CPU or cache space) is crucial for TLS performance.

Ideally, resources should be assigned to tasks that are safe or very likely to become so. However,

with out-of-order spawning, there may be highly-speculative tasks that have been running for a

long time. In this case, if the safe task wants to spawn and there are no free CPUs, should it

kill the highly-speculative tasks? This is what past schemes do [8, 12]. Or should it abstain from

spawning, do the work itself, and leave the highly-speculative tasks running?

Since decisions on task ordering and resource allocation have to be made very quickly, they need

to be supported in the CMP micro-architecture. Given the complexity of TLS designs, however,

such new micro-architecture needs to be simple.

2.2 Out-of-Order Spawning and Number of Processors

With out-of-order spawning, TLS can unlock additional parallelism: two code sections that are very

separated in sequential execution can be executed before some of their intervening code sections

have even been spawned. This feature enables more task overlap, and can benefit both machines

with many processing elements (PE) and those with only few.

On the other hand, it is well-known that some integer applications have only modest coarse-

grained parallelism. For example, for SpecInt, few-PE machines have often been a sweet spot. For

these applications, even with out-of-order spawning, it is reasonable to target two-PE machines.

Indeed, in code sections where, without out-of-order spawning, one of the two PEs of the machine

would remain idle, we may now overlap the execution of two tasks that are far apart in sequential

execution.
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3 Novel Micro-Architectural Mechanisms

We propose three novel and simple micro-architectural mechanisms that, taken together, fundamen-

tally enable high-speed tasking with out-of-order spawn in a TLS CMP. These mechanisms address

the key issues of task ordering and efficient resource allocation, in an environment that is statically

unpredictable (due to out-of-order spawn), decentralized (due to the CMP architecture), and has

no broadcast capabilities. We enable high-speed task order management with Splitting Timestamp

Intervals (Section 3.1) and the Immediate Successor List (Section 3.2). We enable high-speed de-

cisions for efficient resource allocation with Dynamic Task Merging (Section 3.3). In the following,

when we use the terms successor and predecessor task, we refer to sequential execution order.

3.1 Splitting Timestamp Intervals for Task Order Management

In any TLS system, tasks have a relative order, which they explicitly or implicitly embed in the

CMP protocol messages they issue and the cached data they own. Such order is most obviously

needed when two tasks communicate. For example, consider a task reading cached data produced

by a second task. The relative order of the tasks is assessed, and the data is provided only if the

former task is a successor of the latter. Similarly, consider an invalidation message from a task

to data read by a second task. The task order is considered and, if the reader is a successor, a

dependence violation is triggered.

Under in-order task spawn, recording task order is easy: since tasks are created in order, it

suffices to assign monotonically increasing timestamps to newer tasks. A parent gives to its child

its timestamp plus one. With this support, tasks with higher timestamps are successors of those

with lower ones.

Unfortunately, such an approach does not work when tasks are created out of order. To maintain

order now, we propose to represent a task with a Timestamp Interval, given by a Base and a

Limit timestamp ({B,L}). Both base and limit timestamps are operated upon in a task spawn.

Specifically, when a task spawns a child, it splits its timestamp interval in two pieces: the higher-

range subinterval is given to the child (since it is more speculative), while the lower-range subinterval

is kept by the parent. With this support, protocol messages and cached data are directly (or

indirectly) associated with the base timestamp. When communication between tasks occurs, the

base timestamps of the two tasks are compared exactly as in the in-order case.

As an example, Figure 2-(a) shows a program with a call to subroutine S1, which in turn calls

S2. Assume that we use three tasks: task i executes the non-speculative code, j executes the

continuation of S1, and k executes the continuation of S2. The resulting task tree is shown in

Figure 2-(b), while Figure 2-(c) shows the timestamp intervals of each task.

The example assumes that the initial interval for task i is {B,L}, and that intervals are parti-

tioned in half. When i spawns j, i keeps {B,L
2
} and j obtains {B+L

2
,L
2
}. When i later spawns k, i

retains {B,L
4
} and k obtains {B+L

4
,L
4
}. With this scheme, as we move from safe to most specula-

tive task following sequential order (i, k, and j), we encounter adjacent intervals ({B,L
4
}, {B+L

4
,L
4
},

{B+L
2
,L
2
}) with increasing base timestamps.
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Figure 2: Changes in the base and limit timestamps when tasks are spawned. To save storage, the limit

timestamp is encoded as an offset.

In general, a simple approach is to give 1

2
of the current interval to the child. However, since

a task rarely spawns more than a few other tasks, it makes sense to give a larger fraction of the

interval to the child. In addition, there are two cases where we can be more efficient. The first

one is when the parent knows that the child will not spawn any task; in this case, the parent can

give it a single timestamp. The second case is when the parent knows that this is its last child;

in this case, the parent can keep a single timestamp. These efficiencies may be obtainable with

information gathered by the compiler or hardware predictors.

Our scheme assigns no L to the most speculative task, as it implicitly takes the maximum

possible value (Lmax). This allows the system to dynamically expand the range of used timestamps.

Indeed, when the most speculative task spawns a child, it keeps the range {B,Lmax} for itself, and

sets the base of the child to B+Lmax. The child is now the new most speculative task.

Finally, note that, in some cases, a task may reach a point where it needs to spawn a child and its

interval has size 1. In addition, it is possible that a program exhausts the physically representable

timestamp range. These infrequent cases are discussed in Section 4.2.

3.2 Immediate Successor List for Task Squash and Commit

In TLS, a task must be able to find its immediate successor very quickly, to perform the time-

critical operations of commit and squash. Specifically, when the safe task commits, it passes the

commit token to its immediate successor, which may be waiting for it to commit. As for squash,

a task is squashed when it reads data prematurely (data violation) or is spawned in the wrong

branch path (control violation). In the case of a control violation, the victim task receives a kill

signal, which causes the destruction of any state modifications made by the task and terminates

the task. In the case of a data violation, the victim task receives a restart signal, which induces the

destruction of the state modifications and restarts task execution from its beginning – hoping that

the re-execution will read correct data. In either case, a kill signal is also sent to the immediate

successor of the victim task and, recursively, to the immediate successor of that one up until the

most speculative task. This ensures that all possible side effects of the victim task are erased.

Under in-order task spawn, it is easy to find a task’s immediate successor and, recursively,
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immediate successors until the most speculative task. For example, consecutively spawned tasks

are often allocated on contiguous processors, making it trivial to identify the immediate successor.

In other designs, a table with immediate successor information is used, which is easy to maintain

because only one task can spawn at a time. Finally, any scheme used is likely to be largely free of

protocol races, as only one task spawns at a time.

Under out-of-order task spawn, identifying the immediate successor and all the more speculative

tasks is not so straightforward. For example, in Figure 1-(e), if task 7 is killed, it is not trivial

for it to identify and kill tasks 4, 3, 5, and 2, which were created before and independently of 7.

Moreover, any solution has to be carefully crafted to avoid inducing races in the TLS protocol of

the distributed CMP if multiple operations happen concurrently.

To support efficient and race-free commit and squash, we propose that the tasks dynamically

link themselves in hardware in a list according to their sequential order. We call this list the

Immediate Successor (IS) list. To build the IS list, we add a hardware pointer to each task structure

called the IS pointer. We leverage the fact that, at the time of the spawn, the child is always the

immediate successor of its parent. Moreover, the child inherits the parent’s immediate successor.

Consequently, in our scheme, when a task spawns a child, the hardware gives the parent’s IS to the

child, and sets the parent’s IS to point to the child. Moreover, when a task kills all its successors,

the hardware sets its IS to nil. In the example of Figure 1-(e), the IS list links 1 to 6, 6 to 7, 7 to

4, and so on. Task 2’s IS pointer is nil.

With this support, when a task needs to pass the commit token, it uses the IS list. Moreover,

when the victim task in a dependence violation needs to kill all its successors, it sends a kill signal

with its own identity downstream the IS list. All successors are killed in turn. When the kill

signal reaches a task with a nil IS, an acknowledgment is sent to the originating task, which sets

its IS to nil. The result is very fast commit and squash. In addition, our proposal simplifies the

TLS protocol implementation in a major way: even when multiple kill and commit signals occur

concurrently, since all signals are serialized along the same path, the scheme minimizes protocol

races.

3.3 Dynamic Task Merging for Efficient Resource Allocation

In TLS systems, tasks compete for CMP resources such as CPUs, on-chip contexts, and cache

space. Under out-of-order task spawn, such competition is harder to manage than under in-order

spawn. The reason is that highly-speculative tasks may hog resources and starve more critical (less

speculative or even safe) tasks that are spawned later. For example, in Figure 1-(e), when safe task

1 is about to spawn 6, all the CPUs and contexts in the CMP may be in use by more speculative

tasks 4, 3, 5, and 2.

To allocate chip resources efficiently, we propose a new CMP microarchitectural technique

that we call Dynamic Task Merging. It consists of transparent, hardware-driven merging of two

consecutive tasks at run time. The merging may occur before or after the second task has been

spawned. In effect, it enables the machine to prune some branches of the task tree based on
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dynamic load conditions. The overall effects of dynamic task merging are an increase in the size of

the running tasks and a reduction in their dynamic number.

These effects increase execution efficiency in several ways. First, highly-speculative tasks can be

merged, therefore freeing resources for more critical tasks. Second, with large tasks, the overhead

related to task spawn has a relatively lower weight, and both caches and branch predictors work

better, as a CPU reuses their state for a longer time. Finally, given that the hardware can adjust

the number of tasks at run time, the TLS compiler can be more aggressive at creating tasks, which

may ultimately lead to higher performance.

Given a pair of tasks, we propose two types of dynamic task merging, depending on whether

or not the second task has been spawned. If it has not, dynamic task merging typically involves

skipping the spawn instruction of the second task and the task-end instruction of the first task. If

the second task has already been spawned, dynamic task merging typically involves killing it and

skipping the task-end instruction of the first task.

The first type of task merging can be triggered on any task when it is about to spawn a child.

We call it MergeNext. The second type of task merging can be triggered on any pair of consecutive

tasks in the CMP at any time. However, to maximize efficiency and simplify the implementation,

we only trigger it on the two most speculative tasks in the CMP. Consequently, we call it MergeLast.

Usually, we do it when a new task is about to be spawned somewhere in the CMP.

Note that MergeNext and MergeLast are not exclusive choices. Overall, every time that a task

finds a spawn instruction, we select one of four possible choices: spawn normally, MergeNext, spawn

and MergeLast, and both MergeNext and MergeLast. Figure 3 shows the choices when task 4 finds

the spawn for 5. In the rest of this section, we discuss the microarchitecture support for MergeNext

and MergeLast, and the heuristics that we use to decide which of the four choices to select. Some

compiler implementation details are discussed in Section 5.2.
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Figure 3: Choices when task 4 finds the spawn for 5: spawn (b), MergeNext (c), spawn and MergeLast

(d), and MergeNext and MergeLast (e).

3.3.1 MergeNext Microarchitecture

A task initiates a MergeNext by skipping a spawn instruction. After that, in the simplest case, the

task will also have to skip the first task-end instruction that it finds, and finish only when it finds

the second task-end. In general, if a task initiates N MergeNext operations by skipping N spawns,
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it will have to also skip N task-ends and complete only when it finds the N+1 one.

Consider now a task that skipped a spawn in a MergeNext and later spawns a child. In this

case, since the child is more speculative, the responsibility to complete the task merge is “passed

on” to the child: the child will skip the first task-end that it finds and finish only at the second

one. As for the parent, it simply finishes at the first task-end that it finds.

The microarchitecture needed to support MergeNext is a counter in the processor called Number

of Ends to Skip (NES). The NES belongs to the running task, and is checked and modified in

hardware. Specifically, when a task initiates a MergeNext, the NES is incremented. When a task

finds a task-end instruction, the NES is checked. If it is non-zero, it is decremented and the end

instruction is skipped. Otherwise, the end is executed. Moreover, when a task spawns a child, its

NES is copied to the child’s and is then cleared. The child now owns the merges.

A task’s NES is affected by two more events. First, when a task becomes the most speculative

one (its IS pointer becomes nil), its NES ceases to matter — the task simply skips any task-end

instruction that it finds. This is the appropriate behavior for the most speculative task, which

should not be stopped by end instructions. However, if the task spawns a child, the NES of both

tasks are updated as usual. The second special event occurs when a task gets restarted (Section 3.2).

In this case as the task recovers its initial state, it also recovers its initial NES.

3.3.2 MergeLast Microarchitecture

MergeLast involves killing the most speculative task in the CMP and ensuring that, when the new

most speculative task completes its own code, it executes the code of the killed task.

The microarchitecture needed to support MergeLast is the IS list (Section 3.2). A task initiates

a MergeLast by sending a MergeLast hardware signal down the IS list. Each task in the list passes,

in hardware, the signal and its own identity to its successor. When the signal reaches a task with a

nil IS pointer, that task sends an acknowledgment to its immediate predecessor (whose identity it

knows) and terminates. The immediate predecessor sets its IS pointer to nil, as it is now the most

speculative task. No other action is necessary. When the latter task reaches its end, it will skip it

and continue executing, effectively merging its code with that of the killed task. This is because,

as discussed in Section 3.3.1, a task with a nil IS pointer skips task-ends.

Note that the operation of a task killing all its successors after a violation (Section 3.2) is similar

to a MergeLast except that all the tasks downstream the IS list are killed. In fact, to keep the

hardware simple, we implement such an operation as a set of MergeLast operations: the killing

task keeps issuing MergeLast operations until it becomes the most speculative task.

3.4 Task Merge Heuristics

Every time that a task finds a spawn instruction, decisions on task merging are made. To keep the

hardware simple and the overheads low, in this paper we propose a simple decision algorithm.

The algorithm is based on two notions. First, we conservatively assume that any running task,
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even if highly speculative, is likely to perform useful work. Consequently, we try to avoid killing

tasks. Second, we rely on squash information to reduce useless work. Specifically, if a task has been

restarted twice due to violations, it is not allowed to get a CPU anymore. It simply remains in one

of the several on-chip task contexts until it becomes safe. This policy prevents highly-speculative,

frequently-squashed tasks from clogging the CPUs. It also allows the hardware to estimate the

level of load in the CMP by examining the fraction of on-chip task contexts that are in use.

With this support, we use the following algorithm. We use the CPU usage to decide on Mer-

geNext. If all CPUs are busy, since they appear to do useful work, we perform MergeNext. However,

every NumMNext MergeNexts, we skip one to prevent tasks from becoming so large that a squash

would be very costly.

As for MergeLast, we decide based on the estimated use of on-chip task contexts. If most of

them are used, it is likely that many highly-speculative, frequently-squashed tasks are waiting. In

this case, one could be killed with little performance penalty. While we could perform a MergeLast

only when no context is free, the operation would then be in the critical path. Consequently, we

use a threshold: if the estimated number of used contexts is over ThMLast at the time of a spawn,

we perform MergeLast.

4 Implementation Issues

To complete the architectural design for out-of-order tasking, this section discusses three related

implementation details: task contexts, special cases in handling timestamp intervals, and scheduling

tasks to CPUs.

4.1 Implementation of Task Contexts

Each processor has a table of task contexts, which keeps state for the tasks that are loaded on the

processor. Of these tasks, only one is running at a time. Each context stores the following state

for a task: {B,L} timestamp interval, IS pointer, NES, start PC of the task, and a pointer to a

stack location with saved register state. This stack state is not read at the beginning of the task.

Rather, it is read on a per-need basis. The context also has the Local ID (LID) associated to the

task. As in many TLS systems, this LID is a short ID used to tag the cache lines accessed by the

task. It acts as a form of indirection [16] that avoids the need to tag the lines with the whole B

timestamp of the task.

The table of task containers is accessed by instructions such as spawn, and hardware signals

such as restart or kill. Consider, for example, the case when a task must kill all its successors. In

this case, the hardware passes the kill signal from the originating task down the IS list. For each

task in the list, the operation is as follows. If the task is running, it is stopped. In all cases, the

task’s LID is marked as invalid, so that the task’s cache lines become invalid and can be purged

lazily. As in typical TLS systems, that LID remains unused until all its lines are purged from the

cache; at that point, it can be reused.

If a task needs to be restarted, the initial PC and stack pointer are restored from the task
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context. A new LID is then assigned.

4.2 Special Cases in Timestamp Intervals

There are two infrequent, special cases when handling timestamp intervals. The first one is when a

task wants to spawn a child and has no interval to assign. In this case, it simply sends a kill signal

down the IS list. This operation kills all successors, making the task the most speculative one. At

this point, the task can obtain as many timestamps as needed (Section 3.1).

The second case is when a program exhausts the physically representable timestamp range.

Our solution is to recycle old timestamps in chunks. For that, we divide the whole representable

timestamp range into four chunks, based on the two most significant bits of B. When all the tasks

with intervals in the lowest chunk (e.g. the 00 chunk) have committed, we recycle the chunk.

This involves sending a reprogramming signal to the logic of the timestamp comparators so that

timestamps in the recycled chunk are now the highest (i.e. 00 is more speculative than 11). Then,

we can start assigning timestamps from the chunk to newer tasks.

The reprogramming signal is issued in the infrequent case that a task with an interval that

straddles two chunks commits. With this approach, all the tasks in the CMP can at most use 3

4

of the whole timestamp range at a time. To see how many tasks can be concurrently supported,

assume that B and L have b and l bits, respectively. If, in the worst case, each task has a single

child, and the child is given the maximum timestamp range possible (2l), the maximum number of

tasks is then 3

4
× 2b−l. Consequently, if we want to support about 20 concurrent tasks, b− l should

be at least 5.

4.3 Scheduling Tasks to CPUs

While all the tasks that have been spawned have their state loaded on on-chip task contexts, only

as many tasks as CPUs can be running at a time. In practically all TLS proposals, tasks are

scheduled strictly based on how speculative they are. Specifically, a less speculative task always

preempts more speculative ones. Moreover, among the eligible tasks, the preempted one is the

most speculative.

In practice, our evaluation will show that such a policy is an overkill, given the typical load and

task sizes in our CMP, and our new task merging support. Consequently, we propose and use a

simpler policy: we assign high priority to the non-speculative task, and a fixed low priority to all

speculative tasks. There are no complex priorities and only the safe task can preempt.

4.4 Other Aspects

Most of the other aspects of a TLS CMP change little as we move from an in-order to an out-

of-order spawning framework. For this reason and for brevity, we feel it is unnecessary to detail

them. For example, our CMP uses a TLS protocol with lazy commit and multi-versioned L1 and L2

caches similar to [14]. As in that protocol, cache lines with speculative state cannot be displaced.

If space is needed and the line is overwritten with a new address, the owner speculative task is

sent a restart signal. When the task is re-scheduled again, it will restart. Context switches and
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exceptions also cause restarts [14].

5 Compilation Support for Tasking with Out-of-Order Spawn

We have developed a full TLS compiler that generates in-order and out-of-order tasking out of

sequential, integer applications. The compiler adds several passes to a still experimental branch

of gcc 3.5. The branch uses a static single assignment tree as the high-level intermediate repre-

sentation [6]. Building on this software allows us to leverage a complete compiler infrastructure.

For example, we annotate the control flow graph structure with high-level information as we gen-

erate the tasks. Also, working at this high level is better than using a low-level representation

such as RTL: we have better information and it is easier to perform pointer and dataflow analysis.

At the same time, our transformations are much less likely to be affected by unwanted compiler

optimizations than if we were working at the source-code level.

The resulting code quality, both when we enable and disable TLS, is comparable to the MIPSPro

SGI compiler for integer codes at the O3 optimization level. This is because, in addition to using

a much improved gcc version, we also use SGI’s source-to-source optimizer (copt from MIPSPro).

The latter performs PRE, loop unrolling, inlining, and other optimizations.

In the following, we highlight three issues: task generation, task merging, and profiling.

5.1 Task Generation and Hoisting

Our compiler extracts the following modules as individual tasks: subroutines from any nesting

level, loop iterations from potentially multiple loops in a nest, and whole loops. All subroutines are

extracted unless they are very small (in which case they are inlined) or they are libc functions that

have system calls. Recursivity is handled seamlessly. In loop nests, the compiler makes decisions

based on minimal loop iteration size.

As an example, Figure 4 shows how the compiler generates tasks out of a subroutine and its

continuation. Chart (a) shows the dynamic execution into and out of the subroutine. The compiler

first marks the subroutine and continuation as tasks, and inserts spawn statements (Chart (b)).

After that, another compiler pass tries to hoist spawns. The goal is to get as much parallelism as

possible, while making sure that the children of a task are spawned in reverse order, as discussed

in Section 2. A spawn is hoisted as far up as we can, as long as the new position dominates the

old one and both positions have execution equivalence 1. We do not hoist past statements that can

cause data or control dependence violations. Continuing with our example, Chart (c) hoists the

continuation, while Chart (d) adds the hoisting of the subroutine. As usual, tasks on the right side

are more speculative.

A final “task clean up” compiler pass looks for loops, subroutines, and iterations that were

hoisted only a handful of instructions. In any such case, both the hoisting and the spawn instruc-

tion are eliminated, and the two corresponding tasks integrated into one. This pass eliminates

1We informally define execution equivalence as two blocks that are control equivalent and are executed the same

number of times.
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Figure 4: Generating tasks out of a subroutine and its continuation.

unnecessary spawn overheads. In the example, since the subroutine had little hoisting, the code is

changed to Chart (e).

5.2 Task Merging

Task merging requires that, as a task completes its code, it goes on executing the code of its imme-

diate successor. This means that the task must have a way of obtaining the live-in register values

for its continuation code. In ordinary conditions, such code belongs to another task. However, with

our compiler, a task can easily obtain the live-ins for its continuation and successor tasks. This is

because all register values changed by a task that may be used by successors are sent to memory

when the task finishes. Moreover, all the values needed by a task are read from memory.

5.3 Profiling Support

The compilation process for both in-order and out-of-order tasking includes running a simple pro-

filer. The profiler takes the TLS executable and identifies those task spawn points that should be

removed because they are likely to induce harmful squashes according to our models. The pro-

filer returns the list of such spawns to the compiler. Then, the compiler generates the final TLS

executable by removing these spawns and integrating their target tasks with the tasks’ statically

preceding code. On average, the profiler takes about two minutes to run.

The profiler executes the binaries sequentially, using the Train data set for SpecInt codes. As

the profiler executes a task, it records the variables written. As it executes tasks that would be

spawned earlier, it compares the addresses read against those written by predecessor tasks. With

this, it can detect potential violations. The profiler also models a cache to estimate the number of

misses in the real machine’s L2, although no timing is modeled.

The profiler identifies those spawns where the ratio of squashes per task commit is higher than

Rsquash. For each of those spawns, it estimates the performance benefit that a task squash brings.

Some benefit comes from the data prefetching provided by cache misses recorded before the task is

squashed (Msquashed). Other benefit comes from true overlap of the instructions in the task with

other tasks, as the task is re-executed after the violation (Ioverlap). With these measurements, the

profiler requests spawn removal if TI × Ioverlap + T0 × Msquashed is less than a threshold Tperf . In

the formula, T0 is the estimated average stall time per L2 miss, and TI is the estimated execution

time per instruction. The values for Rsquash, T0, TI , and Tperf are listed in Section 6.
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6 Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate TLS with out-of-order spawn, we use execution-driven simulations with detailed models

of out-of-order superscalar processors and memory subsystems. The proposed architecture is a two-

processor CMP with TLS support, which we call TLS2. Each processor in TLS2 is a 4-issue core

similar to a PowerPC 970. It has a private L1 cache that buffers multiversioned speculative data.

Since an L1 cache may contain more than one version of the same line, we set its access time to

a high value: 3 cycles. The L1 caches are connected through a crossbar to an on-chip shared L2

cache. The CMP uses a TLS coherence protocol with lazy task commit and multi-versioned L1 and

L2 caches similar to [14]. One aspect of the protocol in [14] that is not supported is the overflow

area.

For comparison purposes, we also model a chip with a single, very aggressive 8-issue processor.

The chip has no TLS support. We call this architecture 8issue. For this architecture, since the

L1 does not support multiple versions, we set the L1 access time to a lower value: 2 cycles.

Moreover, in our comparison, we use the same processor frequency for both 8issue and TLS2. In

a real implementation, the frequency of TLS2 would be higher than 8issue, therefore boosting the

relative performance of TLS2. The complete set of parameters is shown in Table 1.

Processor PROPOSED: COMPETITION: Memory System and Tasking
Parameters TLS2 8issue Parameters

Cores/chip 2 1 L2 cache size, assoc, line: 1 MB, 8, 64 B
Running tasks/core 1 1 L2 OC, RT: 2, 10
TLS hardware? Yes No Mem bandwidth, RT: 8 GB/s, 400 cycles
Frequency 5 GHz 5 GHz Task contexts/processor: 5
Fetch, issue, retire width 8, 4, 6 16, 8, 12 LIDs/processor: 128
ROB, I-window size 192, 96 360, 224 B, L timestamp size: 33, 28 bits
LD, ST queue 64, 48 128, 96 NumMNext: 10
Mem, int, fp units 2, 3, 2 4, 6, 4 ThMLast: 16
Branch predictor: Latency to kill mis-speculated task (min):

Penalty 17 cycles 17 cycles From violation to proc
BTB 2 K, 2 way 2 K, 2 way notification: 20 cycles
global gshare(11) 16 K 16 K Time to drain proc pipeline: 17 cycles
local (2 bit) 16 K 16 K Fraction of interval given to child: 3/4

L1 cache: Rsquash: 0.55
size, assoc, line 8 KB, 4, 32 B 8 KB, 4, 32 B T0: 390 cycles
OC, RT 1, 2 1, 1 TI : 1 cycle
RT to neighbor’s L1 7 cycles — Tperf : 100 cycles

Table 1: Architectures considered. In the table, OC and RT stand for occupancy and minimum-latency
round trip from the processor, respectively. All cycle counts are in processor cycles. In our comparison,
we use the same processor frequency for both 8issue and TLS2.

In our experiments, we also use two more architectures built out of the 4-issue cores in TLS2:

4issue and TLS4. 4issue is a chip with a single core, one L1, one L2, and no TLS support. TLS4

is an extension of TLS2 that has 4 cores on chip; for simplicity, all parameters are the same as in

TLS2 except for the number of cores.

TLS2 uses as default the microarchitecture introduced in Sections 3 and 4.

Task spawn is performed by an instruction that takes the start PC of the child task. The

instruction assembles a small packet that includes the child’s start PC, timestamp interval, and
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stack and IS pointers, as well as the parent’s NES. In the meantime, to decide on task merging,

the system estimates the load of the task contexts in the CMP, and if the other CPU is free. If it

is decided to spawn on the other CPU, the packet is sent to it. Eventually, the child will execute

there, accessing its live-ins through memory via the stack pointer.

Task commit is performed by an instruction that passes the commit token to its IS task. As

for task context switch, most of the overhead is due to saving and restoring the registers. Note,

however, that a task does not need to save all its 32 registers; only the ones marked as dirty are

saved.

We drive our simulated architectures with the SpecInt 2000 applications running the Ref data

set. We run all the SpecInt 2000 codes except four that either fail our compilation pass (eon,

gcc, perlbmk), or cannot be run in our simulator (vortex). As shown in Table 2, we compare four

different SpecInt binaries: unmodified binaries (BaseApp), TLS with in-order spawning (InOrder),

and TLS with out-of-order spawning (OutOrder).

Name TLS? Description of Binary

BaseApp N Out-of-the-box, sequential version compiled with O2. No TLS instrumentation
OutOrder Y Our proposed out-of-order task spawning. Spawns to: (1) a procedure call

(2) continuation of any procedure, and (3) iterations from multiple loops in nest
InOrder Y In-order task spawning. Selects the same tasks as OutOrder. Uses interprocedural

analysis pass to eliminate tasks that violate the in-order spawning requirement.

Table 2: Versions of the SpecInt 2000 binaries executed.

These binaries are very different. Specifically, the TLS passes re-arrange the code into tasks

and adds extra instructions for spawning and commit. In addition, these transformations obfuscate

some conventional compiler optimizations, sometimes rendering them less effective. Consequently,

to accurately compare the performance of the different binaries, we cannot simply time a fixed

number of instructions. Instead, we insert “simulation markers” in the code, and simulate for a

given number of markers. After skipping the initialization (typically 1-6 billion instructions), we

execute up to a certain number of markers for all binaries, so that the BaseApp binary graduated

more than 500 million instructions.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Execution Speedups

To evaluate our proposed support for TLS with out-of-order spawn, we compare the execution time

of the in-order TLS binary InOrder and the OutOrder one running on the TLS2 architecture. Of

course, only the OutOrder binary can leverage our microarchitectural mechanisms. For comparison

purposes, we also measure the execution times of the BaseApp binary running on the 4issue and

8issue architectures. The comparison to 4issue shows the speedup of TLS relative to a single

processor of the same size; the comparison to 8issue shows the speedup of TLS relative to a much

larger processor under the same frequency. Finally, we also evaluate OutOrder running on TLS4,

to assess the effect of the number of processors in the CMP.

Figure 5 shows the speedups of the different binary-architecture combinations relative to
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BaseApp running on 4issue. For consistency, all the speedups in Section 7 are shown relative

BaseApp running on 4issue. The figure shows data for each application and the harmonic mean.

On top of some of the bars, we show the average speedups. In addition, for the TLS bars, we show

the ideal contribution of parallelism to the speedup as a black dot on each of the bars. The effect

of parallelism on performance is discussed later.
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Figure 5: Speedups of different binary-architecture combinations relative to BaseApp running on 4issue.

The TLS bars also show the ideal contribution of parallelism to the speedup.

Consider first OutOrder on TLS2 as compared to InOrder on TLS2. From the figure, we see

that TLS2 OutOrder is equal-to or outperforms BaseApp on 4issue for all of the applications. On

average, it delivers a speedup of 1.25 over such an environment, while InOrder only attains an

average speedup of 1.15. Two main factors give OutOrder the advantage. Firstly, OutOrder can

select tasks from a larger number of locations in the program and can spawn the tasks earlier due

to out of order hoisting. Better task selection enables gzip to attain a larger amount of parallelism,

leading to good speedups. The second factor is our proposed microarchitectural mechanisms.

Efficient hardware support for managing tasks lessens the penalty for restarting and killing tasks.

Consequently, we are able to select tasks that provide good prefetching, as is the case with mcf

which attains a superlinear speedup over executing on 4issue. This is discussed more in Section 7.2.

Overall, because the OutOrder binary can spawn tasks with fewer restrictions and benefits from

the proposed microarchitectural mechanisms, it performs as well or better than InOrder on TLS2.

Consider now OutOrder running on TLS2 or on TLS4. An increase in the number of processors

on the CMP does not improve performance, rather, it decreases from 1.25 to 1.10, on average.

When we distribute work across two more processors, we incur more overheads in the memory

system and increase the likelihood of restarts because we spawn more tasks. Overall, OutOrder on

TLS4 is slightly worse, but is still an important design point for TLS systems because parallel and

numerical applications can exploit larger numbers of processors.

Consider now BaseApp on 8issue, which provides an average speedup of 1.10 over 4issue. TLS2

has an average speedup of 1.25 with OutOrder. Consequently, TLS with out-of-order spawning

is able to attain a 1.14 speedup over a much larger processor operating at the same frequency.

Overall, OutOrder on TLS2 is competitive with a high frequency, wide-issue, microarchitecture.
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7.2 Characterization

To understand the performance of OutOrder on TLS2, Table 3 provides some run-time measure-

ments. Column 2 shows the average number of busy CPUs, which gives a sense for the degree

of parallelism. On average, 1.4 CPUs are in use. These figures are small because of the limited

parallelism present in SpecInt codes. However, not all the CPU activity is useful, since some

tasks are squashed. Column 3 shows the fraction of busy cycles that execute non-squashed tasks.

Fortunately, on average 93% of the work done by the CPUs is useful.

Busy Useful/ Extra Task Committed # Spawns in # Events / Task Commit
App CPUs Busy Dynamic Size Out of Order Task Lifetime Merge Merge Restart

Cycles Instr (Instr) Spawn No Merge Next Last
(%) (%) (%) Merge

bzip2 1.708 82.40 12.435 22353 3.78 1.006 1.124 3.3488 0.0005 0.4064
crafty 1.032 99.84 9.451 3431 0.00 1.000 1.000 0.0002 0.0000 0.9980
gap 1.426 80.73 8.904 1401 0.00 1.352 1.001 0.7363 0.0000 0.9512
gzip 1.734 98.68 24.872 1884 0.07 1.271 1.000 3.8905 0.0000 0.2816
mcf 1.912 82.65 82.945 80 30.59 1.000 1.287 2.6479 0.2010 1.0234
parser 1.216 98.94 21.315 279 0.00 1.052 1.000 0.0699 0.0000 0.2382
twolf 1.239 99.97 29.493 115 0.00 1.000 1.000 0.0519 0.0000 0.0000
vpr 1.002 100.00 8.618 27311 0.000 1.000 1.001 0.2623 0.0000 0.0000
Avg 1.409 92.90 24.754 7107 4.30 1.085 1.052 1.3760 0.0252 0.4874

Table 3: Characterizing the run-time behavior of OutOrder on TLS2.

From the time spent by CPUs executing useful work, we can compute the ideal contribution

of parallelism to TLS speedup. Figure 5 shows such a contribution for all TLS bars. Note that

such a contribution is not equal to the distance between 1 and the top of the bars. The reason

is that there are other effects that increase or decrease the speedup. Specifically, the speedup

relative to BaseApp on 4issue decreases due to at least two effects. First, the TLS environments

have multiple L1 caches and processors on chip, which induces a higher number of cache misses

and branch mispredictions, respectively. The second effect is the higher dynamic instruction count

under TLS. The reason is the additional spawn, commit, and memory instructions, and the lower

effectiveness of conventional compiler optimizations (Section 6). This effect can be seen in Column

4 of Table 3, which shows that TLS execution increases the dynamic instruction count by 25%.

On the other hand, TLS speedups can increase beyond that given by parallelism due to at

least two factors. One is the data prefetching effect induced by speculative tasks, which bring into

caches data that can later be used by other tasks. Prefetching can be beneficial to performance

regardless of the degree of parallelism. The second factor is the additional resources on chip, which

includes multiple BTBs and more functional units. However, the performance contribution due to

additional resources will contribute only when parallelism can be exploited.

Overall, Figure 5 shows that some of these effects have at least as much importance as parallelism

in TLS speedups on SpecInt applications. For example, in mcf using the OutOrder on TLS2, the

parallelism is 1.58, while the speedup is 2.11. mcf obtains this speedup even in the presence of large

overheads, as shown in Column 4 of Table 3. mcf also has a large percentage of wasted busy cycles

which benefited execution via data prefetching. On the other hand, gzip exhibits a large degree of

parallelism coupled with an average speedup. Since more than 98% of the work in gzip is useful,

the speedup comes primarily from parallelism.

Column 5 of Table 3 shows the average number of graduated instructions in the tasks that
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commit. On average, such tasks contain 7107 instructions. Given the frequent task merge oper-

ations, this is a small number of instructions. Obtaining large speedups with such small tasks is

challenging.

The next few columns show parameters related to out-of-order spawning: the average number of

tasks that are spawned out-of-order and successfully commit, and the average number of children

spawned by a task in its lifetime (Columns 7-8) with and without the benefits of dynamic task

merging. mcf uses the out-of-order hardware the best, with 30% of its committed tasks being

spawned out-of-order. However, we can see from Column 6 that many benchmarks do not exploit

out-of-order spawning when merging is enabled. These small percentages do not mean that out-of-

order spawn should not be supported. Merging makes out-of-order spawning less frequent because

we choose to skip a spawn instruction. Furthermore, out-of-order spawn is necessary to get speedups

in gap and gzip. Without out-of-order spawn support, we could not select the tasks in gzip that

provide good performance. gzip does benefit from out-of-order spawning even though the effect

of merging reduces the number of spawns in a task lifetime from 1.3 down to 1.0. Overall, task

merging decreases the number of spawns per task, thereby reducing the contribution of out-of-order

spawns in the execution of the benchmark.

Finally, the last three columns show the frequency of key events in occurrences per task commit.

We can see that all these events occur during execution. MergeNext is the most frequently occurring

event of the three. For example, gzip performs a MergeNext approximately four times per task,

providing it with one of the larger average task sizes. Its high percentage of useful work and large

parallelism allows MergeNext more opportunities to occur per task. The MergeLast event occurs

when resources need to be reclaimed and when a task needs to kill its successors. For most of the

benchmarks, this event happens rarely, and for a number of benchmarks, it never occurred in our

simulations. Finally, restart signals occur more frequently than MergeLast because restarts are

necessary on any dependence violation. Even though a task is restarted half the time it is spawned,

on average, it typically happens early in the task execution. This keeps the ratio of useful to busy

cycles high.

7.3 Architecture Sensitivity Analysis

In this final section, we examine design variations. While we would like to assess the impact of each

of our microarchitectural mechanisms separately, we cannot disable the IS list or the timestamp

intervals because they are directly needed to support out-of-order spawn. However, we can measure

the effect of disabling dynamic task merging. We also measure the impact of never running out of

timestamps and of using an advanced task scheduling algorithm.

Figure 6 compares the speedup of our proposed TLS2, to TLS2 with the individual changes

mentioned. In all cases, the binary used is OutOrder. As usual, all the bars show speedups relative

to BaseApp running on 4issue. In the following, we consider each case in turn.
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Figure 6: Comparing our proposed TLS2 to TLS2 with different architectural or software changes. In

all cases, the binary used is OutOrder.

7.3.1 Disabling Dynamic Task Merging

The NoMNext and NoMLast bars in Figure 6 correspond to TLS2 without MergeNext and without

MergeLast, respectively. With NoMNext, the speedups are reduced by 4% on average. Disabling

MergeNext benefits none of our simulated benchmarks. The main cause is the larger amount of work

wasted due to squashes. Indeed, without MergeNext, tasks spawn more children. To assign on-chip

contexts to all the less-speculative tasks, we have to squash more-speculative tasks frequently. As

a result, NoMNext wastes more cycles on squashed tasks than TLS2. Consequently, we recommend

supporting MergeNext.

With NoMLast, several programs, gzip for example, run much slower. The reason is that,

typically, there are many highly-speculative tasks that use up all the task contexts, therefore

preventing the non-speculative task from spawning. As a result, the CMP is using the resources

poorly. A few benchmarks do gain from NoMLast because their average task size is increased

and because the most speculative tasks are left running to either contribute to useful work or to

provide prefetching for the less speculative threads. Overall, to unclog the CMP when necessary,

we recommend supporting MergeLast.

7.3.2 Never Running out of Timestamps

In TLS2, when a task runs out of timestamps, it kills all its successors (Section 4.2). We would

like to assess the overhead of these events. For that, bar IdealTStamp in Figure 6 corresponds to

an ideal system with unlimited-sized timestamps and no additional overhead. Overall, the figure

shows that IdealTStamp offers no performance advantage. The reason is that, in TLS2, running out

of timestamps is relatively rare. In addition, IdealTStamp may perform worse than TLS2 because

restarts are occasionally beneficial to performance.

7.3.3 Supporting Advanced Task Scheduling

TLS2 uses a simple, two-priority algorithm to schedule tasks to CPUs (Section 4.3). In bar AdvSched

of Figure 6, we change it to support the advanced scheduling outlined in Section 4.3: tasks are
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strictly prioritized and preempt each other based on how speculative they are. Moreover, we set

the scheduling overhead to zero.

We see that AdvSched delivers no advantage. The main reason is that, in TLS2, MergeNext

regulates the number of ready tasks effectively. As a result, starvation of tasks by more speculative

ones occurs with tolerable frequency.

8 Related Work

There are three pieces of work on environments that need out-of-order spawning.

Hammond et al. [8] have proposed a TLS CMP that supports out-of-order spawn with both

subroutine and loop-iteration tasks. Their scheme is very different than ours. Each processor

has a co-processor that controls TLS mechanisms by running software handlers. There are 2

broadcast busses. Co-processors are informed of what task is running on what processor. Messages

are snooped from the broadcast busses and, based on their source, the co-processors can tell the

relative ordering. Since caches contain state from a single task, no task ID is necessary. Squash

signals are also broadcast. Commits require access to a centralized software data structure in

shared memory. The most speculative task is killed if there is no space in the CMP. Overall,

this is a broadcast-based, relatively centralized architecture. Moreover, the authors conclude that

their scheme has too much control software overhead to support subroutine tasks. Their finding

motivates our work.

There are several high-level performance-evaluation studies of environments that need out-of-

order spawning [12, 13, 21, 22]. They often assume some ideal architectural feature, such as an

infinite number of processors or perfect value prediction, and compare the performance to more

realistic environments. Of those, [12, 13] examine a variety of sources of parallelism, including

iterations from multiple loop levels, any-nesting subroutines, and full loops. [21, 22] examine

subroutine-level nested parallelism in detail. None of these papers has attempted to describe the

design of micro-architectural structures to support the tasks used. Consequently, they have not

addressed the problems we cover. Our paper is the first detailed microarchitectural design of high-

speed out-of-order tasking on a CMP and its evaluation. Many of the problems we solve do not even

appear in these previous studies (e.g. task ID limitations or fast access to immediate successor).

DMT is a centralized, SMT-like processor whose hardware can extract out-of-order tasks from

unmodified binaries [1]. The design is very different than ours because, being an SMT, it uses

centralized structures that are unusable in a CMP. Specifically, DMT has a centralized hardware

tree that records which tasks are successors of which. To determine the order of two tasks, the

hardware walks the tree when: (1) there is a collision in the centralized LD/ST queue, or (ii) a

task commits and needs to verify the register predictions for successor tasks. This centralization

means that DMT does not need our proposed IS list and timestamp intervals. DMT kills the most

speculative task if there is no space in the processor. However, it requires no analysis of matching

task-end and spawn instruction like us because the binary is unmodified. Moreover, DMT does not

support MergeNext, which is our new way of dynamically managing the resources in the system.
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9 Conclusion

For CMPs with TLS to deliver on their promise, they must support dynamic environments where

tasks are spawned out-of-order and unpredictably. Given the decentralized hardware of a CMP,

this is challenging. This paper has been the first one to identify and design micro-architectural

mechanisms that, taken together, fundamentally enable high-speed tasking with out-of-order spawn

in a TLS CMP. We proposed three simple primitives for correct and fast task ordering and resource

allocation. Task ordering is enabled with Splitting Timestamp Intervals for low-overhead order

management, and with the Immediate Successor List for efficient task squash and commit. Fast

and efficient resource allocation is enabled with Dynamic Task Merging, which directs speculative

parallelism to the most beneficial code sections. To evaluate these primitives, we developed a

TLS compiler with out-of-order spawn. With our mechanisms, a CMP with 2 4-issue processors

increases the average speedup of SpecInt 2000 applications from 1.15 (no out-of-order spawn) to

1.25 (out-of-order spawn). Moreover, the resulting CMP outperforms an 8-issue superscalar: with

the same clock frequency, the CMP delivers an average speedup of 1.14 over the 8-issue processor.

Overall, with our micro-architectural mechanisms, a CMP can leverage more sources of paral-

lelism and boost TLS speedups. Note that, for applications that can exploit more PEs in the CMP

(such as numerical applications), our technology is more enabling. The reason is that the codes

can use our new hardware better. Finally, we expect that, as we improve our compiler algorithms,

TLS speedups will improve.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents CHeckpointed Early Resource RecYcling
(Cherry), a hybrid mode of execution based on ROB and checkpoint-
ing that decouples resource recycling and instruction retirement. Re-
sources are recycled early, resulting in a more efficient utilization.
Cherry relies on state checkpointing and rollback to service excep-
tions for instructions whose resources have been recycled. Cherry
leverages the ROB to (1) not require in-order execution as a fallback
mechanism, (2) allow memory replay traps and branch mispredic-
tions without rolling back to the Cherry checkpoint, and (3) quickly
fall back to conventional out-of-order execution without rolling back
to the checkpoint or flushing the pipeline.

We present a Cherry implementation with early recycling at three
different points of the execution engine: the load queue, the store
queue, and the register file. We report average speedups of 1.06
and 1.26 in SPECint and SPECfp applications, respectively, relative
to an aggressive conventional architecture. We also describe how
Cherry and speculative multithreading can be combined and com-
plement each other.

1 INTRODUCTION
Modern out-of-order processors typically employ a reorder buffer
(ROB) to retire instructions in order [18]. In-order retirement en-
ables precise bookkeeping of the architectural state, while making
out-of-order execution transparent to the user. When, for example,
an instruction raises an exception, the ROB continues to retire in-
structions up to the excepting one. At that point, the processor’s
architectural state reflects all the updates made by preceding instruc-
tions, and none of the updates made by the excepting instruction or
its successors. Then, the exception handler is invoked.

One disadvantage of typical ROB implementations is that individ-
ual instructions hold most of the resources that they use until they
retire. Examples of such resources are load/store queue entries and
physical registers [1, 6, 21, 23]. As a result, an instruction that com-
pletes early holds on to these resources for a long time, even if it
does not need them anymore. Tying up unneeded resources limits
performance, as new instructions may find nothing left to allocate.

To tackle this problem, we propose CHeckpointed Early Resource
RecYcling (Cherry). Cherry is a mode of execution that decouples

�This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation un-
der grants CCR-9970488, EIA-0081307, EIA-0072102, and CHE-0121357;
by DARPA under grant F30602-01-C-0078; and by gifts from IBM, Intel,
and Hewlett-Packard.

the recycling of the resources used by an instruction and the retire-
ment of the instruction. Resources are released early and gradually
and, as a result, they are utilized more efficiently. For a processor
with a given level of resources, Cherry’s early recycling can boost
the performance; alternatively, Cherry can deliver a given level of
performance with fewer resources.

While Cherry uses the ROB, it also relies on state checkpointing
to roll back to a correct architectural state when exceptions arise for
instructions whose resources have already been recycled. When this
happens, the processor re-executes from the checkpoint in conven-
tional out-of-order mode (non-Cherry mode). At the time the ex-
ception re-occurs, the processor handles it precisely. Thus, Cherry
supports precise exceptions. Moreover, Cherry uses the cache hier-
archy to buffer memory system updates that may have to be undone
in case of a rollback; this allows much longer checkpoint intervals
than a mechanism limited to a write buffer.

At the same time, Cherry leverages the ROB to (1) not require in-
order execution as a fallback mechanism, (2) allow memory replay
traps and branch mispredictions without rolling back to the Cherry
checkpoint, and (3) quickly fall back to conventional out-of-order
execution without rolling back to the checkpoint or even flushing
the pipeline.

To illustrate the potential of Cherry, we present an implementa-
tion on a processor with separate structures for the instruction win-
dow, ROB, and register file. We perform early recycling at three key
points of the execution engine: the load queue, the store queue, and
the register file. To our knowledge, this is the first proposal for early
recycling of load/store queue entries in processors with load specu-
lation and replay traps. Overall, this Cherry implementation results
in average speedups of 1.06 for SPECint and 1.26 for SPECfp appli-
cations, relative to an aggressive conventional architecture with an
equal amount of such resources.

Finally, we discuss how to combine Cherry and Speculative Mul-
tithreading (SM) [4, 9, 14, 19, 20]. These two checkpoint-based
techniques complement each other: while Cherry uses potentially
unsafe resource recycling to enhance instruction overlap within a
thread, SM uses potentially unsafe parallel execution to enhance in-
struction overlap across threads. We demonstrate how a combined
scheme reuses much of the hardware required by either technique.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes Cherry
in detail; Section 3 explains the three recycling mechanisms used in
this work; Section 4 presents our setup to evaluate Cherry; Section 5
shows the evaluation results; Section 6 presents the integration of
Cherry and SM; and Section 7 discusses related work.
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2 CHERRY: CHECKPOINTED EARLY
RESOURCE RECYCLING

The idea behind Cherry is to decouple the recycling of the resources
consumed by an instruction and the retirement of the instruction. A
Cherry-enabled processor recycles resources as soon as they become
unnecessary in the normal course of operation. As a result, resources
are utilized more efficiently. Early resource recycling, however, can
make it hard for a processor to achieve a consistent architectural state
if needed. Consequently, before a processor enters Cherry mode, it
makes a checkpoint of its architectural registers in hardware (Sec-
tion 2.1). This checkpoint may be used to roll back to a consistent
state if necessary.

There are a number of events whose handling requires gathering
a precise image of the architectural state. For the most part, these
events are memory replay traps, branch mispredictions, exceptions,
and interrupts. We can divide these events into two groups:

The first group consists of memory replay traps and branch mis-
predictions. A memory replay trap occurs when a load is found to
have issued to memory out of order with respect to an older memory
operation that overlaps [1]. When the event is identified, the offend-
ing load and all younger instructions are re-executed (Section 3.1.1).
A branch misprediction squashes all instructions younger than the
branch instruction, after which the processor initiates the fetching of
new instructions from the correct path.

The second group of events comprises exceptions and interrupts.
In this paper we use the term exception to refer to any synchronous
event that requires the precise architectural state at a particular in-
struction, such as a division by zero or a page fault. In contrast,
we use interrupt to mean asynchronous events, such as I/O or timer
interrupts, which are not directly associated with any particular in-
struction.

The key aspect that differentiates these two groups is that, while
memory replay traps and branch mispredictions are a common, di-
rect consequence of ordinary speculative execution in an aggressive
out-of-order processor, interrupts and exceptions are extraordinary
events that occur relatively infrequently.

As a result, the philosophy of Cherry is to allow early recycling
of resources only when they are not needed to support (the rela-
tively common) memory replay traps and branch mispredictions.
However, recycled resources may be needed to service extraordi-
nary events, in which case the processor restores the checkpointed
state and restarts execution from there (Section 2.3.3).

To restrict resource recycling in this way, we identify a ROB entry
as the Point of No Return (PNR). The PNR corresponds to the oldest
instruction that can still suffer a memory replay trap or a branch
misprediction (Figure 1). Early resource recycling is allowed only
for instructions older than the PNR.

Instructions that are no older than the PNR are called reversible.
In these instructions, when memory replay traps, branch mispredic-
tions, or exceptions occur, they are handled as in a conventional out-
of-order processor. It is never necessary to roll back to the check-
pointed state. In particular, exceptions raised by reversible instruc-
tions are precise.

Instructions that are older than the PNR are called irreversible.
Such instructions may or may not have completed their execution.
However, some of them may have released their resources. In the
event that an irreversible instruction raises an exception, the pro-
cessor has to roll back to the checkpointed state. Then, the pro-
cessor executes in conventional out-of-order mode (non-Cherry or
normal mode) until the exception re-occurs. When the exception
re-occurs, it is handled in a precise manner as in a conventional pro-
cessor. Then, the processor can return to Cherry mode if desired
(Section 2.3.3).

As for interrupts, because of their asynchronous nature, they are
always handled without any rollback. Specifically, processor execu-

No Return

Head
(oldest)

Head
(oldest)

IrreversibleReversible

Reversible

Cherry ROB

Conventional ROB

Point of

Figure 1: Conventional ROB and Cherry ROB with the Point
of No Return (PNR). We assume a circular ROB implemen-
tation with Head and Tail pointers [18].

tion seamlessly falls back to non-Cherry mode (Section 2.1). Then,
the interrupt is processed. After that, the processor can return to
Cherry mode.

The position of the PNR depends on the particular implementa-
tion and the types of resources recycled. Conservatively, the PNR
can be set to the oldest of (1) the oldest unresolved branch instruc-
tion (UB), and (2) the oldest memory instruction whose address is
still unresolved (UM ). Instructions older than oldest(UB ; UM ) are
not subject to reply traps or squashing due to branch misprediction.
If we define UL and US as the oldest load and store instruction,
respectively, whose address is unresolved, the PNR expression be-
comes oldest(UB ; UL; US). In practice, a more aggressive defini-
tion is possible in some implementations (Section 3).

In the rest of this section, we describe Cherry as follows: first, we
introduce the basic operation under Cherry mode; then, we describe
needed cache hierarchy support; next, we address events that cause
the squash and re-execution of instructions; finally, we examine an
important Cherry parameter.

2.1 Basic Operation under Cherry Mode
Before a processor can enter Cherry mode, a checkpoint of the ar-
chitectural register state has to be made. A simple support for check-
pointing includes a backup register file to keep the checkpointed
register state and a retirement map at the head of the ROB. Of
course, other designs are possible, including some without a retire-
ment map [23].

With this support, creating a checkpoint involves copying the ar-
chitectural registers pointed to by the retirement map to the backup
register file, either eagerly or lazily. If it is done eagerly, the copy-
ing can be done in a series of bursts. For example, if the hardware
supports four data transfers per cycle, 32 architectural values can
be backed up in eight processor cycles. Note that the backup regis-
ters are not designed to be accessed by conventional operations and,
therefore, they are simpler and take less silicon than the main phys-
ical registers. If the copying is done lazily, the physical registers
pointed to by the retirement map are simply tagged. Later, each of
them is backed up before it is overwritten.

While the processor is in Cherry mode, the PNR races ahead of
the ROB head (Figure 1), and early recycling takes place in the irre-
versible set of instructions. As in non-Cherry mode, the retirement
map is updated as usual as instructions retire. Note, however, that
the retirement map may point to registers that have already been
recycled and used by other instructions. Consequently, the true ar-
chitectural state is unavailable—but reconstructible, as we explain
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below.
Under Cherry mode, the processor boosts the IPC through more

efficient resource utilization. However, the processor is subject to
exceptions that may cause a costly rollback to the checkpoint. Con-
sequently, we do not keep the processor in Cherry mode indefinitely.
Instead, at some point, the processor falls back to non-Cherry mode.

This can be accomplished by simply freezing the PNR. Once all
instructions in the irreversible set have retired, and thus the ROB
head has caught up with the PNR, the retirement map reflects the
true architectural state. By this time, all the resources that were
recycled early would have been recycled in non-Cherry mode too.
This collapse step allows the processor to fall back to non-Cherry
mode smoothly. Overall, the checkpoint creation, early recycling,
and collapse step is called a Cherry cycle.

Cherry can be used in two ways. One way is to enter Cherry
mode only as needed, for example when the utilization of one of the
resources (physical register file, load queue, etc.) reaches a certain
threshold. This situation may be caused by an event such as a long-
latency cache miss. Once the pressure on the resources falls below
a second threshold, the processor returns to non-Cherry mode. We
call this use on-demand Cherry.

Another way is to run in Cherry mode continuously. In this case,
the processor kepts executing in Cherry mode irrespective of the
regime of execution, and early recycling takes place all the time.
However, from time to time, the processor needs to take a new
checkpoint in order to limit the penalty of an exception in an irre-
versible instruction. To generate a new checkpoint, we simply freeze
the PNR as explained before. Once the collapse step is completed, a
new checkpoint is made, and a new Cherry cycle starts. We call this
use rolling Cherry.

2.2 Cache Hierarchy Support
While in Cherry mode, the memory system receives updates that
have to be discarded if the processor state is rolled back to the check-
point. To support long Cherry cycles, we must allow such updates
to overflow beyond the processor buffers. To make this possible,
we keep all these processor updates within the local cache hierar-
chy, disallowing the spill of any such updates into main memory.
Furthermore, we add one Volatile bit in each line of the local cache
hierarchy to mark the updated lines.

Writes in Cherry mode set the Volatile bit of the cache line that
they update. Reads, however, are handled as in non-Cherry mode.1

Cache lines with the Volatile bit set may not be displaced beyond the
outermost level of the local cache hierarchy, e.g. L2 in a two-level
structure. Furthermore, upon a write to a cached line that is marked
dirty but not Volatile, the original contents of the line are written
back to the next level of the memory hierarchy, to enable recovery
in case of a rollback. The cache line is then updated, and remains in
state dirty (and now Volatile) in the cache.

If the processor needs to roll back to the checkpoint while in
Cherry mode, all cache lines marked Volatile in its local cache hier-
archy are gang-invalidated as part of the rollback mechanism. More-
over, all Volatile bits are gang-cleared. On the other hand, if the pro-
cessor successfully falls back to non-Cherry mode, or if it creates a
new checkpoint while in rolling Cherry, we simply gang-clear the
Volatile bits in the local cache hierarchy.

These gang-clear and gang-invalidation operations can be done
in a handful of cycles using inexpensive custom circuitry. Figure
2 shows a bit cell that implements one Volatile bit. It consists of
a standard 6-T SRAM cell with one additional transistor for gang-
clear (inside the dashed circle). Assuming a 0:18�m TSMC process,

1Read misses that find the requested line marked Volatile in a lower level
of the cache hierarchy also set (inherit) the Volatile bit. This is done to ensure
that the lines with updates are correctly identified in a rollback.

bit bit

clr

sel

Figure 2: Example of the implementation of a Volatile bit
with a typical 6-T SRAM cell and an additional transistor for
gang-clear (inside the dashed circle).

and using SPICE to extract the capacitance of a line that would gang-
clear 8Kbits (one bit per 64B cache line in a 512KB cache), we
estimate that the gang-clear operation takes 6-10 FO4s [13]. If the
delay of a processor pipeline stage is about 6-8 FO4s, gang-clearing
can be performed in about two processor cycles. Gang-invalidation
simply invalidates all lines whose Volatile bit is set (by gang-clearing
their Valid bits).

Finally, we consider the case of a cache miss in Cherry mode that
cannot be serviced due to lack of evictable cache lines (all lines in
the set are marked Volatile). In general, if no space can be allocated,
the application must roll back to the checkpoint. To prevent this from
hapenning too often, one may bound the length of a Cherry cycle,
after which a new checkpoint is created. However, a more flexible
solution is to include a fully associative victim cache in the local
cache hierarchy, that accommodates evicted lines marked Volatile.
When the number of Volatile lines in the victim cache exceeds a
certain threshold, an interrupt-like signal is sent to the processor. As
with true interrupts (Section 2.3.2), the processor proceeds with a
collapse step and, once in non-Cherry mode, gang-clears all Volatile
bits. Then, a new Cherry cycle may begin.

2.3 Squash and Re-Execution of
Instructions

The main events that cause the squash and possible re-execution
of in-flight instructions are memory replay traps, branch mispre-
dictions, interrupts, and exceptions. We consider how each one is
handled in Cherry mode.

2.3.1 Memory Replay Traps and Branch
Mispredictions

Only instructions in the reversible set (Figure 1) may be squashed
due to memory replay traps or branch mispredictions. Since re-
sources have not yet been recycled in the reversible set, these events
can be handled in Cherry mode conventionally. Specifically, in a re-
play trap, the offending load and all the subsequent instructions are
replayed; in a branch misprediction, the instructions in the wrong
path are squashed and the correct path is fetched.

2.3.2 Interrupts

Upon receiving an interrupt while in Cherry mode, the hardware
automatically initiates the transition to non-Cherry mode by entering
a collapse step. Once non-Cherry mode is reached, the processor
handles the interrupt as usual.
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Note that Cherry handles interrupts without rolling back to the
checkpoint. The only difference with respect to a conventional pro-
cessor is that the interrupt may have a slightly higher response time.
Depending on the application, we estimate the increase in the re-
sponse time to range from tens to a few hundred nanoseconds. Such
an increase is tolerable for typical asynchronous interrupts. In the
unlikely scenario that this extra latency is not acceptable, the sim-
plest solution is to disable Cherry.

2.3.3 Exceptions

A processor running in Cherry mode handles all exceptions pre-
cisely. An exception is processed differently depending on whether
it occurs on a reversible or an irreversible instruction (Figure 1).
When it occurs on a reversible one, the corresponding ROB entry
is marked. If the instruction is squashed before the PNR gets to it
(e.g. it is in the wrong path of a branch), the (false) exception will
have no bearing on Cherry. If, instead, the PNR reaches that ROB
entry while it is still marked, the processor proceeds to exit Cherry
mode (Section 2.1): the PNR is frozen and, as execution proceeds,
the ROB head eventually catches up with the PNR. At that point,
the processor is back to non-Cherry mode and, since the excepting
instruction is at the ROB head, the appropriate handler is invoked.

If the exception occurs on an irreversible instruction, the hard-
ware automatically rolls back to the checkpointed state and restarts
execution from there in non-Cherry mode. Rolling back to the
checkpointed state involves aborting any outstanding memory op-
erations, gang-invalidating all cache lines marked Volatile, gang-
clearing all Volatile bits, restoring the backup register file, and start-
ing to fetch instructions from the checkpoint. The processor exe-
cutes in conventional out-of-order mode (non-Cherry mode) until
the exception re-occurs. At that point, the exception is processed
normally, after which the processor can re-enter Cherry mode.

It is possible that the exception does not re-occur. This may be the
case, for example, for page faults in a shared-memory multiproces-
sor environment. Consequently, we limit the number of instructions
that the processor executes in non-Cherry mode before returning to
Cherry mode. One could remember the instruction that caused the
exception and only re-execute in non-Cherry mode until such in-
struction retires. However, a simpler, conservative solution that we
use is to remain in non-Cherry mode until we retire the number of in-
structions that are executed in a Cherry cycle. Section 2.4 discusses
the optimal size of a Cherry cycle.

2.3.4 OS and Multiprogramming Issues

Given that the operating system performs I/O mapped updates and
other hard-to-undo operations, it is advisable not to use Cherry mode
while in the OS kernel. Consequently, system calls and other entries
to the kernel automatically exit Cherry mode.

However, Cherry blends well with context switching and multi-
programming. If a timer interrupt mandates a context switch for
a process, the processor bails out of Cherry mode as described in
Section 2.3.2, after which the resident process can be preempted
safely. If it is the process who yields the CPU (e.g. due to a blocking
semaphore), the system call itself exits Cherry mode, as described
above. In no case is a rollback to the checkpoint necessary.

2.4 Optimal Size of a Cherry Cycle
The size of a Cherry cycle is crucial to the performance of Cherry.
In what follows, we denote by Tc the duration of a Cherry cycle
ignoring any Cherry overheads. For Cherry to work well, Tc has
to be within a range. If Tc is too short, performance is hurt by the
overhead of the checkpointing and the collapse step. If, instead, Tc
is too long, both the probability of suffering an exception within

a Cherry cycle and the cost of a rollback are high. The optimal
Tc is found somewhere in between these two opposing conditions.
We now show how to find the optimal Tc. For simplicity, in the
following discussion we assume that the IPC in Cherry and non-
Cherry mode stays constant at s�IPC and IPC, respectively, where s
denotes the average overhead-free speedup delivered by the Cherry
mode.

We can express the per-Cherry-cycle overhead To of running in
Cherry mode as:

To = ck + pece (1)

where ck is the overhead caused by checkpointing and by the re-
duced performance experienced in the subsequent collapse step,
pe is the probability of suffering a rollback-causing exception in a
Cherry cycle, and ce is the cost of suffering such an exception. If
exceptions occur every Te cycles, with Tc < Te, we can rewrite:

pe =
Tc
Te

(2)

Notice that the expression for pe is conservative, since it assumes
that all exceptions cause rollbacks. In reality, only exceptions trig-
gered by instructions in the irreversible set cause the processor to
roll back, and thus the actual pe would be lower.

To calculate the cost of suffering such an exception, we assume
that when exceptions arrive, they do so half way into a Cherry cycle.
In this case, the cost consists of re-executing half Cherry cycle at
non-Cherry speed, plus the incremental overhead of executing (for
the first time) another half Cherry cycle at non-Cherry speed rather
than at Cherry speed. Recall that, after suffering an exception, we
execute the instructions of one full Cherry cycle in non-Cherry mode
(Section 2.3.3). Consequently:

ce = s
Tc
2

+ (s� 1)
Tc
2

(3)

The optimal Tc is the one that minimizes To=Tc. Substituting Equa-
tion 2 and Equation 3 in Equation 1, and dividing by Tc yields:

To
Tc

=
ck
Tc

+

�
s�

1

2

�
Tc
Te

(4)

This expression finds a minimum in:

Tc =

s
ckTe

s� 1

2

(5)

Figure 3 plots the relative overhead To=Tc against the duration
Tc of an overhead-free Cherry cycle (Equation 4). For that experi-
ment, we borrow from our evaluation section (Section 5): 3.2GHz
processor, ck = 18:75ns (60 cycles), and s = 1:06. Then, we plot
curves for duration of interval between exceptions Te ranging from
200�s to 1000�s. The minimum in each curve yields the optimal
Tc (Equation 5). As we can see from the figure, for the parameters
assumed, the optimal Tc hovers around a few microseconds.

3 EARLY RESOURCE RECYCLING
To illustrate Cherry, we implement early recycling in the load/store
unit (Section 3.1) and register file (Section 3.2). Early recycling
could be applied to other resources as well.
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Figure 3: Example of Cherry overheads for different inter-
vals between exceptions (Te) and overhead-free Cherry cycle
durations (Tc).

3.1 Load/Store Unit
Typical load/store units comprise one reorder queue for loads and
one for stores [1, 21]. Either reorder queue may become a perfor-
mance bottleneck if it fills up. In this section we first discuss a con-
ventional design of the queues, and then we propose a new mecha-
nism for early recycling of load/store queue entries.

3.1.1 Conventional Design

The processor assigns a Load Queue (LQ) entry to every load in-
struction in program order, as the instruction undergoes renaming.
The entry initially contains the destination register. As the load exe-
cutes, it fills its LQ entry with the appropriate physical address and
issues the memory access. When the data are obtained from the
memory system, they are passed to the destination register. Finally,
when the load finishes and reaches the head of the ROB, the load
instruction retires. At that point, the LQ entry is recycled.

Similarly, the processor assigns Store Queue (SQ) entries to every
store instruction in program order at the renaming stage. As the store
executes, it generates the physical address and the data value, which
are stored in the corresponding SQ entry. An entry whose address
and data are still unknown is said to be empty. When both address
and data are known, and the corresponding store instruction reaches
the head of the ROB, the update is sent to the memory system. At
that point, the store retires and the SQ entry is recycled.

Address Disambiguation and Load-Load Replay

At the time a load generates its address, a disambiguation step is
performed by comparing its physical address against that of older
SQ entries. If a fully overlapping entry is found, and the data in the
SQ entry are ready, the data are forwarded to the load directly. How-
ever, if the accesses fully overlap but the data are still missing, or if
the accesses are only partially overlapping, the load is rejected, to be
dispatched again after a number of cycles. Finally, if no overlapping
store exists in the SQ that is older than the load, the load requests
the data from memory at once.

The physical address is also compared against newer LQ entries.
If an overlapping entry is found, the newer load and all its subse-
quent instructions are replayed, to eliminate the chance of an inter-
vening store by another device causing an inconsistency.

This last event, called load-load replay trap, is meaningful only in
environments where more than one device can be accessing the same
memory region simultaneously, as in multiprocessors. In uniproces-

sor environments, such a situation could potentially be caused by
processor and DMA accesses. However, in practice, it does not oc-
cur: the operating system ensures mutual exclusion of processor and
DMA accesses by locking memory pages as needed. Consequently,
load-load replay support is typically not necessary in uniprocessors.

Figure 4(a) shows an example of a load address disambiguation
and a check for possible load-load replay traps.
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Figure 4: Actions taken on load (a) and store (b) operations
in the conventional load/store unit assumed in this paper. L
and Lx stand for Load, while S and Sx stand for Store.

Store-Load Replay

Once the physical address of a store is resolved, it is compared
against newer entries in the LQ. The goal is to detect any exposed
load, namely a newer load whose address overlaps with that of the
store, without an intervening store that fully covers the load. Such
a load has consumed data prematurely, either from memory or from
an earlier store. Thus, the load and all instructions following it are
aborted and replayed. This mechanism is called store-load replay
trap [1].

Figure 4(b) shows an example of a check for possible store-load
replay traps.

3.1.2 Design with Early Recycling

Following Cherry’s philosophy, we want to release LQ and SQ en-
tries as early as it is possible to do so. In this section, we describe
the conditions under which this is the case.
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Optimized LQ

As explained before, a LQ entry may trigger a replay trap if an older
store (or older load in multiprocessors) resolves to an overlapping
address. When we release a LQ entry, we lose the ability to compare
against its address (Figure 4). Consequently, we can only release a
LQ entry when such a comparison is no longer needed because no
replay trap can be triggered.

To determine whether or not a LQ entry is needed to trigger a
replay trap, we use the UL and US pointers to the ROB (Section 2).
Any load that is older thanUS cannot trigger a store-load replay trap,
since the physical addresses of all older stores are already known.
Furthermore, any load that is older than UL cannot trigger a load-
load replay trap, because the addresses of all older loads are already
known.

In a typical uniprocessor environment, only store-load replay
traps are relevant. Consequently, as the US moves in the ROB, any
loads that are older than US release their LQ entry. In a multiproces-
sor or other multiple-master environment, both store-load and load-
load replay traps are relevant. Therefore, as the US and UL move in
the ROB, any loads that are older than oldest(UL; US) release their
LQ entry.2 To keep the LQ simple, LQ entries are released in order.

Early recycling of LQ entries is not limited by UB ; it is fine
for load instructions whose entry has been recycled to be subject
to branch mispredictions. Moreover, it is possible to service ex-
ceptions and interrupts inside the irreversible set without needing a
rollback. This is because LQ entries that are no longer needed to
detect possible replay traps can be safely recycled without creating
a side effect. In light of an exception or interrupt, the recycling of
such a LQ entry does not alter the processor state needed to service
that exception or interrupt. Section 3.3 discusses how this blends in
a Cherry implementation with recycling of other resources.

Since LQ entries are recycled early, we partition the LQ into two
structures. The first one is called Load Reorder Queue (LRQ), and
supports the address checking functionality of the conventional LQ.
Its entries are assigned in program order at renaming, and recycled
according to the algorithm just described. Each entry contains the
address of a load.

The second structure is called Load Data Queue (LDQ), and sup-
ports the memory access functionality of the conventional LQ. LDQ
entries are assigned as load instructions begin execution, and are re-
cycled as soon as the data arrive from memory and are delivered to
the appropriate destination register (which the entry points to). Be-
cause of their relatively short-lived nature, it is reasonable to assume
that the LDQ does not become a bottleneck as we optimize the LRQ.
LDQ entries are not assigned in program order, but the LDQ must
be addressable by transaction id, so that the entry can be found when
the data come back from memory.

Finally, note that, even for a load that has had its LRQ entry re-
cycled, address checking proceeds as usual. Specifically, when its
address is finally known, it is compared against older stores for
possible data forwarding. This case only happens in uniproces-
sors, since in multiprocessors the PNR for LQ entries depends on
oldest(UL; US).

Optimized SQ

When we release a SQ entry, we must send the store to the memory
system. Consequently, we can only release a SQ entry when the old
value in the memory system is no longer needed. For the latter to
be true, it is sufficient that: (1) no older load is pending address dis-
ambiguation, (2) no older load is subject to replay traps, and (3) the
store is not subject to squash due to branch misprediction. Condition

2Note that the LQ entry for the load equal to oldest(UL; US) cannot trig-
ger a replay trap and, therefore, can also be released. However, for simplicity,
we ignore this case.

(1) means that all older loads have already generated their address
and, therefore, located their “supplier”, whether it is memory or an
older store. If it is memory, recall that load requests are sent to mem-
ory as soon as their addresses are known. Therefore, if our store is
older than UL, it is guaranteed that all older loads that need to fetch
their data from memory have already done so. Condition (2) implies
that all older loads are older than oldest(US) (typical uniprocessor)
or oldest(UL; US) (multiprocessor or other multiple-master system),
as discussed above. Finally, condition (3) implies that the store itself
is older than UB . Therefore, all conditions are met if the store itself
is older than oldest(UL; US ; UB).3

There are two additional implementation issues related to ac-
cesses to overlapping addresses. They are relevant when we send
a store to the memory system and recycle its SQ entry. First, we
would have to compare its address against all older entries in the SQ
to ensure that stores to overlapping addresses are sent to the cache
in program order. To simplify the hardware, we eliminate the need
for such a comparison by simply sending the updates to the mem-
ory system (and recycling the SQ entries) in program order. In this
case, in-order updates to overlapping addresses are automatically
enforced.

Second, note that a store is not sent to the memory system until
all previous loads have been resolved (store is older than UL). One
such load may be to an address that overlaps with that of the store.
Recall that loads are sent to memory as soon as their addresses are
known. The LRQ entry for the load may even be recycled. This case
is perfectly safe if the cache system can ensure the ordering of the
accesses. This can be implemented in a variety of ways (queue at
the MSHR, reject store, etc.), whose detailed implementation is out
of the scope of this work.

3.2 Register File
The register file may become a performance bottleneck if the proces-
sor runs out of physical registers. In this section, we briefly discuss
a conventional design of the register file, and then propose a mecha-
nism for early recycling of registers.

3.2.1 Conventional Design

In our design, we use a register map at the renaming stage of the
pipeline and one at the retirement stage. At renaming, instructions
pick one available physical register as the destination for their op-
eration and update the renaming map accordingly. Similarly, when
the instruction retires, it updates the retirement map to reflect the
architectural state immediately after the instruction. Typically, the
retirement map is used to support precise exception handling: when
an instruction raises an exception, the processor waits until such in-
struction reaches the ROB head, at which point the processor has a
precise image of the architectural state before the exception.

Physical registers holding architectural values are recycled when
a retiring instruction updates the retirement map to point away from
them. Thus, once a physical register is allocated at renaming for an
instruction, it remains “pinned” until a subsequent instruction super-
sedes it at retirement. However, a register may become dead much
earlier: as soon as it is superseded at renaming, and all its consumer
instructions have read its value. From this moment, and until the
superseding instruction retires, the register remains pinned in case
the superseding instruction is rolled back for whatever reason, e.g.
due to branch misprediction or exception. This effect causes a sub-
optimal utilization of the register file.

3Note that it is safe to update the memory system if the store is equal to
oldest(UL; US ; UB). However, for simplicity, we ignore this case.
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3.2.2 Design with Early Recycling

Following Cherry’s philosophy, we recycle dead registers as soon as
possible, so that they can be reallocated by new instructions. How-
ever, we again need to rely on checkpointing to revert to a correct
state in case of an exception in an instruction in the irreversible set.

We recycle a register when the following two conditions hold.
First, the instruction that produces the register and all those that
consume it must be (1) executed and (2) both free of replay
traps and not subject to branch mispredictions. The latter implies
that they are older than oldest(US ; UB) (typical uniprocessor) or
oldest(UL; US ; UB) (multiprocessor or other multiple-master sys-
tem), as discussed above.

The second condition is that the instruction that supersedes the
register is not subject to branch mispredictions (older than UB).
Squashing such an instruction due to a branch misprediction would
have the undesirable effect of reviving the superseded register. No-
tice, however, that the instruction can harmlessly be re-executed
due to a memory replay trap, and thus ordering constraints around
fUL; USg are unnecessary. In practice, to simplify the imple-
mentation, we also require that the instruction that supersedes the
register be older than oldest(US ; UB) (typical uniprocessor) or
oldest(UL; US ; UB) (multiprocessor or other multiple-master sys-
tem).

In our implementation, we augment every physical register with a
Superseded bit and a Pending count. This support is similar to [17].
The Superseded bit marks whether the instruction that supersedes
the register is older than oldest(US ; UB) (or oldest(UL; US ; UB)
in multiprocessors), which implies that so are all consumers. The
Pending count records how many instructions among the consumers
and producer of this register are older than oldest(US ; UB) (or
oldest(UL; US ; UB) in multiprocessors) and have not yet completed
execution. A physical register can be recycled only when the Su-
perseded bit is set and the Pending count is zero. Finally, we also
assume that instructions in the ROB keep, as part of their state, a
pointer to the physical register that their execution supersedes. This
support exists in the MIPS R10000 processor [23].

As an instruction goes past oldest(US ; UB) (or
oldest(UL; US ; UB) in multiprocessors), the proposed new
bits in the register file are acted upon as follows: (1) If the
instruction has not finished execution, the Pending count of every
source and destination register is incremented; (2) irrespective of
whether the instruction has finished execution, the Superseded bit of
the superseded register, if any, is set; (3) if the superseded register
has both a set Superseded bit and a zero Pending count, the register
is added to the free list.

Additionally, every time that an instruction past oldest(US ; UB)
(or oldest(UL; US ; UB) in multiprocessors), finishes executing, it
decrements the Pending count of its source and destination registers.
If the Pending count of a register reaches zero and its Superseded bit
is set, that register is added to the free list.

Overall, in Cherry mode, register recycling occurs before the re-
tirement stage. Note that, upon a collapse step, the processor seam-
lessly switches from Cherry to non-Cherry register recycling. This
is because, at the time the irreversible set is fully collapsed, all early
recycled registers in Cherry (and only those) would have also been
recycled in non-Cherry mode.

3.3 Putting It All Together
In this section we have applied Cherry’s early recycling approach
to three different types of resources: LQ entries, SQ entries, and
registers. When considered separately, each resource defines its own
PNR and irreversible set. Table 1 shows the PNR for each of these
three resources.

When combining early recycling of several resources, we define

Resource PNR Value
LQ entries (uniprocessor) US
LQ entries (multiprocessor) oldest(UL; US)
SQ entries oldest(UL; US ; UB)
Registers (uniprocessor) oldest(US ; UB)
Registers (multiprocessor) oldest(UL; US ; UB)

Table 1: PNR for each of the example resources that are
recycled early under Cherry.

the dominating PNR as the one which is farthest from the ROB head
at each point in time. Exceptions on instructions older than that
PNR typically require a rollback to the checkpoint; exceptions on
instructions newer than that PNR can simply trigger a collapse step
so that the processor falls back to non-Cherry mode.

However, it is important to note that our proposal for early recy-
cling of LQ entries is a special case: it guarantees precise handling
of extraordinary events even when they occur within the irreversible
set (Section 3.1.2). As a result, the PNR for LQ entries need not be
taken into account when determining the dominating PNR. Thus, for
a Cherry processor with recycling at these three points, the dominat-
ing PNR is the newest of the PNRs for SQ entries and for registers.
In a collapse step, the dominating PNR is the one that freezes until
the ROB head catches up with it.

4 EVALUATION SETUP
Simulated Architecture

We evaluate Cherry using execution-driven simulations with a de-
tailed model of a state-of-the-art processor and its memory subsys-
tem. The baseline processor modeled is an eight-issue dynamic su-
perscalar running at 3.2GHz that has two levels of on-chip caches.
The details of the Baseline architecture modeled are shown in Ta-
ble 2. In our simulations, the latency and occupancy of the structures
in the processor pipeline, caches, bus, and memory are modeled in
detail.

Processor

Frequency: 3.2GHz
Fetch/issue/commit width: 8/8/12
I. window/ROB size: 128/384
Int/FP registers : 192/128
Ld/St units: 2/2
Int/FP/branch units: 7/5/3
Ld/St queue entries: 32/32
MSHRs: 24

Branch penalty: 7 cycles (minimum)
Up to 1 taken branch/cycle
RAS: 32 entries
BTB: 4K entries, 4-way assoc.
Branch predictor:

Hybrid with speculative update
Bimodal size: 8K entries
Two-level size: 64K entries

Cache L1 L2 Bus & Memory

Size: 32KB 512KB
RT: 2 cycles 10 cycles
Assoc: 4-way 8-way
Line size: 64B 128B
Ports: 4 1

FSB frequency: 400MHz
FSB width: 128bit
Memory: 4-channel Rambus
DRAM bandwidth: 6.4GB/s
Memory RT: 120ns

Table 2: Baseline architecture modeled. In the table, MSHR,
RAS, FSB and RT stand for Miss Status Handling Register,
Return Address Stack, Front-Side Bus, and Round-Trip time
from the processor, respectively. Cycle counts refer to pro-
cessor cycles.

The processor has separate structures for the ROB, instruction
window, and register file. When an instruction is issued, it is placed
in both the instruction window and the ROB. Later, when all the in-
put operands are available, the instruction is dispatched to the func-
tional units and is removed from the instruction window.
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In our simulations, we break down the execution time based on
the reason why, for each issue slot in each cycle, the opportunity to
insert a useful instruction into the instruction window is missed (or
not). If, for a particular issue slot, an instruction is inserted into the
instruction window, and that instruction eventually graduates, that
slot is counted as busy. If, instead, an instruction is available but
is not inserted in the instruction window because a necessary re-
source is unavailable, the missed opportunity is attributed to such
a resource. Example of such resources are load queue entry, store
queue entry, register, or instruction window entry. Finally, instruc-
tions from mispredicted paths and other overheads are accounted for
separately.

We also simulate four enhanced configurations of the Baseline ar-
chitecture: Base2, Base3, Base4, and Limit. Going from Baseline to
Base2, we simply add 32 load queue entries, 32 store queue entries,
32 integer registers, and 32 FP registers. The same occurs as we go
from Base2 to Base3, and from Base3 to Base4. Limit has an unlim-
ited number of load/store queue entries and integer/FP registers.

Cherry Architecture

We simulate the Baseline processor with Cherry support (Cherry).
We estimate the cost of checkpointing the architectural registers to
be 8 cycles. Moreover, we use simulations to derive an average over-
head of 52 cycles for a collapse step. Consequently, ck becomes 60
cycles. If we set the duration of an overhead-free Cherry cycle (Tc)
to 5�s, the ck overhead becomes negligible. Under these conditions,
equation 4 yields a total relative overhead (To=Tc) of at most one
percent, if the separation between exceptions (Te) is 448�s or more.
Note that, in equation 4, we use an average overhead-free Cherry
speedup (s) of 1.06. This number is what we obtain for SPECint ap-
plications in Section 5. In our evaluation, however, we do not model
exceptions. Neglecting them does not introduce significant inaccu-
racy, given that we simulate applications in steady state, where page
faults are infrequent.

Applications

We evaluate Cherry using most of the applications of the SPEC
CPU2000 suite [5]. The first column of Table 3 in Section 5.1 lists
these. Some applications from the suite are missing; this is due to
limitations in our simulation infrastructure. For these applications,
it is generally too time-consuming to simulate the reference input
set to completion. Consequently, in all applications, we skip the ini-
tialization, and then simulate 750 million instructions. If we cannot
identify the initialization code, we skip the first 500 million instruc-
tions before collecting statistics. The applications are compiled with
-O2 using the native SGI MIPSPro compiler.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Overall Performance
Figures 5 and 6 show the speedups obtained by the Cherry, Base2,
Base3, Base4, and Limit configurations over the Baseline system.
The figures correspond to the SPECint and SPECfp applications,
respectively, that we study. For each application, we show two bars.
The leftmost one (R) uses the realistic branch prediction scheme of
Table 2. The rightmost one (P) uses perfect branch prediction for
both the advanced and Baseline systems. Note that, even is this case,
Cherry uses UB .

The figures show that Cherry yields speedups across most of the
applications. The speedups are more modest in SPECint applica-
tions, where Cherry’s average performance is between that of Base2
and Base3. For SPECfp applications, the speedups are higher. In
this case, the average performance of Cherry is close to that of Base4

and Limit. Overall, with the realistic branch prediction, the average
speedup of Cherry on SPECint and SPECfp applications is 1.06 and
1.26, respectively.

If we compare the bars with realistic and perfect branch predic-
tion, we see that some SPECint applications experience significantly
higher speedups when branch prediction is perfect. This is the case
for both Cherry and enhanced non-Cherry configurations. The rea-
son is that an increase in available resources through early recycling
(Cherry) or by simply adding more resources (Base2 to Base4 and
Limit) increases performance when these resources are successfully
re-utilized by instructions that would otherwise wait. Thus, if branch
prediction is poor, most of these extra resources are in fact wasted
by speculative instructions whose execution is ultimately moot. In
perlbmk, for example, the higher speedups attained when all config-
urations (including Baseline) operate with perfect branch prediction
is due to better resource utilization. On the other hand, SPECfp
applications are largely insensitive to this effect, since branch pre-
diction is already very successful in the realistic setup.

In general, the gains of Cherry come from recycling resources.
To understand the degree of recycling, Table 3 characterizes the ir-
reversible set and other related Cherry parameters. The data corre-
sponds to realistic branch prediction. Specifically, the second col-
umn shows the average fraction of ROB entries that are used. The
next three columns show the size of the irreversible set, given as a
fraction of the used ROB. Recall that the irreversible set is the dis-
tance between the PNR and the ROB head (Figure 1). Since the irre-
versible set depends on the resource being recycled, we give separate
numbers for register, LQ entry, and SQ entry recycling. As indicated
in Section 3.3, the PNR in uniprocessors is oldest(US ; UB) for reg-
isters, US for LQ entries, and oldest(UL; US ; UB) for SQ entries.
Finally, the last column shows the average duration of the collapse
step. Recall from Section 3.3 that it involves identifying the newest
of the PNR for registers and for SQ entries, and freezing it until the
ROB head catches up with it.

Apps
Used Irreversible Set Collapse
ROB (% of Used ROB) Step
(%) Reg LQ SQ (Cycles)

SP
E

C
in

t

bzip2 29.9 24.3 55.8 19.5 292.3
crafty 28.8 33.4 97.6 28.6 41.9
gcc 19.1 19.0 82.3 17.8 66.9
gzip 28.5 65.5 81.7 8.5 47.1
mcf 30.1 14.6 37.7 13.8 695.6
parser 30.7 26.1 80.7 21.8 109.2
perlbmk 12.2 24.6 89.9 20.5 23.3
vortex 39.3 26.3 87.1 24.9 64.4
vpr 32.9 25.2 83.6 21.5 165.1
Average 27.9 28.7 77.4 19.7 167.3

SP
E

C
fp

applu 62.2 61.6 62.4 60.7 411.5
apsi 76.8 82.3 83.1 81.6 921.1
art 88.0 54.3 62.6 29.2 1247.3
equake 41.6 61.6 69.1 57.3 135.2
mesa 29.8 35.1 44.6 34.6 33.7
mgrid 65.1 91.5 93.5 91.3 335.9
swim 59.4 64.8 65.4 64.7 949.1
wupwise 71.9 90.3 71.2 87.9 190.7
Average 61.9 67.7 78.3 63.4 528.1

Table 3: Characterizing the irreversible set and other related
Cherry parameters.

Consider the SPECint applications first. The irreversible set for
the LQ entries is very large. Its average size is about 77% of the used
ROB. This shows that US moves far ahead of the ROB head. On
the other hand, the irreversible set for the registers is much smaller.
Its average size is about 29% of the used ROB. This means that
oldest(US ; UB) is not far from the ROB head. Consequently, UB
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Figure 5: Speedups delivered by the Cherry, Base2, Base3, Base4, and Limit configurations over the Baseline system, for the
SPECint applications that we study. For each application, the R and P bars correspond to realistic and perfect branch prediction,
respectively.
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Figure 6: Speedups delivered by the Cherry, Base2, Base3, Base4, and Limit configurations over the Baseline system, for the
SPECfp applications that we study. For each application, the R and P bars correspond to realistic and perfect branch prediction,
respectively.

is the pointer that keeps the PNR from advancing. In these applica-
tions, branch conditions often depend on long-latency instructions
and, as a result, they remain unresolved for a while. Finally, the ir-
reversible set for the SQ entries is even smaller. Its average size is
about 20%. In this case, PNR is given by oldest(UL; US ; UB) and it
shows that UL further slows down the move of the PNR. In these ap-
plications, load addresses often depend on long-latency instructions
too.

In contrast, SPECfp applications have fewer conditional branches
and they are resolved faster. Furthermore, load addresses follow a
more regular pattern and are also resolved earlier. As a consequence,
the PNRs for register and SQ entries move far ahead of the ROB
head. The result is that Cherry delivers a much higher speedup for
SPECfp applications (Figure 6) that for SPECint (Figure 5).

We note that the larger irreversible sets for the SPECfp appli-
cations imply a higher cost for the collapse step. Specifically, the
average collapse step goes from 167 to 528 cycles as we go from
SPECint to SPECfp applications. A long collapse step increases the
term ck in Equation 4, which forces Tc to be longer.

5.2 Contribution of Resources
Figures 7 and 8 show the contribution of different components to
the execution time of the SPECint and SPECfp applications, respec-
tively. Each application shows the execution time for three config-
urations, namely Baseline, Cherry, and Limit. The execution times
are normalized to Baseline. The bars are broken down into busy time
(Busy) and different types of processor stalls due to: lack of physical
registers (Regs), lack of SQ entries (SQ), lack of load queue entries
(LQ). A final category (Other) includes other losses, including those
due to branch mispredictions or lack of entries in the instruction

window. Section 4 discussed how we obtain these categories.
The Baseline bars show that of the three potential bottlenecks tar-

geted in this paper, the LQ is by far the most serious one. Lack of
LQ entries causes a large stall in SPECint and, especially, SPECfp
applications.

Our proposal of early recycling of LQ entries is effective in both
the SPECint and SPECfp applications. Our optimization reduces
most of the LQ stall. It unleashes extra ILP, which in turn puts
more pressure on the SQ, register file, and other resources. Even
though Cherry does recycle some SQ entries and physical registers,
the net effect of our oprimizations is an increased level of saturation
on these two resources for both SPECint and SPECfp applications.

One reason why Cherry is not as effective in recycling SQ entries
and registers is that their PNRs are constrained by more conditions.
Indeed, the PNR for registers is oldest(US ; UB), while the one for
SQ entries is oldest(UL; US ; UB). In particular, UB limits the im-
pact of Cherry noticeably.

Overall, to enhance the impact of Cherry, we can improve in two
different ways. First, we can design techniques to advance the PNR
for SQ entries and registers more aggressively. However, this may
increase the risk of a rollback. Second, recycling within the current
irreversible set can be done more aggressively. This adds complex-
ity, and may also increase the risk of rollbacks.

5.3 Resource Utilization
To gain a better insight into the performance results of Cherry, we
measure the usage of each of the targeted resources. Figure 9 shows
cumulative distributions of usage for each of the resources. From top
to bottom, the charts refer to LQ entries, SQ entries, integer regis-
ters, and floating-point registers. In each chart, the horizontal axis is
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Figure 7: Breakdown of the execution time of the SPECint applications for the Baseline (B), Cherry (C), and Limit (L)
configurations.
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Figure 8: Breakdown of the execution time of the SPECfp applications for the Baseline (B), Cherry (C), and Limit (L)
configurations.

the cumulative percentage of time that a resource is allocated below
the level shown in the vertical axis. Each chart shows the distribu-
tion for the Baseline, Limit, and two Cherry configurations. The
latter correspond to the real number of allocated entries (CherryR)
and the effective number of allocated entries (CherryE). The effec-
tive entries include both the entries that are actually occupied and
those that would have been occupied had they not been recycled.
The difference between CherryE and CherryR shows how effective
Cherry is in recycling a given resource. Finally, the area under each
curve is proportional to the average usage of a resource.

The top row of Figure 9 shows that LQ entry recycling is very
effective. Under Baseline, the LQ is full about 45% and 65% of
the time in SPECint and SPECfp applications, respectively. With
Cherry, in more than half of the time, all the LQ entries are recycled.
We see that the LQ is almost full less than 15% of the time. More-
over, the effective number of LQ entries is significantly larger than
the actual size of the LQ.

The second row of Figure 9 shows that, as expected, the recycling
of SQ entries is less effective. In SPECint applications, the effective
size of the SQ under Cherry surpasses the actual size of that resource
significantly in only 6% of the time. However, the potential demand
for SQ entries (in the Limit configuration) is much larger. The situa-
tion in SPECfp applications is slightly different. The SQ entries are
recycled somewhat more effectively.

The last two rows of Figure 9 show the usage of integer (third
row) and floating-point (bottom row) registers. In the SPECint ap-
plications, the recycling of registers is not very effective. The reason
for this is the same as for SQ entries: the PNR is unable to suffi-
ciently advance to permit effective recycling. In contrast, the PNR
advances quite effectively in SPECfp applications. The resulting de-
gree of register recycling is very good. Indeed, the effective number
of integer registers approaches the potential demand. The potential
demand for floating-point registers is larger and is difficult to meet.

However, the effective number of floating-point registers in Cherry
is larger than the actual size of the register file 50% of the time. In
particular, it is more than twice the actual size of the register file
15% of the time.

6 COMBINING CHERRY AND
SPECULATIVE MULTITHREADING

6.1 Similarities and Differences
Speculative multithreading (SM) is a technique where several tasks
are extracted from a sequential code and executed speculatively in
parallel [4, 9, 14, 19, 20]. Value updates by speculative threads are
buffered, typically in caches. If a cross-thread dependence violation
is detected, updates are discarded and the speculative thread is rolled
back to a safe state. The existence of at least one safe thread at all
times guarantees forward progress. As safe threads finish execution,
they propagate their nonspeculative status to successor threads.

Cherry and SM are complementary techniques: while Cherry
uses potentially unsafe resource recycling to enhance instruction
overlap within a thread, SM uses potentially unsafe parallel exe-
cution to enhance instruction overlap across threads. Furthermore,
Cherry and SM share much of their hardware requirements. Conse-
quently, combining these two schemes becomes an interesting op-
tion.

Cherry and SM share two important primitives. The first one is
support to checkpoint the processor’s architectural state before en-
tering unsafe execution, and to roll back to it if the program state
becomes inconsistent. The second primitive consists of support to
buffer unsafe memory state in the caches, and either merge it with
the memory state when validated, or invalidate it if proven corrupted.

Naturally, both SM and Cherry have additional requirements of
their own. SM often tags cached data and accesses with a thread
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Figure 9: Cumulative distribution of resource usage in
SPECint (left) and SPECfp (right) applications. The horizon-
tal axis is the cumulative percentage of time that a resource is
used below the level shown in the vertical axis. The resources
are, from top to bottom: LQ entries, SQ entries, integer phys-
ical registers, and floating-point physical registers.

ID, which identifies the owner or originator thread. Furthermore,
SM needs hardware or software to check for cross-thread depen-
dence violations. On the other hand, Cherry needs support to recy-
cle load/store queue entries and registers, and to maintain the PNR
pointer.

6.2 Combined Scheme
In a processor that supports both SM and Cherry execution, we pro-
pose to exploit both schemes by enabling/disabling speculative ex-
ecution and Cherry mode in lockstep. Specifically, as a thread be-
comes speculative, it also enters Cherry mode, and when it success-
fully completes the speculative section, it also completes the Cherry
cycle. Moreover, if speculation is aborted, so is the Cherry cycle,
and vice versa. We now show that this approach has the advantage
of reusing hardware support.

Enabling and disabling the two schemes in lockstep reuses the
checkpoint and the cache support. Indeed, a single checkpoint is re-
quired when the thread enters both speculative execution and Cherry
mode at once. As for cache support, SM typically tags each cache
line with a Read and Write bit which, roughly speaking, are set when
the speculative thread reads or writes the line, respectively. On the
other hand, Cherry tags cache lines with the Volatile bit, which is
set when the thread writes the line. Consequently, the Write and
Volatile bits can be combined into one.

With such support, when the thread is speculative, any write sets
the Write/Volatile bit. When the thread becomes nonspeculative, all
Read bits in the cache are gang-cleared. Then, the processor exits
Cherry mode and also gang-clears all Write/Volatile bits.

Special consideration has to be given to cache overflow situa-
tions. Under SM alone, the speculative thread stalls when the cache
is about to overflow. Under Cherry mode alone, an interrupt informs
the processor when the number of Volatile lines in the victim cache
exceeds a certain threshold. This advance notice allows the proces-
sor to return to non-Cherry mode immediately without overflowing
the cache. When we combine both SM and Cherry mode, we stall
the processor as soon as the advance notice is received. When the
thread later becomes nonspeculative, the thread can resume and im-
mediately return to non-Cherry. Thanks to stalling when the advance
notice was received, there is still some room in the cache for the
thread to complete the Cherry cycle and not overflow. This strategy
is likely to avoid an expensive rollback to the checkpoint.

Another consideration related to the previous one is the treatment
of the advance warning interrupt when combining Cherry and SM.
Note that the advance notice interrupt in Cherry requires no special
handling. Indeed, any interrupt triggers the ending of the current
Cherry—the advance warning interrupt is special only in that it is
signaled when the cache is nearly full. However, when Cherry and
SM are combined, the advance warning interrupt has to be recog-
nized as such, so that the stall can be performed before the proces-
sor’s interrupt handling logic can react to it. This differs from the
way other interrupts are handled in SM, where interrupts are typi-
cally handled by squashing the speculative thread and responding to
the interrupt immediately.

7 RELATED WORK
Our work combines register checkpointing and reorder buffer (ROB)
to allow precise exceptions, fast handling of frequent instruction re-
play events, and recycling of load and store queue entries and reg-
isters. Previous related work can be divided into the following four
categories.

The first category includes work on precise exception handling.
Hwu and Patt [7] use checkpointing to support precise exceptions in
out-of-order processors. On an exception, the processor rolls back to
the checkpoint, and then executes code in order until the excepting
instruction is met. Smith and Pleszkun [18] discuss several methods
to support precise exceptions. The Reorder Buffer (ROB) and the
History Buffer are presented, among other techniques.

The second category includes work related to register recycling.
Moudgill et al. [17] discuss performing early register recycling in
out-of-order processors that support precise exceptions. However,
the implementation of precise exceptions in [17] relies on either
checkpoint/rollback for every replay event, or a history buffer that
restricts register recycling to only the instruction at the head of that
buffer. In contrast, Cherry combines the ROB and checkpointing,
allowing register recycling and, at the same time, quick recovery
from frequent replay events using the ROB, and precise exception
handling using checkpointing. Wallace and Bagherzadeh [22], and
later Monreal et al. [16] delay allocation of physical registers to the
execution stage. This is complementary to our work, and can be
combined with it to achieve even better resource utilization. Lozano
and Gao [12], Martin et al. [15], and Lo et al. [11] use the compiler to
analyze the code and pass on dead register information to the hard-
ware, in order to deallocate physical registers. The latter approaches
require instruction set support: special symbolic registers [12], reg-
ister kill instructions [11, 15], or cloned versions of opcodes that
implicitly kill registers [11]. Our approach does not require changes
in the instruction set or compiler support; thus, it works with legacy
application binaries.
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The third category of related work would include work that recy-
cles load and store queue entries. Many current processors support
speculative loads and replay traps [1, 21] and, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first proposal for early recycling of load and
store queue entries in such a scenario.

The last category includes work that, instead of recycling re-
sources early to improve utilization, opts to build larger structures
for these resources. Lebeck et al. [10] propose a two-level hierar-
chical instruction window to keep the effective sizes large and yet
the primary structure small and fast. The buffering of the state of
all the in-flight instructions is achieved through the use of two-level
register files similar to [3, 24], and a large load/store queue. Instead,
we focus on improving the effective size of resources while keeping
their actual sizes small. We believe that these two techniques are
complementary, and could have an additive effect.

Finally, we notice that, concurrently to our work, Cristal et al. [2]
propose the use of checkpointing to allow early release of unfinished
instructions from the ROB and subsequent out-of-order commit of
such instructions. They also leverage this checkpointing support to
enable early register release. As a result, a large virtual ROB that
tolerates long-latency operations can be constructed from a small
physical ROB. This technique is compatible with Cherry, and both
schemes could be combined for greater overall performance.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented CHeckpointed Early Resource RecYcling
(Cherry), a mode of execution that decouples the recycling of the re-
sources used by an instruction and the retirement of the instruction.
Resources are recycled early, resulting in a more efficient utiliza-
tion. Cherry relies on state checkpointing to service exceptions for
instructions whose resources have been recycled. Cherry leverages
the ROB to (1) not require in-order execution as a fallback mech-
anism, (2) allow memory replay traps and branch mispredictions
without rolling back to the Cherry checkpoint, and (3) quickly fall
back to conventional out-of-order execution without rolling back to
the checkpoint or flushing the pipeline. Furthermore, Cherry en-
ables long checkpointing intervals by allowing speculative updates
to reside in the local cache hierarchy.

We have presented a Cherry implementation that targets three re-
sources: load queue, store queue, and register files. We use simple
rules for recycling these resources. We report average speedups of
1.06 and 1.26 on SPECint and SPECfp applications, respectively,
relative to an aggressive conventional architecture. Of the three tech-
niques, our proposal for load queue entry recycling is the most ef-
fective one, particularly for integer codes.

Finally, we have described how to combine Cherry and specula-
tive multithreading. These techniques complement each other and
can share significant hardware support.
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Abstract

Although adaptive processors can exploit application variability
to improve performance or save energy, effectively managing their
adaptivity is challenging. To address this problem, we introduce a
new approach to adaptivity: the Positional approach. In this ap-
proach, both the testing of configurations and the application of the
chosen configurations are associated with particular code sections.
This is in contrast to the currently-used Temporal approach to adap-
tation, where both the testing and application of configurations are
tied to successive intervals in time.

We propose to use subroutines as the granularity of code sections
in positional adaptation. Moreover, we design three implementa-
tions of subroutine-based positional adaptation that target energy
reduction in three different workload environments: embedded or
specialized server, general purpose, and highly dynamic. All three
implementations of positional adaptation are much more effective
than temporal schemes. On average, they boost the energy savings
of applications by 50% and 84% over temporal schemes in two ex-
periments.

1 Introduction

Processor adaptation offers a major opportunity to the designers
of modern processors. Currently, many proposed architectural en-
hancements have the desired effect (e.g. improve performance or
save energy) on average for the whole program, but have the oppo-
site effect during some periods of program execution. If the proces-
sor were able to adapt as the application executes by dynamically
activating/deactivating the enhancement, the average performance
improvement or energy savings would be higher.

Perhaps the area where adaptive processors have been studied
the most is the low-power domain — this is why we focus the anal-
ysis in this paper on this area. In this case, researchers have pro-
posed various architectural Low-Power Techniques (LPTs) that al-
low general-purpose processors to save energy, typically at the ex-
pense of performance (e.g. [1, 2, 4, 8, 17, 19]). Examples of such
LPTs are cache reconfiguration and issue-width changes. By acti-
vating these LPTs dynamically, processors can be more effective.
Some of the more advanced proposals for adaptive processors com-
bine several LPTs [7, 12, 13, 15, 21].

∗This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation
under grants EIA-0081307, EIA-0072102, and CHE-0121357; by DARPA
under grant F30602-01-C-0078; and by gifts from IBM and Intel.

Unfortunately, controlling processor adaptation effectively is
challenging. Indeed, an adaptive processor with multiple LPTs
needs to make the twin decisions of when to adapt the hardware and
what specific LPTs to activate. These decisions are usually based
on testing a few different configurations of the LPTs and identify-
ing which ones are best, and when.

Nearly all existing proposals for adaptive systems follow what
we call a Temporal approach to adaptation [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12,
15, 19, 21]. In this case, both the testing (or exploration) for the
best configuration and the application of the chosen configuration
are tied to successive intervals in time. Specifically, to identify the
best configuration, the available configurations are typically tested
back-to-back one after another. Moreover, once the testing period is
over, the adaptation decisions to be made at the beginning of every
new interval are based on the behavior of the most recent interval(s).
The rationale behind these schemes is that the behavior of the code
is largely stable across successive intervals.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to adaptation: the Po-
sitional approach. In this case, both the testing for the best configu-
ration and the application of the chosen configuration are associated
with position, namely with particular code sections. To identify the
best configuration, the available configurations are tested on differ-
ent invocations of the same code section. Once the best configu-
ration for a code section is identified, it is kept for later use when
that same code section is invoked again. The rationale behind this
approach is that the behavior of the code is largely stable across in-
vocations of the same section. Note also that, with this approach,
we can optimize the adaptations globally across the whole program.

To combine ease of implementation and effectiveness, we pro-
pose to use subroutines as the granularity of code sections in po-
sitional adaptation. Moreover, we propose three implementations
of subroutine-based positional adaptation that are generic, easy to
implement, and effective. Each implementation targets a differ-
ent workload environment: embedded or specialized server, general
purpose, and highly dynamic. Our results show that all three im-
plementations of subroutine-based positional adaptation are much
more effective than temporal schemes. On average, they boost
the energy savings of applications by 50% and 84% over temporal
schemes in two experiments.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes in more
detail subroutine-based positional adaptation; Section 3 presents our
three different implementations; Section 4 discusses our evaluation
environment; Section 5 evaluates the implementations; Section 6
discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes.
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2 Subroutine-Based Positional Adaptation

This paper proposes the Positional approach to adaptation, in
contrast to the currently-used Temporal approach [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9,
12, 15, 19, 21]. The fundamental difference between them is their
different approach to exploiting program behavior repetition: the
temporal approach exploits the similarity between successive inter-
vals of code in dynamic order, while the positional approach ex-
ploits the similarity between different invocations of the same code
section.

These two approaches differ on how they test the configurations
to identify the best one, and on how they apply the best configura-
tion. Specifically, temporal schemes typically test several configura-
tions in time succession. Consequently, each configuration is tested
on a different section of the code, which may have a different be-
havior. This increases the inaccuracy of the calibration. Moreover,
once the testing period is over, the adaptation decisions to be made
at the beginning of every new interval are based on the behavior of
the most recent interval(s). As a result, if the code behavior changes
across intervals, the configuration applied will be non-optimal.

In positional schemes, instead, we associate both the testing of
configurations and the application of the chosen one with position,
that is, with a particular code section. To determine the best con-
figuration for a code section, different configurations are tested on
different executions of the same code section. Once the best config-
uration is determined, it is applied on future executions of the same
code section.

Positional adaptation is based upon the intuition that program
behavior at a given time is mostly related to the code that it is exe-
cuting at that time. This intuition is also explored in [23]. Further,
positional adaptation has the advantage that, if we can estimate the
relative weight of each code section in the program, we can optimize
the adaptations globally across the program: each configuration is
activated in the code sections where it has the greatest benefit com-
pared to all other sections and all other configurations available, all
subject to a maximum cost (e.g. slowdown) for the whole program.

2.1 Granularity of Code Sections

Before applying configurations on code sections, we need to de-
termine the granularity of these sections. Code sections used in po-
sitional adaptation should satisfy three conditions: capture homo-
geneous behavior within a section, capture heterogeneous behavior
across contiguous sections, and be easy to support.

In this paper, we propose to use the major subroutines of the
application as code sections for adaptation. Intuitively, choosing
subroutines is likely to satisfy the first two conditions. Indeed, a
subroutine often performs a single, logically distinct operation. As
a result, it may well exhibit a behavior that is roughly homogeneous
and different from the other subroutines. Later in the paper, we show
data that suggest that, on average, code behavior is quite homoge-
neous within a subroutine (Section 5.2), and fairly heterogeneous
across subroutines (Section 5.3.2).

Using subroutines also eases the implementation in many ways.
First, most subroutine boundaries are trivial to find, as they are
marked by call and return instructions. Second, most applications
are structured with subroutines.

In our proposal, each code section is constructed with one of the
major subroutines of the application plus all the minor subroutines

that it dynamically calls. Code sections can nest one another. The
remainder of the program, which is the root (main) subroutine and
the minor subroutines called from main, also forms one code sec-
tion. This section is usually unimportant: on average, it accounts
for about 1% of the execution time in our applications. It is pos-
sible that, in some applications, this section may have a significant
weight. In that case, we can extend our algorithm to subdivide this
section to capture behavior variability. For the applications that we
study, this is unnecessary.

It is possible that a given subroutine executes two logically dis-
tinct operations, or that it executes completely different code in dif-
ferent invocations. Our algorithms do not make any special provi-
sion for these cases and still obtain good results (Section 5).

Finally, there are other choices for code sections, such as fixed-
sized code chunks (e.g. a page of instructions) or finer-grained enti-
ties such as loops. However, they all have some drawbacks. Specif-
ically, for fixed-sized code chunks, the boundaries are arbitrary and
do not naturally coincide with behavior changes. On the other hand,
using fine-grained or sophisticated entities may involve higher time
or energy overheads. Moreover, there is some evidence that us-
ing finer-grained entities only provides fairly limited improvements
over using subroutine-based sections [11, 18].

3 Implementing Subroutine-Based Positional
Adaptation

We present three different implementations of subroutine-based
positional adaptation. They differ on how many of the adaptation
decisions are made statically and how many are made at run time.
Specifically, we call Instrumentation (I) the selection of when to
adapt the processor, and Decision (D) the selection of what LPTs
to activate or deactivate at those times. Then, each selection can be
made Statically (S) before execution or Dynamically (D) at run time.
Each of the three implementations targets a different workload envi-
ronment, which we label as embedded or specialized-server, general
purpose, and highly dynamic (Figure 1).

SISD:
Static Dynamic

Decision: What to adapt

Embedded or

Dynamic

Static
Instrumentation:
When to adapt

SIDD:

DIDD:
Dynamic

PurposeSpecialized Server General

Highly

Figure 1. Different implementations of subroutine-based po-
sitional adaptation and workload environments targeted.

In general, as we go from Static Instrumentation and Static De-
cision (SISD) to SIDD, and then to DIDD, the adaptation process
becomes increasingly automated and has more general applicability.
However, it also requires more run-time support and has less global
information. Note that there is no DISD environment because the
decisions on LPT activation or deactivation cannot be made prior to
deciding on the instrumentation points.

We want implementations that are generic, flexible to use, and
simple. In particular, they should be able to manage any number of
dynamic LPTs. Moreover, to trigger adaptations, we prefer not to
use any LPT-specific metrics such as cache miss rate or functional
unit utilization. There are two reasons for this. First, it is hard to
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cross-compare the impact of two different LPTs using two different
metrics. Second, such metrics need empirical thresholds that are
often application-dependent.

While positional adaptation can be used for different purposes,
here we will use it to minimize the energy consumed in the proces-
sor subject to a given tolerable application slowdown (slack). We
assume that the processor provides support to measure energy con-
sumption. While energy counters do not yet exist in modern pro-
cessors, it has been shown that energy consumption could be esti-
mated using existing performance counters [16]. In the following,
we present each of our three implementations in turn.

3.1 Static Instrumentation & Decision (SISD)

In an embedded or specialized-server environment, we can use
off-line profiling to identify the important subroutines in the appli-
cation, and to decide what LPTs to activate or deactivate at their
entry and exit points.

3.1.1 Instrumentation Algorithm

A single off-line profiling run is used to identify the major sub-
routines in the application. For a subroutine to qualify as major, its
contribution to the total execution time has to be at least thweight,
and its average execution time per invocation at least thgrain. The
reason for the latter is that adaptation always incurs overhead, and
thus very frequent adaptation should be avoided. We instrument
entry and exit points in major subroutines. At run time, minor sub-
routines will be dynamically included as part of the closest major
subroutine up the call graph. Finally, recall that the remaining main
code in the program also form one “major subroutine”.

To reduce overhead, we use several optimizations. For example,
we create a wrapper around a recursive subroutine and only instru-
ment the wrapper. Also, if a subroutine is invoked inside a tight
loop, we instrument the loop instead.

3.1.2 Decision Algorithm

We perform off-line profiling of the application to determine the
impact of the LPTs. Consider first the case where each LPT only has
two states (on and off), and LPTs do not interfere with each other. In
this case, if the processor supports n LPTs, we perform n+1 profil-
ing runs: one run with each LPT activated for the whole execution,
and one run with no LPT activated. In each run, we record the exe-
cution time and energy consumed by each of the instrumented sub-
routines. Consider subroutine i and assume that Ei and Di are the
energy consumption and execution time (delay), respectively, of all
combined invocations of the subroutine when no LPT is activated.
Assume that when LPTj is activated, the energy consumed and
execution time of all invocations of the subroutine is Eij and Dij ,
respectively. Thus, the impact of LPTj on subroutine i is ∆Eij and
∆Dij , where ∆Eij = Ei − Eij and ∆Dij = Dij − Di. These
values are usually positive, since LPTs tend to save energy and slow
down execution.

Once we have ∆Eij and ∆Dij for a subroutine-LPT pair, we
compute the Efficiency Score of the pair as:











−1 if ∆Eij ≤ 0 ; increases energy consumed
+∞ if ∆Eij > 0 & ∆Dij ≤ 0 ; saves energy, speeds up
∆Eij

∆Dij
Otherwise ; saves energy, slows down

The efficiency score indicates how much energy a pair can save
per unit time increase, allowing direct comparisons between dif-
ferent pairs. High, positive values indicate more efficient tradeoffs.
Subroutine-LPT pairs that both save energy and speed up the appli-
cation are very desirable; pairs that increase the energy consumed
are undesirable.

Once the results of all subroutine-LPT pairs are obtained, we
sort them in a Score Table in order of decreasing efficiency score.
Each row in the table includes the accumulated slowdown, which
is the sum of the ∆Dij of all the pairs up to (and including) this
entry. This accumulated slowdown is stored as a percentage of to-
tal execution time. This table is then included in the binary of the
application, and will be dynamically accessed at run time from the
instrumentation points identified above. Note that, in each produc-
tion run of the application, a tolerable slack for the application will
be given. That slack will be compared at run time to the accumu-
lated slowdown column of the table, and a cut-off line will be drawn
in the table at the point where the slowdown equals the slack. Pairs
in the table that are below the cut-off line are not activated in that
run.

Simple extensions handle the case when an LPT has multiple
states. Briefly, we perform a profile run for each configuration and
record ∆Eij and ∆Dij . Since two such configurations cannot be
activated concurrently on the same subroutine, if we select a second
configuration, we need to “reverse” the impact of the first configu-
ration on the score table. This effect is achieved by subtracting in
the table the impact of one configuration from that of the next most
efficient configuration of the same subroutine-LPT pair. In the case
where an LPT has too many configurations, the algorithm chooses to
profile only a representative subset of them. Alternatively, it could
find the best configurations through statistical profiling [6].

When two LPTs interfere with each other or are incompatible
in some ways, the algorithm simply combines them into a single
LPT that takes multiple states. Some of these states may have ∆Eij

and ∆Dij that are not the simple addition of its component LPTs’;
other states may be missing due to incompatibility. The resulting
multi-state LPT is treated as indicated above.

Finally, we assume that the effect of an LPT on a subroutine is
largely independent of what LPTs are activated for other subrou-
tines.

3.2 Static Instrum. & Dynamic Decision (SIDD)

In a general-purpose environment, it may be unreasonable to re-
quire so many profiling runs. Consequently, in SIDD, only the In-
strumentation algorithm is executed off-line. It needs a single pro-
filing run to identify the subroutines to instrument and their weight.
The Decision algorithm is performed during execution, using code
included in the binary of the application.

The Decision algorithm runs in the first few invocations of the
subroutines marked by the Instrumentation algorithm. Consider one
such subroutine. To warm up state, we ignore its first invocation
in the program. In the second invocation, we record the number
of instructions executed, the energy consumed, and the time taken.
Then, in each of the n subsequent invocations, we activate one of
the n LPTs, and record the same parameters. When a subroutine has
gone through all these runs, our algorithm computes the efficiency
scores for the subroutine with each of the LPTs, and inserts them in
the sorted score table. With this information, and the weight of the
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subroutine as given by the Instrumentation algorithm, the system re-
computes the new cut-off line in the score table. At any time in the
execution of a program, the entries in the score table that are above
the cut-off line are used to trigger adaptations in the processor.

The fact that the Decision algorithm runs on-line requires that
we change it a bit relative to that in Section 3.1.2. One difficulty
is that the efficiency score for a subroutine-LPT pair is now com-
puted based on a single invocation of the subroutine. To be able
to compare across invocations of the same subroutine with different
numbers of instructions, we normalize energy and execution time
to the number of instructions executed in the invocation. Thus, we
use Energy Per Instruction (EPI) and Cycles Per Instruction (CPI).
Furthermore, the ratio of energy savings to time penalty used in
the efficiency score (now ∆EPIij

∆CPIij
) is too sensitive to noise in the

denominator that may occur across invocations of the same subrou-
tine. Consequently, we use an efficiency score that is less subject
to noise, namely EPIi∗CPIi

EPIij∗CPIij
. The values in the numerator corre-

spond to subroutine i when no LPT is activated, while the values
in the denominator correspond to subroutine i when LPTj is acti-
vated. As usual, high efficiency scores are better.

A second difficulty in the on-line Decision algorithm occurs
when a subroutine has only a few, long invocations. In this case,
the algorithm may take too long to complete for that subroutine. To
solve this problem, our system times out when a subroutine has been
executing for too long. At that point, our system assumes that a new
invocation of the same subroutine is starting and, therefore, it tests
a new LPT.

The computation of efficiency scores and the updates to the ta-
ble only occur in the first few invocations of the subroutines. In
steady state, the overhead is the same as in SISD: at instrumentation
points, the algorithm simply checks the table to decide what LPTs
to activate. Appendix A briefly discusses the overheads involved.

3.3 Dynamic Instrumentation & Decision (DIDD)

We now consider an environment where the application binaries
remain unmodified. In this case, both Instrumentation and Deci-
sion algorithms run on-line. In practice, DIDD is useful in highly-
dynamic environments, such as internet workloads where programs
are sometimes executed only once, or in just-in-time compilation
frameworks. Moreover, it is also useful when it is too costly to
modify the binary.

DIDD needs three micro-architectural features. The first one
dynamically identifies the important subroutines in the application
with low overhead. The second one automatically activates the cor-
rect set of LPTs for these subroutines. The third one automatically
redirects execution from the first few invocations of these subrou-
tines to a dynamically linked library that implements the Decision
algorithm.

3.3.1 Identifying Important Subroutines

We propose a simple micro-architecture module called the Call
Stack (Figure 2). On a subroutine call, the Call Stack pushes in an
entry with the subroutine ID and the current readings of the time
and energy counters. For ID, we use the block address of the first
instruction of the subroutine. On a subroutine return, the Call Stack
pops out an entry. If the difference between the current time and

the entry’s time is at least thinvoc, the subroutine is considered im-
portant. As a result, the hardware saves its ID in a fully-associative
table of important subroutines called Call Cache (Figure 2).

In MemoryOn−chip

DecisionMadeHitMaskEnergyTimeID

MaskID

Call CacheCall Stack

LibPtr
Accounted Energy

Overflow Counter

Call Stack Pointer

Call Table (Software)

ID Mask EPI∆
Return Address

Accounted Time

D

Figure 2. Support for DIDD. The shaded area corresponds
to the proposed on-chip hardware. It occupies an insignificant
area: about 0.29 mm2 in 0.18 µm technology.

The Call Stack handles the nesting of important subroutines by
subtracting the callee’s execution time from the caller’s. To support
this case, we maintain an Accounted Time register that accumulates
the cycles consumed by completed invocations of important subrou-
tines up to the current time (Figure 2). With this support, when we
push/pop an entry into/from the Call Stack, the current time is taken
to be the wall clock time minus the Accounted Time. Moreover,
when we finish processing the popping of an important subroutine,
we add its time contribution to the Accounted Time. As a result, its
contribution will not be erroneously assigned to its caller. Figure 2
also includes an Accounted Energy register that is used in the same
way.

If the Call Stack overflows, we stop pushing entries. We main-
tain an Overflow Counter to count the number of overflow levels.
When the counter falls back to zero, we resume operating the Call
Stack.

3.3.2 Activating LPTs & Invoking Decision Algorithm

The hardware must perform two operations at the entry and exit
points of these important subroutines. In steady state, it must acti-
vate or deactivate LPTs; in the first few invocations of these subrou-
tines, it must redirect execution to the library that implements the
Decision algorithm. We consider these two cases in turn.

In steady state, each of the subroutines in the Call Cache keeps
a mask with the set of LPTs to activate on invocation (Mask field)
and a DecisionMade (D) bit set. When an entry is pushed into the
Call Stack, the hardware checks the Call Cache for a match. If the
entry is found, the LPTs in the Mask field are activated (after saving
the current mask of LPTs in the Call Stack) and the Hit bit in the
Call Stack is set. The Hit bit will be useful later. Specifically, when
the entry is popped from the Call Stack, if the Hit bit is set, the Call
Cache is checked. If the corresponding D bit is set, the hardware
simply restores the saved mask of activated LPTs.

In the first few invocations of an important subroutine, the sub-
routine must run under each of the LPTs in sequence, and the result
must be analyzed by the Decision algorithm (Section 3.2). During
this period, the corresponding entry in the Call Cache keeps its D
bit clear and Mask indicates the single LPT to test in the next invo-
cation. As usual, when an entry is pushed into the Call Stack, the
hardware checks the Call Cache and, if the entry is found, the LPT
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in the Mask is activated. When the entry is popped out of the Call
Stack, if the Hit bit is set and the corresponding D bit is clear, the
hardware redirects execution to the Decision algorithm library.

This redirection is done transparently. We modify the branch
unit such that when a subroutine return instruction is executed, the
hardware checks if the returning subroutine is in the Call Cache and
its D bit is clear. If so, the return instruction is replaced by a jump
to the entry point of the Decision library code. This entry point is
stored in the LibPtr special register (Figure 2). The library runs
the Decision algorithm as in Section 3.2: it reads the time and en-
ergy consumed by this subroutine-LPT pair from the Call Stack,
computes the efficiency score, and updates the score table. In its
operation, the Decision algorithm keeps its state in a software data
structure in memory called Call Table (Figure 2). Once finished, the
library issues a return, which redirects execution back to the caller
of the important subroutine. This is feasible because the original
return address was kept in place, in its register or stack location.
In addition, during the redirection to the library, the RAS (Return
Address Stack) was prevented from adjusting the pointer and be-
coming misaligned. With this support, we have effectively delayed
the return from the important subroutine by invoking the Decision
algorithm seamlessly and with little overhead.

Before the Decision library returns, it updates the Mask for this
subroutine in the Call Cache to prepare for the next invocation. If it
finds that it has tested all the LPTs for this subroutine, it computes
the steady state value for the Mask. Then, it sets the Mask to that
value and sets the D bit. Future invocations of this subroutine will
not invoke the library anymore.

It is possible that capacity limitations force the displacement of
an entry from the Call Cache. There is no need to write back any
data. When the corresponding subroutine is invoked again, the Call
Cache will miss and, on return from the subroutine, the Decision
library will be invoked. At that point, the Decision library will copy
the Call Table entry for the subroutine to the Call Cache, effectively
restoring it to its old value.

Overall, the proposed hardware is fairly modest. We use
CACTI [24] to estimate that the hardware in Figure 2 takes 0.29
mm2 in 0.18 µm technology. This estimate assumes 32 entries for
the Call Cache and Call Stack.

3.3.3 Decision Algorithm

The Decision algorithm used is similar to the one for SIDD. The
only difference is that subroutines are now identified on the fly and,
therefore, their contribution to the total execution time of the pro-
gram is unknown. Consequently, the algorithm needs to make a
rough estimation. It assumes that all the important subroutines have
the same weight: 10%. The inaccuracy of this assumption does not
affect the ranking of the subroutine-LPT pairs in the score table.
However, it affects the location of the cut-off line in the table. As
a result, it is now more challenging to fine tune the total program
slowdown to be close to the allowed slack.

We have attempted to use more accurate, yet more costly ways of
estimating the contribution of each subroutine. Specifically, we have
added support for the system to continuously record and accumulate
the execution time of each subroutine. We can then recompute the
weights of all the subroutines periodically and update the cut-off
line in the score table. From the results of experiments not presented
here, we find it hard to justify using these higher-overhead schemes.

3.4 Tradeoffs

Table 1 summarizes the tradeoffs between our three implemen-
tations. SISD is the choice when the off-line profiling effort can
be amortized over many runs on the platform where profiling oc-
curred. SISD has complete global information of the program and,
therefore, can make well-informed adaptation decisions. The only
source of inaccuracy is the difference between the profiling and pro-
duction input sets. Finally, SISD has minimal run-time overhead.

Pros Cons Domain

SISD
Global information of the
program. Minimal run-time
overhead

Requires many off-line pro-
filing runs. Profiling has to
be on target platform

Embedded systems
and specialized
servers

SIDD

Single performance-only
profiling run. Profiling is
partially platform indepen-
dent

Run-time overhead at start-
up. Partial information.
Limited profiling

General purpose

DIDD No off-line profiling Same as SIDD. Extra micro-
architectural support

Unavailable off-line
profiling: e.g. dy-
namically generated
binary

Table 1. Tradeoffs between the different implementations of
subroutine-based positional adaptation.

SIDD has a wider applicability. It is best for environments where
software is compiled for a range of adaptive architectures, each of
which may even have a different set of LPTs. In this case, the rank-
ing of adaptations is not included in the application code. It is ob-
tained on-line, by measuring the impact of each LPT on the target
platform, while the application is running. The only off-line profil-
ing needed is to identify important subroutines and their execution
time weight. This does not need to be carried out on the exact tar-
get platform. However, SIDD has several shortcomings. First, it
incurs run-time overhead, partly due to the application of inefficient
adaptations during the initial period of LPT testing. Second, some
decisions on what adaptations to apply are necessarily sub-optimal,
since they are made before testing all subroutine-LPT pairs. Finally,
SIDD relies on the first few invocations of each subroutine to be rep-
resentative of the steady state, which may not be fully accurate.

DIDD has the widest applicability. It works even when no off-
line profiling is available. This is the case when binaries are dy-
namically generated, or in internet workloads where programs are
often executed only once. The shortcomings of DIDD are the micro-
architectural support required and all the shortcomings of SIDD
with higher intensity. In particular, identifying the important sub-
routines on-line is challenging and, unless it is done carefully, may
lead to high overheads.

4 Evaluation Environment
4.1 Architecture and Algorithm Parameters

To evaluate positional adaptation, we use detailed execution-
driven simulations. The baseline machine architecture includes a
6-issue out-of-order processor, two levels of caches, and a Rambus-
based main memory (Table 2). The processor can be adapted using
three LPTs, which are described in Section 4.3. The simulation
models resource contention in the entire system in detail, as well as
all the overheads in our adaptation algorithms.

We compare our implementations of positional adaptation
to three existing temporal adaptation schemes, which we call
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Processor
Frequency: 1GHz
Technology: 0.18µm
Voltage: 1.67V
Fetch/issue width: 6/6
I-window entries: 96
Ld/St units: 2
Int/FP/branch units: 4/4/1
MSHRs: 24

Branch penalty: 8 cycles (min)
Up to 1 taken branch/cycle
RAS entries: 32
BTB: 2K entries, 4-way assoc
Branch predictor:

gshare
entries: 8K

TLB: like MIPS R10000
Cache L1 L2 Bus & Memory
Size: 32KB 512KB
RT: 3 cycles 12 cycles
Assoc: 2-way 8-way
Line size: 32B 64B
Ports: 2 1

FSB frequency: 333MHz
FSB width: 128bit
Memory: 2-channel Rambus
DRAM bandwidth: 3.2GB/s
Memory RT: 108ns

Table 2. Baseline architecture modeled. MSHR, RAS, FSB
and RT stand for Miss Status Handling Register, Return Ad-
dress Stack, Front-Side Bus, and Round-Trip time from the
processor, respectively. Cycle counts are in processor cycles.

DEETM′, Rochester, and Rochester′. The parameter values used
for all the schemes are shown in Table 3. thweight, thgrain, and
thinvoc are set empirically.

Algorithm Parameter Values
SISD and thweight = 5%; thgrain = 1,000 cyc;
SIDD LPT (de)activation overhead: 2-10 instr

DIDD
thinvoc = 256 cyc; Call Stack: 32 entries, 9B/entry,
56 pJ/access; Call Cache: 32 entries, full-assoc,
4B/entry, 66 pJ/access

DEETM′ Microcycle = 1, 10, 100 µs;
Macrocycle = 1,000 microcycles

Rochester Parameter values as in [3, 4], e.g. basic interval = 100 µs
Rochester′ Rochester with the tuning optimization in [6]

Table 3. Parameter values used for the positional and tempo-
ral adaptation schemes.

Consider the positional schemes first. Under static instrumen-
tation (SISD and SIDD), we filter out subroutines whose average
execution time per invocation is below thgrain; under dynamic in-
strumentation (DIDD), we filter out any invocation that takes less
than thinvoc. These two thresholds have different values because
they have slightly different meanings. The table also shows the val-
ues of the main instruction and energy overheads of the schemes;
they are discussed in Appendix A. The energy numbers are obtained
with the models of Section 4.2.

DEETM′ is an enhanced version of the DEETM Slack algorithm
in [12]. In this algorithm, the set of active LPTs is re-assessed at
constant-sized time intervals called macrocycles. At the beginning
of a macrocycle, each different configuration is tested for one mi-
crocycle. After all configurations have been tested in sequence, the
algorithm decides what configuration to keep for the remainder of
the macrocycle. This algorithm is more flexible than the one in [12]:
the latter assumes a fixed effectiveness rank of LPTs, which limits
the set of configurations that it can apply. In [12], a microcycle is
1,000 cycles and a macrocycle is 1,000 microcycles. We examine
three different microcycles, namely 1, 10, and 100 µs. We call the
schemes DEETM′1, DEETM′10, and DEETM′100, respectively.

Rochester is the scheme in [4]. The algorithm uses a basic inter-
val. Initially, each configuration is tested for one interval. After that,

the best configuration is selected and applied. From then on, at the
end of each interval, the algorithm compares the number of branches
and cache misses in the interval against those in the previous inter-
val. If the difference is within a threshold, the configuration is kept,
therefore extending the effective interval. If the difference is over
the threshold, the algorithm returns to testing the configurations.
The algorithm uses several other thresholds. For our experiments,
we start with the parameter values proposed by the authors [3], in-
cluding a basic interval of 100,000 cycles. We then slightly tune
them for better performance.

Rochester′ adds one enhancement proposed in [6] to the
Rochester scheme. The enhancement appears when the difference
between the branches and misses in one interval and those in the
previous one is above the threshold. At that point, Rochester′ does
not return to testing the configurations right away. The rationale
is that it is best not to test configurations while the program goes
through a phase change. The algorithm waits until the difference is
below the threshold, which indicates that the change has stabilized.
Then, the testing of configurations can proceed.

Overall, we consider temporal schemes with fixed-size inter-
vals (DEETM′) and with variable-sized intervals (Rochester and
Rochester′). Note that we do not choose the interval sizes so that
all schemes have exactly the same average size, or they match the
average size of the intervals in positional schemes. Instead, we use
the parameter values as proposed by the authors (although we also
slightly tune them to get better performance). With this approach,
we hope to be fair and capture good design points for each scheme.

4.2 Energy Consumption Estimation

To estimate energy consumption, we incorporated Wattch [5]
into our simulator. We enhanced Wattch in two ways. Recall that
Wattch uses a modified version of CACTI [24] to model SRAM ar-
rays. We have refined the modeling of such structures to address
several limitations. Specifically, we enhanced the modeling of the
sense amplifiers and the bitline swing for writes to make them more
accurate. In addition, we always search for the SRAM array con-
figuration that has the lowest energy consumption given the timing
constraints.

For the energy consumption in the functional units, we used
Spice models of the functional units of a simple superscalar core
to derive the average energy consumed for each type of operation.
We used results from [20] for more complicated functional units.

We compute the energy consumed in the whole machine, includ-
ing processor, instruction and data caches, bus, and main memory.
To model the energy consumed in the memory, we use Intel’s white
paper [14]. For example, from that paper, one memory channel op-
erating at full bandwidth and its memory controller consume 1.2W.

4.3 Adaptive Low-Power Techniques (LPTs)

We model an adaptive processor with three LPTs that can be dy-
namically activated and deactivated (Figure 3). These LPTs are: a
filter cache [17], a phased cache [10] mode for the L1 data cache,
and a slave functional unit cluster that can be disabled. We choose
these LPTs because they are well understood and target some major
sources of energy consumption in processors. Note that our adap-
tation algorithms are very general and largely independent of the
LPTs used – we simply choose these three LPTs as examples.
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Figure 3. Pipeline of the adaptive processor considered. The
shaded areas show the LPTs.

Instruction Filtering (IFilter). The instruction cache hierar-
chy has a 1-Kbyte filter cache [17]. If it is deactivated, instructions
are fetched from the L1 instruction cache; otherwise, the processor
checks the filter cache first. Using the filter cache usually saves en-
ergy because each hit consumes very little energy. The reason is that
the filter cache is small, direct-mapped, and does not require a TLB
check because it is virtually tagged. However, the code may run
slower because of frequent misses in the small filter cache, which
then access L1. Interestingly, this LPT may sometimes speed up the
code: when the working set is small enough to fit in the filter cache,
the faster access allows quicker recovery on branch mispredictions.

We do not maintain inclusion between the filter and L1 instruc-
tion caches. A read access to the filter cache takes 1 cycle and con-
sumes 386 pJ, compared to 2 cycles and 2022 pJ to access the fully-
pipelined L1. We model the filling of cold caches.

Phased Cache Mode (PCache). A phased cache is a set-
associative cache where an access first activates only the tags [10].
If there is a match, only the matching data array is subsequently
activated, reducing the amount of bitline activity and sense amplifi-
cation in the data array. Consequently, a phased cache saves energy
at the cost of extra delay.

In our processor, the 2-way set-associative L1 data cache can
work as a normal or as a phased cache. Based on our analysis, in
phased mode, a cache hit consumes 974 pJ, a 45% reduction over the
1763 pJ consumed in a normal mode hit. However, the hit takes two
extra cycles to complete. Cache misses save even more energy and
do not add latency. Note that there is overhead in switching between
the two modes. Specifically, when the phased mode is activated, the
cache buffers the signal to the data array for two cycles. When the
cache is restored to normal mode, the cache blocks for two cycles to
drain the pipeline. All these transition overheads are fully modeled.

Reduced Number of ALU Units (RALU). Wide-issue proces-
sors typically have many functional units (FUs). Since few applica-
tions need all the FUs all the time, processors typically clock-gate
unused FUs. Our Wattch-based simulator models the normal clock-
gating of unused FUs by reducing the energy consumed by FUs to
10% of their maximum consumption when they are unused.

With the RALU LPT, we go beyond this reduction. In our pro-
cessor, the FUs are organized into a master and a slave cluster. Each
cluster has two FP, two integer, and one load/store unit. The mas-
ter cluster also has a branch unit. When this LPT is deactivated,
both FU clusters can be used, and clock gating proceeds as indi-
cated above. When this LPT is activated, the slave FU cluster is
made inaccessible. This allows us to save all the clock distribution
energy in the slave cluster. As a result, we save most of the remain-
ing 10% dynamic power in the FUs of the cluster. For multi-cycle
FUs, we can only activate this LPT after the FU pipeline is drained.
This effect is modeled in our simulations. Overall, this LPT can

only have a modest energy-savings effect.

4.4 Applications

To assess positional adaptation on different kinds of workloads,
we run multimedia, integer, and floating-point applications. In se-
lecting these applications, we try to include a diverse set of high-
level behaviors. In particular, we include programs where the av-
erage dynamic subroutine is very short (30 instructions in MCF)
or very long (35,000 instructions in HYDRO). The applications are
compiled with the IRIX MIPSPro compiler version 7.3 with -O2.

Table 4 lists the applications. Each application has an input set
used for the off-line profiling runs (Profiling), and one for all other
experiments (Production). Recall from Section 2 that positional
adaptation has the advantage that it optimizes the adaptations glob-
ally: each configuration is activated in the globally best section of
the program. Therefore, to fully demonstrate the effectiveness of
positional adaptation, we need to simulate the applications from the
beginning to the end. Unfortunately, the full ref SPEC input sets are
too large for this. Consequently, as the production input sets for the
SPEC applications, we use a reduced reference input set (reduced
ref), which enables us to run the simulations to completion. With
these inputs, simulations take from several hundred million to over
2.5 billion cycles. For all applications, we have verified that these
reduced input sets running on our simulator produce similar cache
and TLB miss rates as the ref inputs running natively on a MIPS
R12000 processor. We have also verified that the relative weight of
each subroutine does not change much. For additional verification,
one experiment in Section 5.3 compares executions with reduced ref
and ref input sets.

Suite Application Profiling Input Production Input

SPECint2000

BZIP

Test Reduced ref
CRAFTY
GZIP
MCF
PARSER

SPECfp95 HYDRO Test Reduced refAPSI

Multimedia MP3D 128kbps joint 160kbps joint HQ
MP3E 24kbps mono 128kbps joint

Table 4. Applications executed.
Due to space limitations, we do not show the breakdown of the

energy consumed in the different components of our architecture as
we run these applications. However, our results broadly agree with
other reports [5]. As expected, energy consumption is widely spread
over many components. Therefore, it is unlikely that a single LPT
can save most of the energy.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate subroutine-based positional adaptation, we first char-
acterize our algorithms (Section 5.1), then evaluate their impact
(Section 5.2), and finally show why the subroutine is a good granu-
larity (Section 5.3).

5.1 Characterization

Table 5 shows the result of running our static and dynamic
Instrumentation algorithms. Recall that our algorithms identify
the major subroutines in the code and instrument their entry and
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exit points. At run time, non-major subroutines are automatically
lumped in with their caller major subroutines. Also, the main code
in the program plus any non-major subroutines that it dynamically
calls form one other “major subroutine”. For comparison, the table
also shows data on all the subroutines in the applications.

Stat Instrum Dyn Instrum All Subroutines in Application
Applic

N T (µs) N T (µs) N
Size/Invocation

Time (ns) Instruc

APSI 14 8.8 19 6.1 93 200.1 272.3
BZIP 4 2612.0 5 275.9 54 71.4 108.5
CRAFTY 5 2.6 10 11.6 113 49.6 58.9
GZIP 6 2368.0 11 955.1 69 152.7 202.2
HYDRO 8 2530.0 15 407.6 111 51349.4 34784.1
MCF 3 20.3 6 5.0 50 50.4 28.4
MP3D 5 3.5 9 5.4 65 928.9 1411.5
MP3E 7 35.4 24 8.5 151 178.5 280.3
PARSER 7 28.7 62 976.4 267 37.6 39.2

Average 6.5 845.5 17.9 294.6 108.1 5890.9 4131.7

Table 5. Characterizing the static and dynamic Instrumenta-
tion algorithms. In the table, N is the number of major sub-
routines, while T is the time between instrumentation points.

The data shows that our algorithms identify only a handful of
major subroutines to drive LPT activation/deactivation. On average,
the number is about 7 and 18 for the static and dynamic algorithms,
respectively. This suggests that the structures needed to manage
adaptation information are small (e.g. a 32-entry Call Cache in
DIDD). Static and dynamic algorithms select a different number of
subroutines because they work differently.

The table also shows the average time between instrumentation
points, as they are found dynamically at run time. The time ranges
from a few µs to thousands of µs. This is the average time between
potential adaptations. Within one algorithm, this time varies a lot
across applications, which indicates a range of application behav-
ior. On average, these time values are roughly of the same order of
magnitude as the intervals in temporal schemes (Table 3). They are
long enough to render various overheads negligible (Appendix A).

We now characterize the activation of our LPTs. In a series of ex-
periments, we activate each LPTj on each subroutine i and record
the resulting total energy saved in the program (∆Eij) and total
program slowdown (∆Dij). With these values, we compute the ef-
ficiency score (Section 3.1.2) of each subroutine-LPT pair. We then
rank the pairs from higher to lower efficiency score and accumu-
late the total energy and total delay. The result is the Energy-Delay
Tradeoff curve of the application.

Figure 4-(a) shows such a curve for BZIP. The origin in the fig-
ure corresponds to a system with no activated LPT. As we follow the
curve, we add the contribution of subroutine-LPT pairs from most
to least efficient, accumulating energy reduction (Y-axis), and exe-
cution slowdown (X-axis). Finally, the last point of the curve has
all the LPTs activated all the time. As an example, in Figure 4-(a),
we show the contribution of a subroutine-LPT pair that saves ∆Eij

and slows down the program ∆Dij .
The curve can be divided into three main regions. In the Always

apply region, the curve travels left and up. This region contains
subroutine-LPT pairs that both save energy and speed up the pro-
gram. An example may be a filter cache in a small-footprint subrou-
tine with many mispredicted branches. The filter cache satisfies the
average access faster and with less energy than the ordinary cache.
Overall, we always enable the pairs in this region.

∆
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Figure 4. Energy-delay tradeoff curve for BZIP (a) and for
all the applications (b).

In the E-D trade-offs region, the curve travels right and up. This
region contains pairs that save energy at the cost of slowing down
the program. This is the most common case. Starting from the left,
we apply the pairs in this region until the accumulated application
slowdown reaches the allowed slowdown (slack).

In the Never apply region, the curve travels right and down. This
region contains pairs that increase energy consumption and slow
down the program. These pairs should not be applied.

Figure 4-(b) shows the curves for all the applications. We see
that all the applications exhibit a similar behavior. The figure also
shows that if all LPTs are activated indiscriminately all the time
(rightmost point), the result is a very sub-optimal operating point.

Finally, we characterize how our algorithms use the three LPTs.
Figure 5 shows the percentage of time that each LPT is activated for
the different applications. Due to space constraints, we only show
data for SISD. The figure shows the results for a target application
slack set to 0.5% and 5% of the application execution time. Overall,
the figure shows that our algorithm activates all three LPTs for a
significant portion of the time in many applications. Moreover, LPT
selection varies across applications.

5.2 Effectiveness of Positional Adaptation

To evaluate the effectiveness of positional adaptation, we per-
form two experiments, where we want to save as much energy as
possible while trying to limit the performance penalty to no more
than 0.5% or 5.0%. We compare our three positional schemes
(SISD, SIDD, and DIDD) to the temporal algorithms in Table 3
(DEETM′1, DEETM′10, DEETM′100, Rochester, and Rochester′).
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Figure 5. Percentage of time that each LPT is activated in
each application under SISD. The data corresponds to two ex-
periments with different slacks.

For each algorithm, Figure 6 shows the reduction in energy in the
machine (upper bars) and the increase in execution time of the ap-
plication (lower bars). The energy includes the contribution of the
processor, caches, bus, and memory. The bars are separated into
two groups, corresponding to the 0.5% and 5.0% slack experiments.
Each bar is the average of our nine applications.

Note that the energy reduction bars are normalized to the energy
reduced by an ideal adaptation algorithm that serves as an upper
bound for a given slack. This algorithm adapts the processor every
1,000 instructions based on perfect knowledge of the impact of each
of our LPTs on these upcoming instructions. Moreover, the adap-
tation is overhead-free. We choose to show the bars relative to this
ideal scheme rather than to simply show the fraction of energy re-
duced by each scheme. The reason is that the latter depends on how
good our LPTs are as much as how good our algorithms are. Recall
that our algorithms are general and largely independent of the LPTs
used. With these LPTs, the ideal algorithm reduces energy use in
the machine by 8.7% and 11.6% for the 0.5% and 5.0% slack exper-
iments, respectively. Our bars show how close we get to this ideal
reduction.
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Figure 6. Energy reduction in the machine and program ex-
ecution time increase for different algorithms.

Consider the 0.5% slack experiments first. In energy savings, the
positional schemes are significantly more effective than the tempo-
ral ones. On average, positional schemes are 70% as effective as the
ideal scheme, while temporal schemes are only 38% as effective.
Positional schemes are more effective because they are able to pre-
dict code behavior more accurately. As discussed in Section 2, the
accuracy is greater for two reasons: (1) in the testing period, they
test all configurations on different invocations of the same code, and
(2) in steady state, they make the adaptation decisions for an upcom-

ing interval based on the behavior of a previous instance of the same
interval.

Among positional schemes, SISD saves about 80% of the energy
that the ideal scheme saves, and does not slow down the program
much beyond the target slack. It is, therefore, the preferred scheme
if it is possible to use it. Both SIDD and DIDD save less energy
and mispredict past the 0.5% slack. In particular, DIDD mispredicts
significantly, mostly because of lack of global information at run
time. With such a slowdown, DIDD manages higher energy savings
than SIDD. In normal conditions, we would expect the opposite.

For the 5% slack case, the positional schemes are again more ef-
fective than the temporal ones: on average, they save 75% of the en-
ergy that the ideal scheme saves, while temporal schemes save 50%.
Among the positional schemes, there is a more gradual change in
behavior. The smoother shape appears because positional schemes
can now identify good subroutine-LPT pairs to apply more easily
than in the 0.5% slack experiment. To see why, note that we want
the pairs in Figure 4-(b) that are to the left of X=5% (instead of
those to the left of X=0.5% in the 0.5% slack experiment). The
wider range available lessens the impact of measurement inaccura-
cies, causing fewer selections of pairs beyond the target range, as it
happened for DIDD in the 0.5% slack experiment. Overall, the dif-
ferences in the resulting SISD, SIDD, and DIDD bars now broadly
reflect the difference in accuracy between the schemes.

As for the temporal schemes, the differences in energy and slow-
down between them appear to be modest. We note that each scheme
has its own strengths. Specifically, Rochester and Rochester′ can
vary the size of the interval between adaptations dynamically, which
improves their effectiveness. On the other hand, the DEETM′

schemes have the ability to apply any given LPT for only a fraction
of a macrocycle [12], if they estimate that full application would re-
sult in exceeding the slack. The result is that all the schemes have
roughly similar effectiveness.

Overall, we derive two main conclusions. First, positional
schemes are more effective than temporal ones. They boost the en-
ergy savings over temporal schemes by an average of 84% and 50%
in the two experiments performed. Moreover, they are relatively
more effective in the small slack experiment, where accurately se-
lecting the best adaptation is harder.

The second conclusion results from the observation that the en-
ergy savings of the ideal and SISD schemes are quite close (on aver-
age, SISD saves 83% of ideal). Recall that the ideal scheme selects
the best LPTs every 1,000 dynamic instructions without overhead,
while SISD can only attempt to select at major subroutine bound-
aries. Such boundaries occur every several hundred µs on average
(Table 5). Consequently, we infer that the behavior of the code ex-
ecuted inside each of these subroutines appears quite homogeneous
to our LPTs.

5.3 Insights into Subroutine-Based Adaptation

Finally, we present data to help understand why subroutine-
based positional adaptation is effective. Specifically, we discuss
its accuracy in the testing (Section 5.3.1) and steady-state (Sec-
tion 5.3.2) periods. We also discuss the influence of different input
sets (Section 5.3.3). Appendix A discusses its overheads.
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Figure 7. Variation of Energy Per Instruction (EPI) and IPC across testing intervals without actually applying any LPTs. Chart (a)
uses the usual input sets for the applications, while Chart (b) changes the input sets of the SPEC applications to be ref.

5.3.1 Accuracy in the Testing Period

The accuracy of an adaptation algorithm is affected by how ac-
curately the different configurations are calibrated during the testing
period. Recall that, in that period, each configuration is activated
for one interval. Then, the impact of the different configurations
are compared to each other. Since each configuration is tested on a
different interval, the more stable the code behavior is across these
intervals, the more accurate this comparison is.

To estimate code stability across testing intervals, we measure
the average energy per instruction (EPI) and IPC of each testing
interval without actually applying any LPTs. Then, we compute the
variation of these metrics in the testing period.

Figure 7 shows the resulting variation of the EPI and IPC for dif-
ferent algorithms. For positional adaptation, we consider the static
(SI) and dynamic (DI) Instrumentation algorithms. For these al-
gorithms, the testing intervals are the first few invocations of each
major subroutine. For DEETM′, the testing intervals are the first
few microcycles in each macrocycle. We compute the average on a
macrocycle basis and then average out for all macrocycles. Finally,
for Rochester and Rochester′, every phase change is followed by
several testing intervals. Consequently, we compute the average on
a phase-change basis and then average out for all phase changes.

The figure is divided in two parts. Consider first Figure 7-(a),
which uses default parameters. We see that the subroutine-based
positional algorithms have lower EPI and IPC variations. This
suggests that they test configurations during more stable execution
conditions and, therefore, achieve a higher accuracy in calibrating
LPTs. The reason is that they test all configurations on the same
code section.

Recall that to fully evaluate our positional schemes, we need to
run applications to completion and, therefore, had to reduce the in-
put sets for the SPEC applications. To see if using a bigger input set
affects the results, Figure 7-(b) repeats the experiments using the ref
input sets for the SPEC applications. The programs run for a win-
dow of 4.1 billion cycles after the initialization, and then stop. In
this case, only the temporal schemes can be evaluated fairly. From
the figure, we see that using the bigger input sets reduces the varia-
tion in the temporal schemes only slightly.

5.3.2 Accuracy in the Steady-State Period

Adaptation algorithms identify steady-state periods where a con-
figuration is kept unchanged from one interval to the next. Code
conditions are stable, and the algorithm predicts that the current

configuration will have a similar impact in the next interval. Con-
sequently, the steady-state accuracy of an algorithm will be greatest
when the impacts of a configuration on two intervals that belong to
the same steady state are most similar.

To estimate the accuracy, we identify, for each algorithm, the
set of intervals that it considers to be in a given steady state. For
positional algorithms, these are successive invocations of the same
subroutine in steady state; for temporal algorithms, they are con-
tiguous intervals not separated by phase changes. We then apply
one LPT to all these intervals and record the changes in energy con-
sumption and execution speed. Then, we compute the variation of
this change across all these intervals. The smaller this variation is,
the more accurate the scheme is in steady state. Finally, we average
out all the steady states.

Figure 8 shows the variation for different algorithms. For
brevity, we only show the average of all three LPTs. From the fig-
ure, we see that the subroutine-based positional algorithms have a
lower variation. The impact of LPTs across intervals in steady state
is more stable. Consequently, these algorithms can more accurately
predict the impact of an LPT on an upcoming interval in steady state.
This low variability is a result of executing the same code section.
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Figure 8. Variation of the impact induced by an LPT on
steady-state intervals. The “SI Across” bars on the right show,
for SI, the variation of the impact across different subroutines.
In all cases, the data is the average for IFilter, PCache, and
RALU.

For comparison, the “SI Across” bars on the right of Figure 8
show, for SI, the variation of the impact across different subroutines.
We can see that, for SI, the variation across different subroutines
is much higher than that across different invocations of the same
subroutine. This data shows that code behavior across subroutines
is relatively heterogeneous.
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5.3.3 Influence of Different Input Sets

To gain insights into the influence of using different input sets
for profiling and production runs in SI, we perform the following
experiment. We run an application and measure the average impact
of a given LPT on a given subroutine. We perform this experiment
for four different input sets: test, train, ref, and reduced ref. Figure 9
shows the variation observed across these four runs. In the figure,
the data is grouped by application, averaging out all the subroutines
and all the LPTs.
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Figure 9. Variation of the average impact of an LPT on a
subroutine across different input sets.

Overall, the average impact of an LPT on a subroutine is quite
stable across different input sets. In fact, if we compare the figure
to the SI bars in Figure 8, we see that the variation across different
input sets is even smaller than the variation across invocations of the
subroutine inside a single program execution. This suggests that, to
predict the average impact of an LPT on a subroutine, it can be more
accurate to use the average impact measured with a training input
than to use the impact measured on one invocation using the same
input. Therefore, using profiles is a viable solution for subroutine-
based positional adaptation.

6 Related Work

There are many proposals for adaptive hardware mechanisms
targeted at performance or energy optimization [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9,
12, 13, 15, 19, 21]. They adapt a variety of aspects of the proces-
sor, including cache organization, issue width, issue window size, or
voltage and frequency. The majority of these schemes use Temporal
adaptation [1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 19, 21]: the testing of the LPTs and
the activation of the chosen LPTs are related to time. In our paper,
we introduced Positional adaptation, where both the testing and the
application are tied to a code section. Our approach exploits the fact
that the behavior of the program at a given time is directly related to
the code it is executing. This idea is also exploited in [23].

The scheme in [13, 22] performs a form of positional adaptation
for multimedia applications composed of repeating frames. The
scheme uses the best adaptation for the past frames to predict the
adaptation to perform in the next frame. The adaptation is posi-
tional because each frame simply uses a different data set to execute
the same code. Overall, this work is different than ours in that it
requires user knowledge of the frame-based structure of the code.
Furthermore, it is specialized for the multimedia domain. Our work
applies to general-purpose code and exploits its subroutine struc-
ture.

The scheme in [6] is based on a temporal scheme with variable-
sized intervals [4]. Calibrations and applications of adaptations are

performed in intervals tied to time (number of instructions). How-
ever, the scheme collects working-set signatures for the code exe-
cuted in each interval and saves the configuration used. When the
algorithm sees a signature similar to one seen before, it applies the
saved configuration. This is done to eliminate the overhead of an-
other testing period. Reusing adaptations when the code may be
similar gives the algorithm an interesting positional aspect.

The temporal scheme in [15] also has an aspect of positional
adaptation: reconfiguration is only attempted in some known sec-
tions of the code. In these sections, the system tests several adapta-
tions in time sequence to identify the best configuration — making
the scheme intrinsically temporal.

The temporal scheme in [7] improves the accuracy of the testing
period for temporal schemes by using “mimic” counters that can
predict the effect of multiple configurations without trying them out
one by one. However, like other temporal schemes, the algorithm
exploits the similarity of behavior across consecutive time intervals.
Moreover, it is not clear that this approach of using counters can be
exploited for all LPTs.

Performing adaptations at subroutine boundaries was considered
in [4]. However, after comparing it to performing adaptations at
periodic intervals, the latter was selected, largely due to simplicity.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented Positional adaptation, a new approach
where both the testing of configurations and the application of
the chosen configurations are associated with particular code sec-
tions. We use subroutines as the granularity for such code sec-
tions. We have also designed three very general implementations of
subroutine-based positional adaptation, which correspond to differ-
ent choices in the tradeoff between general applicability and effec-
tiveness. To evaluate these implementations, we selected several ex-
ample dynamic LPTs. Overall, all three implementations are more
effective than temporal adaptation schemes. On average, they boost
the energy savings of applications by 50% and 84% over temporal
schemes in two experiments. In general, of course, the absolute en-
ergy savings are highly dependent on the LPTs used. Intuitively,
subroutine-based positional adaptation is effective because the sys-
tem becomes highly predictable: different invocations of the same
subroutine usually have similar code behavior, and react similarly
to the same adaptation.

While we have used positional adaptation in a low-power envi-
ronment, we can also apply it to performance-centric designs. In this
case, the designer’s toolkit could include a set of High Performance
Techniques (HPTs) instead of LPTs. The goal would be to adapt the
processor by activating each HPT at the best point in the program,
such that the program runs as fast as possible without increasing en-
ergy consumption beyond a certain limit. Other environments can
also use positional adaptation.

Our finding that the behavior of different invocations of the
same subroutine is very predictable can be exploited in many ways.
Specifically, it can be used to reduce the overhead of costly oper-
ations by intelligently applying them to only one of several execu-
tions that we expect to behave similarly. These costly operations
can be dynamic optimization, cycle-by-cycle architectural simula-
tion, or evaluation of various time-consuming optimizations.
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Appendix A: Positional Adaptation Overheads
Our algorithms have both steady-state and initialization overheads. The

former occur when activating/deactivating LPTs in steady state, and have
three sources.

The first source is extra instructions to activate/deactivate LPTs in SISD
and SIDD. Upon entering an instrumented subroutine, we save the current
LPT mask and indirectly load the mask to apply from a table. Upon exiting
the subroutine, we restore the mask and check that we are not in initializa-
tion mode. Thus, depending on the implementation, entering or exiting an
instrumented subroutine adds 2-10 instructions. The frequency of such an
operation is shown in Table 5. In the worst-case application (CRAFTY), it
occurs once every 2.6 µs, although on average it occurs once every 845 µs
or 295 µs depending on the Instrumentation algorithm used. Consequently,
the resulting energy and time overhead is negligible.

The second source of overhead is the accesses to the Call Stack and Call
Cache in DIDD. Upon any subroutine entry, the Call Stack is updated and
the Call Cache is read. If this is a major subroutine, its LPT mask is activated
and, on subroutine return, the old mask is restored. On subroutine return, the
Call Stack is updated. In all these operations, the energy consumed is mod-
eled. For example, Table 3 shows that a Call Stack and a Cache Cache access
consume 56 pJ and 66 pJ, respectively. The energy consumed is included in
our simulations, and can be shown to be insignificant. Since these structures
consume very little energy, even in an environment where subroutine calls
are very frequent, this overhead will not become significant.

The third overhead of LPT activation/deactivation is some architectural
state transitions that depend on the particular LPT. These overheads are dis-
cussed in Section 4.3, and include buffering the signal to the data array (or
blocking the cache) for 2 cycles in PCache and filter cache misses in IFilter.
The impact of these overheads on performance and energy consumption is
included in our simulations.

Finally, the dynamic execution of the Instrumentation algorithm in DIDD
and the Decision one in SIDD and DIDD are initialization overheads. Such
overheads are in practice negligible because they occur only during the be-
ginning stages of the program. For example, the Decision algorithm invokes
a library n+1 times for each instrumented subroutine, where n is the number
of LPTs. Although many such invocations involve little more than reading
and saving the energy and performance counters, we estimate that the aver-
age invocation takes 100 instructions. Given that there are on average 7 or
18 instrumented subroutines per application (Table 5), the total cost of the
algorithm is less than 10,000 instructions. This is minuscule compared to
the program execution time. An analysis of the Instrumentation algorithm
shows that its overhead is also minuscule.
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ABSTRACT
While technology is delivering increasingly sophisticated and
powerful chip designs, it is also imposing alarmingly high en-
ergy requirements on the chips. One way to address this prob-
lem is to manage the energy dynamically. Unfortunately, cur-
rent dynamic schemes for energy management are relatively
limited. In addition, they manage energy either for energy
efficiency or for temperature control, but not for both simul-
taneously.

In this paper, we design and evaluate for the first time an
energy-management framework that tackles both energy effi-
ciency and temperature control in a unified manner. We call
this general approach Dynamic Energy Efficiency and Tem-
perature Management (DEETM). Our framework combines
many energy-management techniques and can activate them
individually or in groups in a fine-grained manner according
to a given policy. The goal of the framework is two-fold:
maximize energy savings without extending application ex-
ecution time beyond a given tolerable limit, and guarantee
that the temperature remains below a given limit while mini-
mizing any resulting slowdown. The framework successfully
meets these goals. For example, it delivers a 40% energy re-
duction with only a 10% application slowdown.

1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous technical advances are fueling the trend toward
more sophisticated and powerful chip designs. Such designs,
including high-end microprocessors, chip multiprocessors,
systems on a chip, and other advanced embedded systems are
quickly increasing their functionality and clock rates. Unfor-
tunately, they are also increasing their energy consumption
requirements alarmingly.

One way to address this problem is to manage the energy
consumed in the chips. There are two main aims of energy
management: to ensure that the energy is used efficiently and
to guarantee that power consumption is never so high that the
chip reaches dangerous temperature levels.

Efficient energy use is desirable in all systems. However,
it is critical in portable devices, where battery energy is lim-
ited. It is also an important way to reduce cost in systems
that have periods of idle time, also called slack [25]. Slack
appears not only in interactive and real-time systems; it also
�
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation

under grants NSF Young Investigator Award MIP-9457436, MIP-9619351,
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occurs in general-purpose environments like web servers or
routers with high-end processors where the performance is
often bottlenecked by the network.

Likewise, curbing high power consumption to limit high
temperatures is useful in all systems. It enables lower-cost
packaging and cooling systems for the chips. It also makes
the chip more reliable. Finally, it may enable a more aggres-
sive design or a higher clock speed.

To address these two issues, namely energy efficiency
and temperature control, many low-power architectural tech-
niques have been proposed and implemented. For example,
they include putting the system in sleep mode [28]; scaling
the voltage and/or frequency [11, 13, 25]; switching con-
texts to a job that consumes less power [27]; reconfiguring
hardware structures [1]; gating pipeline signals, for exam-
ple to control speculation [5, 23]; throttling the instruction
cache [28]; clock optimizations, including multiple clocks
and clock gating [10]; better signal encoding [10]; low power
memory design techniques [15] like bank partitioning or di-
vided word line; low power cache design techniques like
cache block buffering [33], sub-banking [9, 30], or filter
caches [20]; and TLB optimizations [17].

While most of these techniques are likely to be useful for
the upcoming, energy-consuming chips, we feel that their ef-
fectiveness can be enhanced. To start with, while some of
these techniques have been used adaptively [1, 8, 5, 23, 25,
27], many others have been designed to be always active. In
reality, for many of the latter, it would be advantageous to
turn them on and off dynamically, based on the requirements
of the application and the environmental conditions. They
could enable useful energy-performance tradeoffs.

In addition, most of these techniques were proposed to
work independently of each other. If we combined many of
them in a single framework that can activate and deactivate
them individually or in groups according to a given policy,
the resulting system could be both more powerful and more
flexible.

Finally, proposed dynamic approaches have targeted either
energy efficiency [1, 8, 23, 25] or temperature control [5, 27]
but not both simultaneously. If a multi-technique framework
can combine support for both aspects, it can become a fairly
complete approach to energy management.

The general approach of dynamically managing energy
for both energy efficiency and temperature control we call
Dynamic Energy Efficiency and Temperature Management
(DEETM). The contribution of this paper is the design and
evaluation for the first time of one such DEETM frame-
work. Our framework supports a combination of energy-
management techniques. It is implemented with a combina-
tion of software and hardware for fine-grained energy man-
agement. The framework has two goals: (i) maximize the

1
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savings of energy in the chip without extending the execution
time of the application beyond a given tolerable limit, and (ii)
guarantee that the temperature of the chip remains below a
given limit while minimizing any resulting slowdown. In our
evaluation, we show that the framework satisfies these goals.
For example, it delivers a 40% energy reduction with only a
10% application slowdown.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
design and implementation of our framework for DEETM;
Section 3 discusses how we evaluate it; Section 4 evaluates
the framework; and Section 5 presents related work.

2 A FRAMEWORK FOR DEETM
In this section, we describe our framework for DEETM: its
main ideas (Section 2.1), the algorithm used (Section 2.2),
the software interface (Section 2.3), some related issues (Sec-
tion 2.4), and the techniques included in the framework (Sec-
tion 2.5).

2.1 Main Ideas
Advanced chips can benefit from a dynamic framework that
manages energy in a fine-grained manner to accomplish two
goals. The first one istemperature control: guaranteeing that
the temperature of the chip remains below a given limit while
minimizing any slowdown. The second goal isenergy effi-
ciency control: maximizing the savings of energy in the chip
without extending the execution of the application beyond a
tolerable limit.

For the framework to be versatile, it should include multi-
ple techniques for energy management. Different techniques
may target the energy consumption in different components
of the chip, for example processor cores, I-caches, D-caches,
or DRAM arrays. They may, instead, target the same compo-
nent but do so with a different energy-performance tradeoff.
In such an environment, the framework can dynamically acti-
vate the techniques individually, concurrently, gradually with
a priority order, or even in a mutually exclusive manner.

As initial support for the framework, we assume that the
chip contains a distributed thermal sensor along the lines
of the PowerPC [28] and a counter with the number of in-
structions executed. In addition, it contains two registers,
MaxTempandMaxSlowdn, which are set in software with the
maximum temperature allowed and the maximum job slow-
down that can be tolerated, respectively.

2.2 Algorithm Description
Our framework includes two algorithms: a temperature-
limiting one calledThermaland an energy-saving one called
Slack. They try to satisfy the first and second goals discussed
above, respectively. These algorithms control the activation
of a set of energy-management techniques.

At any given time, the set of techniques that are active is
called theCurrent Set. These techniques may have been se-
lected by the Thermal or by the Slack algorithm. The set
of techniques that are selected by the Thermal algorithm is
called theThermal Set.

The two algorithms work as follows. When the Thermal
algorithm runs, it compares the current temperature to the
temperature limit. Depending on the result, it may add or
subtract one technique to or from the Thermal Set. When the
Slack algorithm runs, it first deactivates the Current Set to
measure the baseline IPC value of the application. Then, it
activates the Thermal Set and possibly additional techniques

until the new IPC shows that the tolerable slack is used up.

To adapt to changing conditions, these algorithms run peri-
odically. The period between runs we callMacrocycle. Since
the two algorithms do not need to have the same period, we
define a thermal macrocycle and a slack macrocycle (Fig-
ure 1-(a)).

The thermal macrocycle should be set roughly to the time
taken by the thermal sensor to detect a change in temperature
after a technique is activated. Since heat transfer occurs at
the ms level [31], the thermal macrocycle has to be of the or-
der of a few ms, possibly 1-15 ms. If the macrocycle is too
short, the Thermal algorithm will overreact, since there isnot
enough time to feel the effect of any newly activated tech-
nique. However, if it is too long, we risk damaging the chip
with a temperature that is over the limit for too long. The ap-
propriate length of the macrocycle is different in each system.
It depends on the heat dissipation characteristics of the chip
and the sophistication of the distributed thermal sensor.

Selecting the slack macrocycle is not as delicate. However,
since the Slack algorithm decides what fraction of the time
to activate each technique for, based solely on the IPC at the
beginning of the macrocycle, we need to pay attention to two
issues. First, the macrocycle should be short enough not to
miss significant changes in application behavior. Otherwise,
the resulting slowdown may be very different than initially
expected. In practice, a macrocycle of the order of a few ms,
possibly 1-15 ms, is appropriate.

The second issue is that slack macrocycles should all have
the same duration and not be cut off short. The reason is
that, when the Slack algorithm runs, its calculations use the
expected duration of the macrocycle to decide the length of
time to activate each technique for. Cutting the macrocycle
short makes such calculations inaccurate. We will see later
how we address this issue.

In the following, we describe the two algorithms in detail.
Note that both algorithms want to deliver large energy reduc-
tions without excessive slowdowns. Consequently, they pre-
fer techniques that minimize the product of the energy con-
sumed by the application times the execution time (energy-
delay product[10]). As a result, both algorithms pick the
techniques to activate in the same order. Such order followsa
ranking set up by the OS or application based on the expected
energy-delay product impact of each technique.

Thermal Algorithm
The Thermal algorithm is typically implemented as an in-

terrupt handler in the OS. Alternatively, it could be imple-
mented in hardware. The algorithm is shown in Figure 1-
(b). If the thermal sensor indicates a temperature higher than
MaxTemp, the next highest-priority technique not yet in the
Thermal Set is added to it. Otherwise, if it indicates a temper-
ature lower than a low-threshold valueMinTemp, the lowest-
priority technique in the Thermal Set is removed.

If we have added a new technique to the Thermal Set, be-
fore leaving the algorithm, we set the Current Set to the max-
imum of Current and Thermal Sets. This is done to ensure
that the new technique is immediately active. If a technique
was removed from the Thermal Set, however, it cannot be
removed from the Current Set until the Slack algorithm runs.

MinTempis set to minimize instability. A sophisticated de-
sign can keep a differentMinTempfor each of the techniques.
To choose the appropriateMinTempfor a given technique,
we can use past profiles to estimate the temperature reduction
that the technique delivers under usual conditions. Then, we
setMinTempto slightly less thanMaxTempminus the average
value of such a temperature reduction. With this approach,
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Figure 1:Algorithms used in our framework.

we minimize the chances that the deactivation of a technique
brings us back to overMaxTemp.

Note that, in some cases, we may not be able to prevent the
temperature from rising over the limit. For example, such a
situation may be caused by a virus. For this reason, the chip
must include support for a thermal crisis. One possible such
support is shown in Figure 1-(c): if the temperature reaches
a CrisisTemptemperature, the hardware unconditionally sets
the system to sleep until the temperature is safely lower than
CrisisTemp.

Slack Algorithm
The Slack algorithm is implemented in hardware instead of

as an OS routine. The reason is that, every time that it runs,
it needs to repeatedly measure the number of instructions ex-
ecuted by the application at�s-level intervals. After several
such measurements in the background, the algorithm makes
the decision. These intervals we callMicrocycles(Figure 1-
(a)). We will see that, for higher accuracy, a microcycle is of
the order of a few�s.

The Slack algorithm is shown in Figure 1-(d). If no slow-
down can be tolerated, the Current Set is simply set to the
Thermal Set. Otherwise, the Current Set is deactivated so that
the hardware can measure the stable baseline IPC of the appli-
cation. To compute the IPC, the hardware reads at microcycle
intervals the counter of instructions executed. It may takesev-
eral readings until a reasonably stable IPC is obtained. Note
that by deactivating all techniques for several�s we do not
risk a dangerous temperature surge because the time is too
short.

We then set the Current Set to the Thermal Set and, to find
out the resulting slowdown, calculate the neweffectiveIPC.
The new effective IPC is the new measured IPC plus a cor-
rection if the Thermal Set includes techniques that change
the clock frequency.

With this new effective IPC, we can compare the slowdown
caused by setting the Current Set to the Thermal one, to the
maximum tolerable slowdown (MaxSlowdn). If MaxSlowdn
is higher, we augment the Current Set with the next highest-
priority technique not yet in it and again measure the effec-
tive IPC. This process is repeated until the application slow-
down is equal to or higher thanMaxSlowdn. If the slowdown
is higher thanMaxSlowdn, the last technique that has been
added to the Current Set is marked as active for only a frac-
tion of the Slack macrocycle, such that the final slowdown
ends up being no higher thanMaxSlowdn. The only excep-
tion is when this last technique added belongs to the Thermal
Set, in which case, it cannot be deactivated. Finally, when we
reach this point, the algorithm exits.

Every time that we go through the loop of adding a new
technique to the Current Set, the hardware may need to take
several measurements spaced one microcycle apart, until a
stable IPC is obtained. Unfortunately, it is possible that,at
the same time, the application also goes through a change in
its regime that induces a change in IPC. In this case, to avoid
confusing our algorithm, we proceed as follows. If the ef-
fective IPC suddenly becomes higher after activating a tech-
nique, it is clear that the regime changed. If we pressed on
with more techniques until we reached the original target IPC,
we would be slowing down the application beyond the toler-
able limit. Consequently, as shown in Figure 1-(d), we stop
the algorithm and restart it from the beginning.

If, instead, the regime change is in the opposite direction,
our algorithm will not notice it: we will assume that the tech-
nique just activated is solely responsible for the large IPCre-
duction. However, this is fine. Our algorithm will end up
producing a conservative solution: in the final system, the
true slowdown relative to the baseline execution will be less
than it could be tolerated. Consequently, the end user is not
negatively affected.
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Note that some of the techniques used may have non-trivial
activation delays. Such is the case, for example, for voltage-
frequency scaling, which takes 10-20�s to activate or deac-
tivate [11]. Such delays, however, are negligible compared
to the duration of a macrocycle. For example, if a slack
macrocycle takes 2 ms, activating and deactivating voltage-
frequency scaling takes only about 2% of the macrocycle.
Furthermore, because the impact of voltage-frequency scal-
ing on the IPC is fairly predictable, we do not need to deac-
tivate it at every beginning of a macrocycle to estimate the
baseline IPC. This fact further reduces overhead.

Finally, since both the Thermal and the Slack algorithms
may update the Current Set, we need to prevent inconsisten-
cies. To this end, and also to ensure that slack macrocycles
are not cut off short, we propose the following timing (Fig-
ure 1-(a)). We choose the slack macrocycle so that a thermal
one contains several slack macrocycles plus a few�s. After
the OS has executed the Thermal algorithm and is about to re-
turn execution to user mode, it sets the hardware to trigger the
next run of the Slack algorithm in a few�s. We set this delay
so that, when the Slack algorithm finally runs, it finds the user
application in a warmed-up state. From then on, the Slack al-
gorithm runs periodically, always in the background. Finally,
when an interrupt triggers the Thermal algorithm again, the
first action of the OS is to temporarily disable the hardware
that triggers the Slack algorithm. If it so happens that the
Slack algorithm was running at the time, this action stops it
and automatically sets the Current Set to the Thermal Set.

2.3 Software Interface
TheMaxTempandMaxSlowdnregisters presented above are
part of our framework’s software interface. In addition, for
each energy-management technique, the interface containsa
register with the relative priority of activation of the tech-
nique (Figure 2). All registers are set by the OS, although
MaxSlowdncan also be set by the application. With this sup-
port, our algorithms can decide what techniques to include at
any time in the Current Set.

IN

IN / OUT

MaxTemp

MaxSlowdn

Priority

Technique 1

Technique 2

Technique 3

Technique n

% of Slack
Macrocycle Time

Figure 2:Software interface of our framework.

However, the OS should also have a means to directly over-
write the decisions taken by our default algorithms. This ca-
pability can be useful when the OS has specific information
on the performance or energy characteristics of the applica-
tion that is running. Such information may be available from
a profile of the application.

One way to extend the interface is to allow the OS to over-
write the decisions of the algorithms as shown in Figure 2.
We add one input/output register for each technique in the
framework. For a given technique, the register indicates the
fraction of the slack macrocycle for which the technique is
activated. While these registers are automatically set by the
Slack algorithm as it adds techniques to the Current Set, they
can also be overwritten by the OS.

2.4 Related Issues
Two important related issues are whether to implement the al-
gorithms in hardware or in software, and whether to make the
decisions in a centralized or distributed manner in the chip.
We consider these issues next.

2.4.1 Hardware vs Software Implementation

The Thermal algorithm is implemented as an OS interrupt
handler. While the Slack algorithm could also be imple-
mented in software, we choose to implement it in hardware.
This is in contrast to related algorithms proposed in the liter-
ature that exploit system idleness in software [4, 25].

A software implementation of the Slack algorithm would
certainly be sufficient if we restricted our work to a certain
class of energy-management techniques or to a certain class
of applications. Specifically, suppose that we restricted our
techniques to those that induce predictable slowdowns like
voltage-frequency scaling. In this case, the OS can simply
activate the technique for the time duration that will induce
the desired slowdown.

Likewise, software might be enough if we restricted the
applications to those that, by repeating certain high-level op-
erations, easily tell how fast they are executing. For exam-
ple, consider video streaming applications. Their speed can
be easily monitored by recording the number of frames per
unit of time that are being processed. It is easy for the OS
to know what is the slowdown caused by a certain energy-
management technique by simply checking the new frame
rate. There is no need to measure the IPC.

However, we want our Slack algorithm to deliver accurate
solutions for all classes of techniques and applications. To
see why it requires a hardware implementation, recall that the
Slack algorithm repeatedly measures the IPC of the applica-
tion. While software can support measurements at ms-level
intervals, only a hardware solution can support measurements
at�s-level intervals. In practice, we need a hardware solution
only if the behavior of the application changes significantly at
ms-level intervals while staying relatively uniform at�s-level
intervals.

We have evidence that�s-level measurements are benefi-
cial in our applications. To understand why, consider a loop.
In general, IPC measurements at�s-level intervals will yield
fairly uniform values, irrespective of the duration of the loop,
as long as 1�s includes a few iterations. However, IPC mea-
surements at ms-level intervals will yield uniform values only
if the loop lasts for many ms. In our applications, much of the
code appears to exhibit more uniformity at�s-level intervals
than at ms-level intervals. Consequently, we set the interval
between measurements (microcycle) to a few�s and, there-
fore, implement the Slack algorithm in hardware.

2.4.2 Distribution vs Centralization

We now consider how to apply our framework to chips with
multiple processor cores. Ideally, we would like to run the
framework in a distributed manner. Each processor would
have its own framework, running algorithms that read local
sensors and make decisions on what techniques to activate
locally. This approach is appealing because, potentially,each
processor may be running a very different application.

In practice, while some energy-management techniques
like those that modify the cache hierarchy can be easily con-
trolled on a per-processor basis, other techniques are bestcon-
trolled for the whole chip. Consider, for example, voltage-
frequency scaling. Using a different voltage and frequency
in each processor neighborhood introduces complexity and
makes communication between the processors trickier.
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One possible alternative is to use per-processor frame-
works to run the algorithms and then, after a global synchro-
nization step, make a global decision. However, such an ap-
proach is likely to suffer from synchronization overhead.

The approach that we take is to run the algorithm in a cen-
tralized manner. Signals from the different processor neigh-
borhoods bring information from the distributed sensors to
a central framework module. The module feeds the highest
temperature and the sum of all the instructions executed to a
centralized algorithm. While this approach requires a more
careful timing design, it simplifies the decision-making pro-
cess.

2.5 Energy Management Techniques
The different energy-management techniques in the frame-
work will target different components of the chip and impact
the energy, execution time (delay), and energy-delay product
of applications differently. In this section, we select a few,
representative techniques to include in the prototype frame-
work that will be evaluated in Section 4.

All the techniques that we select reduce the average power
consumption at the expense of slowing down the application.
However, while some techniques reduce the total energy con-
sumed in the application run, others do not. Consequently,
the techniques in the first group may or may not decrease the
energy-delay product, while those in the second group always
increase it.

Among the techniques in the first group, we include: sub-
banked data caches [9, 30], filter instruction caches [20],
voltage-frequency scaling [11, 13], and reduced memory
voltage [16]. In each of these cases, when the technique is
activated, the system goes from a default configuration to a
lower-energy, lower-performance one. These techniques can
be used for both the Thermal and Slack algorithms.

Among the techniques in the second group, we include
slowing down data cache hits and putting the processor to
light sleep. These techniques simply introduce extra delayto
reduce the average power. Due to their energy inefficiency,
we will try to keep them out of our Thermal and Slack algo-
rithms. However, they may contribute to the thermal crisis
support.

We now briefly describe these techniques, while a more
detailed description can be found in [36]. The values used for
their parameters are listed in Section 3.1. Our framework can
be easily extended to include other techniques.

Sub-Banked Data Cache
With cache sub-banking, a cache access activates only part

of the cache line selected instead of the whole line [9, 30]. To
support sub-banking, the cache is augmented with additional
decoding logic and transmission gates. When sub-banking
is not activated, this logic adds negligible delay to the cache
access time.

When sub-banking is activated, a cache access consumes
less energy. This is because the number of activated bit lines
and sense amplifiers is reduced. However, the presence of the
extra decoding logic and transmission gates tends to increase
the cache access time. Consequently, cache hits consume less
energy but are slower. The energy consumption and speed of
cache misses are unaffected.

Filter Instruction Cache
The on-chip I-memories that supply instructions to the pro-

cessors in an embedded chip are often designed with high-
performance SRAM to ensure that their latency is minimal.
They are also large, to hold the whole program. As a result,

each access to them, while fast, consumes significant energy.

To address this problem, a small I-cache can be placed be-
tween the I-memory and the processor. Accesses to this cache
are not faster in number of cycles than accesses to the already
fast I-memory. However, they consume much less energy. As
a result, this cache works somewhat like a filter cache [20].

If this filter cache is deactivated, all fetches go directly to
memory, enabling a fast yet energy-consuming system. If,
instead, the cache is activated, hits in the cache take the same
time but consume much less energy. Misses, however, force
the fetch to go to memory, adding up additional latency and
energy consumption. Overall, with the cache activated, the
system is likely to be slower but consume less energy.

An alternative design could be to eliminate the filter cache
and add sub-banking to the I-memory. In such a design, how-
ever, accesses to an I-memory sub-bank could suffer one ex-
tra cycle of latency. The result is likely to be a slower system
than the one with the filter cache.

Voltage-Frequency Scaling
Reducing both the voltage and the frequency of the chip

is a well-known technique [11, 13]. Dynamic energy is pro-
portional to the square of the supply voltage, while dynamic
power is proportional to the frequency and to the square of the
voltage. To apply this technique, we simply reduce linearly
the voltage and frequency of the whole chip to�����	and
��	. This change works for the linear section of the scaling
curve.

Reduced Memory Voltage
We lower the voltage of only the DRAM array to

������	. This can be done by changing the reference volt-
age used in an on-chip voltage converter according to the out-
puts of a detector [16]. Voltage changes have to be managed
carefully because they induce non-linear changes to transistor
characteristics. In this technique, to scale down other parame-
ters as we scale down the voltage, we use circuit simulations.
In addition, during the low-power mode, we also change the
DRAM refresh intervals. The procedure that we use is out-
lined in [36].

Slowing Down Data Cache Hits
This technique progressively reduces the number of out-

standing data loads and stores that a processor can have and,
later, increases the latency of cache hits. More specifically,
the number of allowed outstanding accesses is progressively
halved. Once we reach 1 load and 1 store, we progressively
increase the cache hit latency one cycle at a time. When this
technique is to be deactivated, we undo these changes in re-
verse order.

Light Sleep Mode
In this technique, we put the processor in a light sleep mode

for a period of time. We do not turn off the PLL, clock distri-
bution, or DLLs to minimize any wake-up penalty. We sim-
ply gate the clock at the output of the DLLs. Since, by de-
fault, we were already clock-gating all the units not used, this
technique cannot save much energy. In fact, because we are
keeping the PLL, DLLs, and clock distribution lines on while
slowing down the application, this technique ends up increas-
ing the energy consumed. However, it reduces the average
power consumed in the system.

3 EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
We evaluate an implementation of our adaptive framework
on top of an advanced chip with multiple superscalar cores
and DRAM banks. We use detailed software simulations at
the architectural level. The simulations are performed using
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respectively.

Processor D-Cache I-Cache I-Memory Data Buffer Row Buffer DRAM Sub-Bank

2-issue in-order at 800 MHz Size: 8 KB Size: 128 inst. Size: 8 KB Number: 1 Number: 5 Number: 4
BR Penalty: 2 cycles Assoc: 2 Assoc: 1 Line: 4 inst. Size: 256 b Size: 1 KB Num Cols: 4096
Int,Ld/St,FP Units: 2,1,0 Line: 32 B Line: 4 inst. RTrip: 1.25 ns Bus: 256 b Bus: 256 b Num Rows: 512
Pending Ld,St: 2,2 RTrip: 1.25 ns RTrip: 1.25 ns RTrip: 3.75 ns RTrip: 7.5 ns RTrip: 15 ns

Table 1: Parameters for a single memory bank and processor pair. In the table,BR andRTrip stand for branch and
contention-free round-trip latency from the processor, respectively.

Technique Label Parameter Value

Sub-banked SubBank Cache hit if no sub-banking: RTrip = 1.25 ns, E = 222.8 pJ
data cache Cache hit if sub-banking: RTrip = 2.50 ns, E = 69.1 pJ
Filter IFilter I-mem access: RTrip = 1.25 ns, E/inst = 51.6 pJ
instruction I-cache hit: RTrip = 1.25 ns, E/inst = 15.4 pJ
cache I-cache miss + I-mem access: RTrip = 2.5 ns, E/inst = 67.0 pJ
Voltage-freq. scaling VoltFreq �  !"#= 1.44 V,$!"#= 640 MHz, overhead of any scaling = 10%s
Reduced memory MemVolt �  = 1.8 V: RB access (RTrip = 7.5 ns, E = 500.1 pJ), DRAM access (RTrip = 15 ns, E = 3702.2 pJ)
voltage �  = 1.2 V: RB access (RTrip = 7.5 ns, E = 500.1 pJ), DRAM access (RTrip = 21.25 ns, E = 2634.6 pJ)
Slowing D-cache hits SloHit –
Light sleep mode Sleep –

Table 2:Values of the parameters used in our energy-management techniques. In the table,E, RB, andRTrip stand for
energy, row buffer, and contention-free round-trip latency from the processor, respectively.

a MINT-based [32] execution-driven simulation system [21]
that models all the components of the chip, including the
superscalar processors. The simulator includes energy con-
sumption models. In the following, we describe the archi-
tecture modeled, how we estimate the energy consumed, the
applications executed, and the metrics used.

3.1 Architecture Modeled
As an example of an advanced chip, we model a processor-in-
memory chip with 64 simple processors cycling at 800 MHz
and 64 Mbytes of DRAM. The target technology is IBM’s
0.18�m Blue Logic SA-27E ASIC [12] with some expected
improvements in DRAM density [36]. The default voltage is
1.8 V.

The chip is modeled after aFlexRAMchip [19]. Processors
are 2-issue wide and statically scheduled. Each processor is
associated with a 1-Mbyte DRAM bank. A processor can di-
rectly access its own DRAM bank as well as the DRAM of
its left and right neighbors. Such support allows communi-
cation between the processors, effectively connecting them in
a ring. In addition, as inFlexRAM, the chip contains an on-
chip controller that executes the serial sections of the applica-
tion, including initialization, broadcast, and reductionopera-
tions [19]. The controller’s contribution to the executionof
our applications constitutes on average only 8% of the time,
and is mostly limited to the initialization and ending partsof
the application. For these reasons and because most chip re-
sources are very underutilized when the controller runs, we
do not include the controller’s contribution in our evaluation.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the chip. In the fig-
ure, Chart (a) gives an overview of the chip, while Chart (b)
shows the memory hierarchy of each processor in the chip
and Chart (c) shows the organization of each DRAM bank
into sub-banks. Table 1 shows the most important architec-
tural parameters for a single memory bank and processor pair.

Table 2 shows the values for the parameters of the energy-
management techniques included in our framework. The en-
ergy values used will be justified in the next section. The
values of some other framework parameters are as follows.
Changing the memory voltage withMemVolt is assumed to
have negligible overheard. Both the thermal and the slack
macrocycles are set to 1 ms, while the microcycle is set to 1
�s. To avoid instability in the Thermal algorithm, we set a dif-
ferentMinTempfor each technique, as shown in Section 3.4.
Finally, every time that we execute the Thermal algorithm,
we charge 200 cycles to account for the overhead of the exe-
cution in the OS.

3.2 Estimating the Energy Consumed
To estimate the energy consumed in the chip, we have applied
scaling-down theory to data on existing devices reported in
the literature, as well as used several techniques and formu-
las reported in the literature [3, 30, 18, 24, 34, 35]. A detailed
discussion of the methods that we have followed can be found
in [36]. In this section, we give an overview of how we es-
timate the energy consumed in the processor cores, memory
hierarchies, and clocks. We also discuss how we validated the
models.
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Processor Cores
Each core is a 32-bit 2-issue processor with a DLX-like

pipeline. It supports a simplified version of the MIPS ISA
with only 28 16-bit instructions [19]. We take the data
from [35] and, by applying general scaling theory and con-
sidering technology trends, we estimate the average energy
consumed in the register file, branch unit, ALU, and the other
modules of the processor. Then, we can estimate the energy
consumed by each type of instruction by adding up the energy
of all the modules used by that particular instruction type.We
assume perfect clock gating inside the processor code. With
this approach, for example, we estimate that an add, a branch,
and a multiply instruction consume an average of 56.1, 34.8,
and 251.2 pJ, respectively.

Memory Hierarchies
To compute the energy consumed in the memory hierarchy,

we use popular models [30, 18]. We classify memory hierar-
chy accesses based on what level of the hierarchy they reach,
and depending on whether they are reads, writes, or dirty line
displacements. Then, we compute the average energy con-
sumed by one access of each class. This is done by dividing
the access into simple operations. For example, a read that
hits in the row buffer is divided into a cache tag check, a read
hit in the row buffer, and a line fill into the cache. Finally,
to compute the overall energy in the memory hierarchy, we
multiply the number of accesses of each class times the corre-
sponding energy per access in the class, and then accumulate
the contribution of all classes. As an example, Table 3 shows
the average energy consumed by a read and a write access to
different levels of the hierarchy.

Level of the Hierarchy Rd Energy (pJ) Wr Energy (pJ)

D-cache 222.8 246.3
I-mem (per instr) 51.6 56.8
Row buffer 500.1 2740.6
DRAM bank 3702.2 3286.2

Table 3:Average energy consumption per access.

Clocks & Other
The clocking system includes 1 main PLL and 16 dis-

tributed local DLLs [29]. The clock network is laid out in the
chip using an H-tree structure to minimize skew. To estimate
the overall energy of the clocking system, we estimate and
add the contributions of several components, namely PLL,
DLLs, buffers, and distribution lines. Such contributionsare
estimated based on [3] and on capacitance models. Overall,
the estimated average energy per cycle is 957.5 pJ. This figure
does not include the energy for the clock inside the processor
cores. The latter is included in the computation for the cores.
Further details can be found in [36].

Validation
We validate our energy estimates with several experiments.

We report on two of them here. In the first validation, we ex-
amine our cache model. We compare our energy estimates
to those generated with the CACTI v2 models [34]. Since
CACTI uses a relatively old sense amplifier model, we change
it to a more aggressive one. The comparison shows that
our estimates of energy consumption in the data cache and
CACTI’s are only 9% different [36].

In a second validation, we focus on the relative energy con-
sumption of the I-cache, D-cache, clock, and processor core.
Such a relative breakdown of energy for the Strong ARM pro-
cessor is available from [24]. We compute the corresponding
estimates for one of our processors plus its associated caches
and share of the clock. While there are some differences be-

tween the two architectures, getting a similar breakdown is
reassuring. The comparison shows that the contribution of
each of the components does not differ by more than an ab-
solute 6% between the two systems [36].

3.3 Applications Executed
For the experiments, we use 6 applications that are suitableto
the integer-based processor-in-memory chip considered: they
access a large memory size, are very parallel, and are integer
based. They come from several industrial sources. We have
parallelized each application into 64 threads by hand.

Table 4 lists the applications and their characteristics. They
include the domains of data mining, neural networks, protein
matching, multimedia, and image compression. Each appli-
cation runs for several billions of instructions. AppendixA
gives more information on each application.

3.4 Metrics Used
We characterize an application run with four metrics: perfor-
mance (measured with total execution time, also calledde-
lay), average power consumption, total energy consumption,
and product of energy times execution time (energy-delay
product [10]). We will strive for a low energy-delay prod-
uct, since it implies a good balance between high speed and
low energy consumption.

In some experiments, we need to estimate chip tempera-
ture. However, our models only use energy and power met-
rics. We currently do not have a thermal model that, taking
into account the chip package and cooling support, translates
sustained power dissipation into chip temperature.

It is known, however, that heat transfers occur at the ms
level [31]. As a result, it has been suggested to use the
average power dissipated over many cycles as a proxy for
temperature [5]. We follow this approach and use a metric
called&'()*+as a proxy for chip temperature. At a given
time,&'()*+is 0.75 times the average power consumed by
the chip in the last millisecond plus 0.25 times the value of
&'()*+a millisecond ago. While clearly not perfect, this re-
cursive definition tries to approximate the behavior of temper-
ature. Using this metric, the proxy forMinTempfor VoltFreq,
SubBank, and IFilter is set to 45%, 75%, and 78%, respec-
tively of the proxy forMaxTemp.

4 EVALUATING THE FRAMEWORK
To assess our DEETM framework, we evaluate three issues:
the management of multiple energy-management techniques
(Section 4.1), the Thermal algorithm (Section 4.2), and the
Slack algorithm (Section 4.3).

4.1 Technique Analysis & Comparison
Given a DEETM framework with multiple techniques, the
first question to ask is what combination of techniques should
it apply and in what order. We now answer this question for
our framework.

Comparing Individual Techniques
We start by comparing the individual techniques with the

following experiment for each application. We execute the
application without activating any technique and record the
average power dissipated&�,-. (last column of Table 4).
Then, for each technique, we perform four runs dynamically
activating the technique with different intensities. The inten-
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Appl. What It Does Problem Size
D-Cache Average
Hit Rate Power(W)

GTree Data mining: tree generation 5 MB database, 77.9 K records, 29 attributes/record 0.507 10.2
DTree Data mining: tree deployment 1.5 MB database, 17.4 K records, 29 attributes/record 0.986 10.8
BSOM BSOM neural network 2 K entries, 104 dimensions, 2 iterations, 16-node network,832 KB database 0.947 15.5
BLAST BLAST protein matching 12.3 K sequences, 4.1 MB total, 1 query of 317 bytes 0.969 8.7
Mpeg MPEG-2 motion estimation 1 1024x256-pixel frame plus a reference frame. Total 512 KB 0.999 11.3
FIC Fractal image compressor 1 512x512-pixel image, 4 512x512-pixel internal data structure. Total 2 MB 0.978 6.1

Table 4:Applications executed.
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Figure 4: Impact of dynamically applying each individ-
ual energy-management technique: total energy consumed
by the applications (a), their execution time (b), and their
energy-delay product (c). The data is normalized to a run
with no active technique and then averaged out across all ap-
plications.

sity is regulated with a power threshold: if the power in the
last microcycle was over the threshold, the technique gets ac-
tivated; the technique is deactivated when the power in the
last microcycle was such that the technique could be deac-
tivated without going over the threshold again. We set the
thresholds to/012&�,-., /032&�,-., 3042&�,-., and3052&�,-.. Finally, we perform an experiment activating
the technique for the whole run.

Figure 4 shows the results. The results of each run have
been normalized to the run with no active technique for the
same application, and then averaged out across all applica-
tions. The figure shows the resulting average power con-
sumed in the run (X axes) against the total energy consumed
(Chart (a)), execution time (Chart (b), where execution time
is labeledDelay), and energy-delay product (Chart (c)). Since
SloHit has a behavior very similar toSleep, we do not show
SloHit to simplify the charts.

The figure shows that the behavior ofSleepis different
from the others as the average power decreases.Sleepdoes
not reduce the energy (Chart (a)), substantially slows down
the applications (Chart (b)) and, as a result, increases the
energy-delay product significantly (Chart (c)). Consequently,
due to its inefficiency, we only use it as the last resort in a
thermal crisis.

The other four techniques (IFilter , SubBank, VoltFreq, and
MemVolt) decrease the energy consumed by the chip (Chart
(a)) and, while they still slow down the application (Chart
(b)), they manage to reduce the energy-delay product or keep
it roughly constant (Chart (c)). They differ significantly,how-
ever, in the slope of their curves and in the maximum power
reduction that they can deliver. The maximum reduction is
delivered when they are applied statically. This situationcor-
responds to the leftmost point of each curve.

To compare these four techniques to each other, we exam-
ine Chart (c). Recall that we want to minimize the energy-
delay products. Under this requirement, the chart tells us
what is the best technique to apply individually, and how to
rank the techniques in case we want to apply them in a com-
bined manner.

If we want to apply a single technique, we should choose
the one that, for the desired average power reduction, deliv-
ers the lowest energy-delay product. For example, for power
reductions that are less than 20%,IFilter is the best.SubBank
is the best if we want reductions between 20 and 25%, while
VoltFreqis the best for reductions larger than 25%. From this
data, we can see thatIFilter andSubBankare good but lim-
ited. Since their scope is only memory system accesses, they
deliver modest power reductions.

If, instead, we want to rank the techniques for a possible
combined application of them, what matters is not the abso-
lute power reduction but the slope of the curves. Specifically,
we approximate each curve with a straight line and record the
slope of the line. The techniques with the highest positive
slopes should be given the highest priority. Consequently,in
our framework, the order of application of the techniques, ir-
respective of the power reduction desired, should beIFilter ,
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thenSubBank, thenVoltFreq, and so on.

Note that, for our techniques, the shape of the curves makes
it possible to reasonably approximate each curve with a single
straight line. This may not be true, however, in other scenar-
ios, where we would need different straight lines in different
segments of a given curve. In this case, the ranking of tech-
niques would not be as straightforward: it would depend on
the power reduction desired.
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Figure 5: Impact of dynamically applying a combination
of energy-management techniques: total energy consumed
by the applications (a), their execution time (b), and their
energy-delay product (c). The data is organized as in Fig-
ure 4.

Another complication occurs if the slope of a curve
changes when the technique is combined with other tech-

niques. While we have observed this effect in our framework,
it does not change the ranking of techniques listed above.

Finally, we note thatMemVoltreduces neither the average
power much nor the energy-delay product. It is, therefore,
unattractive. Its scope for impact is limited to applications
with many cache misses. Unfortunately, even in this case,
we find that it works poorly because the slower DRAM be-
comes a contention bottleneck that slows down the applica-
tion (Chart (b)).

Applying Combined Schemes
To see the potential of our framework, we combine the

three most effective techniques, namelyIFilter , SubBank, and
VoltFreq, into a single scheme. We consider two different
schemes:Combactivates and deactivates the three techniques
simultaneously, whileGrad activates and deactivates them
gradually.Grad uses the ranking selected before: it activates
IFilter first; if more power or energy reduction is needed, it
activatesSubBank; if more is needed, it activatesVoltFreq.
When the techniques must be deactivated, it follows the re-
verse order.

Figure 5 shows the results of repeating the experiments of
Figure 4 forComband Grad. For reference purposes, the
figure also includes the curves forVoltFreqandIFilter from
Figure 4. Note, however, that the axes have been expanded
relative to Figure 4.

We can see from Figure 5 that, for modest power reduc-
tions, the effectiveness ofCombis between that ofVoltFreq
and IFilter . Specifically, Chart (c) shows that, for a given
power reduction, the energy-delay product ofComb is be-
tween that ofVoltFreq and IFilter . Consequently,Comb
works well. In addition,Combcan deliver much higher power
reductions than the individual techniques: ifComb is stati-
cally applied, it can reduce the average power by up to 70%.
As a result, the final energy-delay product obtained in Chart
(c) is also much lower than for the individual techniques.

As can be seen in the figure, however,Grad is better. Chart
(c) shows that, for modest power reductions, this scheme de-
livers energy-delay products that are nearly as low asIFilter ,
the best of the three techniques. This is because, for this range
of reductions,Grad is largelyIFilter . When larger reductions
are desired,Gradstarts using the less optimal techniques. Fi-
nally, as we approach large reductions, it gets closer toComb.
In all cases except static application, however,Grad has a
lower energy-delay product thanComb(Chart (c)).

These results form the rationale behind our choice of Ther-
mal and Slack algorithms in Section 2.2: a gradual, priority-
ordered application of techniques that reduce the energy-
delay product. Consequently, we implement the Slack and
Thermal algorithms withGrad. In addition, as part of the
Thermal algorithm, we keep one additional technique ready
for activation in case of a thermal crisis. Such a technique,
which must be able to reduce the average power consumed as
much as needed, is chosen to beSleep.

Variation Across Applications
Finally, we note that, although different applications be-

have differently, the schemes chosen for our adaptive frame-
work work well across all applications. For lack of space, we
only briefly discuss the two individual applications that di-
verge the most from the average:GTreeandDTree. GTreehas
a high data cache miss rate (Table 4), which causesSubBank
to have relatively less impact.DTree, on the other hand, has
relatively more I-cache misses, which causesIFilter to be less
effective. Overall, however, it can be shown thatGrad is very
effective: it reduces the energy-delay product significantly,
while enabling large reductions in average power.
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4.2 Evaluating the Thermal Algorithm
The goal of the Thermal algorithm is to keep the tempera-
ture of the chip lower thanMaxTemp, while minimizing any
resulting application slowdown. In addition, under no condi-
tion should the temperature surpassCrisisTemp. As indicated
before, we useGrad and, if CrisisTempis reached, we acti-
vateSleep. We call the resulting schemeGrad+Sleep.

To show thatGrad+Sleepis effective, we demonstrate that,
given differentMaxTemptemperature limits, it effectively
keeps the chip temperature belowMaxTemppractically all the
time, while slowing down the execution only modestly. Re-
call that, as stated in Section 3.4, we use&'()*+as a proxy
for temperature.

In Figure 6, we show the results of applyingGrad+Sleep
under different&'()*+limits. These limits are proxies for
MaxTemp. For each application, the limits considered are
/012&�,-., /032&�,-., 3042&�,-., and

3052&�,-., where
&�,-. is the original average power of the application (last
column of Table 4). To get an idea of the absolute values of
these limits, if we average them out across all the applica-
tions, we get 12.5, 10.4, 8.3, and 6.3 W, respectively. The
crisis &'()*+ is set sufficiently high such that it is never
reached. As usual, the data is normalized to the original con-
ditions of the application and then averaged out across all ap-
plications.
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Figure 6: Impact of enforcing different6789:�limits in
the chip: fraction of thermal macrocycles over the6789:�
limit (a) and resulting execution time of the applications (b).
These limits are proxies forMaxTemp.

Figure 6-(a) shows the fraction of thermal macrocycles
where &'()*+ is above the limit before we activate our
framework (Original) and after (Grad+Sleep). The chart
shows that, irrespective of how low we set the limit to, our

framework keeps&'()*+below it for practically all the time.
This is true even after setting the limit to 0.6 times the aver-
age power in the chip before activating the framework, which
is the leftmost point of the chart. Such a limit places 85% of
theOriginal macrocycles over the limit.

Figure 6-(b) shows the resulting execution time of the ap-
plications after activating the framework. If we focus on the
Grad+Sleepcurve, we see that, for modest limits, the scheme
induces minimal slowdowns. For example, after setting the
limit to 1.2 times the original average power, our framework
only slows down the applications, on average, by 8%.

Overall, from the previous two discussions, we see that the
goal of the Thermal algorithm is realized. For comparison
purposes, however, Figure 6-(b) also shows the impact of us-
ing less efficient schemes.Comb+SleepusesCombinstead
of Grad. SleepOnlysimply uses theSleeptechnique when
&'()*+surpasses the limit. More specifically, when a ther-
mal macrocycle records a&'()*+higher than the limit, the
fraction of non-sleeping cycles in the next macrocycle is de-
creased proportionally to how much&'()*+was over the
limit. This scheme is, therefore, self-regulating. From the fig-
ure, we see that such schemes induce higher slowdowns than
Grad+Sleep. SleepOnlyis especially inefficient for relatively
low &'()*+limits. However, it works well for the highest
limit because it is being applied in a fine-grained manner.

4.3 Evaluating the Slack Algorithm
The goal of the Slack algorithm is to save as much energy
as possible without extending the execution of the applica-
tion beyond a given tolerable slack. As indicated before,
we implement the algorithm withGrad. To show that our
framework is effective, we demonstrate that, given different
slack sizes,Graddelivers large energy savings without slow-
ing down the job noticeably more than tolerable.

In Figure 7, the framework is tested with different slack
sizes, specified as a percentage of the original execution time
of the application. As usual, the data is normalized to the
original conditions of the application and then averaged out
across all applications.

Figure 7-(a) shows the resulting energy consumed by the
applications for different slack sizes. The chart shows that
Grad delivers large energy savings by exploiting even small
slacks. For example, if the applications are allowed to exploit
a 10% slack, they consume only 60% of the original energy;
if they are given a 30% slack, they consume only 40%.

To put the effectiveness ofGrad in perspective, the chart
also shows the curves for;2<=>'?@AB?Aand;2<C=
>'?@AB?A. As a reference, the voltage-frequency scaling tech-
nique [11, 13] often falls in between the;2<

and;2<C
curves. Indeed, if the scaling of voltage and frequency is lin-
ear, since energy is proportional to the square of the voltage
and delay is inversely proportional to the frequency,;2<C
remains constant. In practice, the scaling deviates from linear
behavior and we move toward the;2<curve. Overall, from
the distance between these curves andGrad, we can see that
our framework is very effective, especially with small slacks.

Figure 7-(b) shows the fraction of the tolerable slack that
is used up by our framework. We see that, for modest-sized
slacks,Grad tends to deviate little from using the maximum
tolerable slack. Any under- or over-utilization is limitedto
about 2% of the slack. As the slack increases over 35% of the
execution time, the applications cannot use it all, even when
all the techniques inGrad are in full operation. As a result,
part of the slack is wasted. Overall, we see that the goal of
the Slack algorithm is realized:Grad delivers large energy
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reductions by exploiting even small slacks.

To gain insight into any possible improvements overGrad,
Figures 7-(a) and 7-(b) also show the behavior of an ideal
scheme that we callOracle. At any given microcycle in
the execution,Oracle applies the combination ofIFilter ,
SubBank, andVoltFreqthat best furthers the goal of the Slack
algorithm. SinceOracleis based on perfect knowledge of the
future, it should have, for a given slack, the lowest energy
curve in Chart (a). In some cases, however,Grad reduces
the energy slightly more thanOracle. This is because, due
to imperfect prediction of the future,Grad sometimes goes
slightly over the tolerable slack in Chart (b). Overall, how-
ever, the charts show that there is not much difference be-
tween theOracleandGradcurves, which suggests thatGrad
is very competitive.
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Figure 7:Effect of exploiting different execution slacks: re-
sulting energy consumed by the applications (a) and fraction
of the slack that is used up (b).

5 RELATED WORK
Of all the techniques and systems listed in Section 1, the work
most related to ours is the one on dynamic systems for chip-
level energy management. These systems can be classified
into three groups. The first one targets temperature control,
for example through context switching to jobs that consume
less power [27] or through speculation control [5]. The sec-
ond group targets energy efficiency without compromising
performance, for instance through speculation control [23] or
through reconfigurability [1]. A final group targets energy
efficiency by exploiting slack and, therefore, slowing down
the system. This is done, for example, through voltage and
frequency scaling [25] or through switching to less aggres-
sive instruction issue and speculation support [8]. Our work

is different in two ways: we target both energy efficiency and
temperature control, and we combine many techniques in a
unified dynamic framework.

Recently, dynamic application of voltage and frequency
scaling or various sleep modes have become popular among
microprocessors [11, 13].

A related approach is that of ACPI (Advanced Configu-
ration and Power Interface), an open industry specification
that defines an interface for the OS to activate low-power
modes [14]. Our work differs from ACPI in two ways.
First, in ACPI, any decision and control of power modes is
done by the OS. In our framework, the decision and control
is best done with a combination of software and hardware,
which enables finer-grained energy management. Second,
current ACPI releases are only concerned with various sleep-
ing modes, while we combine techniques that trade energy
for performance.

ACPI and other OS-driven approaches have been used at
the system level to save energy dynamically. For example, it
is feasible to save energy by dynamically shutting down un-
used modules of the system like hard disks or the LAN [4].
Alternatively, the savings can come from dynamically reduc-
ing the quality of service to the application [7].

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
To address the problem of high energy consumption in cur-
rent and upcoming chips, several schemes for dynamic en-
ergy management have recently been proposed. However,
such schemes are still relatively limited and, in addition,tend
to tackle only one of the two aspects of energy management:
either energy efficiency or temperature control. To address
these limitations, this paper has proposed a framework for
Dynamic Energy Efficiency and Temperature Management
(DEETM). The framework addresses the two aspects of en-
ergy management in a unified form. In addition, it combines a
suite of energy-management techniques that can be activated
individually or in groups according to a given policy.

The evaluation has shown that our framework is very ef-
fective, especially when the tolerable slowdowns and temper-
ature limits are modest. In these scenarios, dynamic applica-
tion of the most fitting techniques in the suite is most cost-
effective: temperature limits are enforced with small slow-
downs and large energy savings are delivered by exploiting
small slacks. For example, the framework delivers a 40% en-
ergy reduction with only a 10% application slowdown. Over-
all, we feel that it makes sense for future advanced chips to
include a DEETM framework like ours that combines multi-
ple techniques.

As part of our ongoing work, we are trying to improve our
DEETM framework by adding more techniques to it. We can
then quantify the complementarity of and the overlap between
different techniques.

Another approach that we are exploring is the potential of
profiling. We can profile an application and, depending on
what are its main energy and performance bottlenecks, tailor
the activation of the techniques. Experience with theOracle
scheme in Section 4.3, however, suggests that little more can
be done for the techniques and applications considered. How-
ever, other techniques and applications may behave differ-
ently. Finally, we are examining how to tailor the framework
for different classes of chips, namely high-end microproces-
sors, chip multiprocessors, and different types of systemson
a chip.
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APPENDIX A: APPLICATIONS USED
This appendix describes the applications used. In the following, we
use P.Mem to refer to the on-chip controller in the FlexRAM chip
that executes the serial sections of the applications. Moreinforma-
tion on the applications can be found in [19].

GTreeis a data mining application that generates a decision tree
given a collection of records that we want to classify [26]. The
records are distributed across the processors. The P.Mem decides
what attributes to use to split the tree and tells the processors what
branch they should examine. The processors process their records.

DTreeuses the tree generated inGTreeto classify a database of
records [26]. Each processor has a copy of the decision tree and a
portion of the database. Each processor processes its localrecords
sequentially. At the end of the execution, the results are accumulated
by P.Mem.

BSOMis a neural network that classifies data [22]. Each proces-
sor processes a portion of the input. Then, all processors synchro-
nize, a summary of the partial results is combined and re-distributed,
and the process begins again. While the original application used
floating point, we have converted the application into fixed point to
run on our simulated chip.

BLASTis a protein matching application [2]. The goal is to match
an amino acid sequence sample against a large database of proteins.
Each processor keeps a portion of the database and tries to match the
sample against it. Finally, P.Mem gathers the results.

Mpegperforms MPEG-2 motion estimation. The reference image
and the working image are distributed across the processors. Each
8x8 block in the working image is compared against the reference
image.

FIC is a fractal image compression application that encodes an
image using a scheme with a quad tree partition [6]. Each processor
has a portion of the image and some calculated characteristics, and
performs a local transformation to its portion of the image.The
application may have significant load imbalance.
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